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"Public opinion on any subject," Abraham Lincoln once said, "always has a 'central idea' from which all its minor thoughts radiate." This book applies Lincoln's statement not to American public opinion generally but to journalism specifically (which is often at the base of public opinion). Writers and editors have espoused so many different philosophies over the years that American journalism history might seem to be a crazy-quilt, but the thesis of this book is that a broad look at the whole pattern shows three central ideas achieving dominance, sequentially.

The first of these central ideas in journalism—I call them macrostories because they overarch the daily bits and pieces of journalistic coverage—could be called the official story. Dominant until the 18th century in most of Europe and America, this macrostory was built on the belief that power knows best, and that editors should merely print whatever the king or governor demands. Published news was what state authorities (and, sometimes, their allies in established churches) wanted people to know.

The press continued to be dominated by the official story until growing numbers of journalists, heavily influenced by the ideas of the Protestant Reformation, began to emphasize the corruption story. This macrostory, rather than serving as public relations for the state, emphasized the universality of human failings and the tendency for individuals in positions of power to abuse their authority and then attempt to cover up wrongdoing. Journalists from the 17th through 19th centuries who embraced the corruption story invented much of what
we associate with modern journalism at its best: A sense of purpose, a willingness to oppose arrogant rulers, and a stress on accuracy and specific detail.

Mid- and late-19th-century editors such as Horace Greeley and Joseph Pulitzer achieved their prominence and influence on the foundations laid down by corruption story journalists. However, they and others scorned the theology on which that macrostory was based; instead of seeing sinful man and demanding personal change, they believed that man is naturally good but is enslaved by oppressive social systems. In this third of journalism's central ideas, the oppression story, problems arise not from personal corruption but from external influences, and the role of journalists is to put a spotlight on those influences. The hope is that if man's environment is changed, man himself changes, and poverty, war, and so on, are no more.

This change affected not only story content but reporters' methods. Corruption story journalists tended to have limited personal agendas because they emphasized personal transformation rather than social revolution. Oppression story journalists, who came to dominate the most influential publications early in the 20th century, believed their own work could be the breakthrough to a better world. As the great ends of oppression story journalism—peace, justice, freedom—began to seem attainable, means began to be negotiable.

This book narrates the history of those macrostories in American journalism from its European beginnings in the 16th and 17th century (my starting point is Martin Luther’s editorial on the cathedral door in 1517) up through 1917, when the impact of the Russian Revolution began to open up a new phase in journalistic perceptions. Along the way we take a fresh look at Greeley, Pulitzer, and other legends of journalism history, and we also recall long-forgotten figures such as John Stubbes, an English Puritan who in 1579 wrote a pamphlet criticizing Queen Elizabeth. Stubbes was punished by having his right hand “cut off by the blow of a Butcher’s knife.” A contemporary account tells of his amazing response: “John Stubbes, so soon as his right hand was off, put off his hat with the left, and cried aloud, God save the Queene.” Such bravery deserves to be remembered, and the motivation for such actions understood.

This book is a narrative history rather than a philosophical tome; a previous book of mine, Prodigal Press, examined more systematically questions surrounding objectivity and journalistic ethics. I have retained early spellings whenever the meaning is clear. Four appendices provide additional detail; readers who wish to know more about the macrostory concept itself should not overlook Appendix C.
Chapter 1

Unnatural Acts

In America, we expect journalists to have some independence from government and other leading power centers. We are not surprised to glance at the morning newspaper or television news show and see exposure of wrongdoing. We assume that the press has a responsibility to print bad news as well as good. And yet, that which seems ordinary to us is unusual in the history of the world, and even in much of the world today.

How did the unnatural act of independent journalism come to seem so natural? To begin answering that question, we need to go back, back beyond the start of American journalism, back even before Gutenberg. Journalism—information and analysis concerning recent events, published in multiple copies or disseminated beyond the immediate reach of the speaker’s voice—is many centuries old. Journalistic products emerged in many lands and in many varieties, but they most often promoted the official story of governmental power and wisdom: “If you obey, we will take care of you.” (A more modern way of saying the same might be, “Depend on us to establish the proper environment for your life.”) Official, state-allied religion often received protection also. Published news was what authorities wanted people to know.

Throughout the many centuries before printing, official story publications came and went. One of the better known early journalistic vehicles was the Acta Diurna, a handwritten news sheet posted in the Roman Forum and copied by scribes for transmission throughout the empire. Acta emphasized governmental decrees but also gained readership by posting gladiatorial results and news of other popular events. Julius Caesar used the Acta to attack some of his opponents.
in the Roman senate—but there could be no criticism of Caesar. (Had there been independent journalism, he might have faced only character assassination on the Ides of March.) Other handwritten publications also emerged during ancient and medieval times, with the goal of passing on news that state or state–church authorities wished leading citizens to know. This was true in Asia and other continents as well as in Europe. Sometimes, ballads and poems that mocked the official news vehicles were passed on orally from person to person, but the official version, with support from the state church, endured from generation to generation.

In Western Europe, kings with support from the Catholic Church were said to rule by divine right, and the official story was the only story allowed. Leaders might acknowledge that a different story prevailed in heaven—there, God was sovereign and biblical principles were practiced—but only those who went away to monasteries or nunneries might be able to see God’s will being done on earth as in heaven. This dualistic sense of spiritual and temporal realms removed from each other was evident not only in journalism but in artwork and other cultural realms as well. The Bible itself was removed from daily life and available only to the elite who knew Latin; Pope Innocent IV in 1252 forbade translating the Bible into vernacular languages.

The tiny and fairly barbaric part of the world where English was spoken was no exception to the general rule. In 1275 the statute of Westminster I outlawed “tales whereby discord or occasion of discord or slander may grow between the king and his people or the great men of the realm.” Anything that could inspire such discord—including the Bible, which stated laws of God under which every man and woman, whether king or commoner, had to live—was banned. After John Wycliffe disobeyed Papal rulings and translated the Bible into English during the late 14th century, English church authorities cracked down, with the synod of Canterbury in 1408 forbidding the translation of Scripture from one language to another. Wycliffe’s books were burned in 1410 and 1412. His bones were dug up and burned in 1428.

A technological revolution began around 1450 with the development of movable type in the Mainz workshop of Johann Gutenberg. But technological changes matter little as long as “world views” — clusters of convictions about what’s important in life—remain the same. The demand from monasteries and kings or commercial leaders for big, printed, Latin Bibles was growing. Printed volumes met that demand, but the Bibles were usually for show rather than tell. Printing created potential for change and pressure to change from those who saw opportunities, but as long as reading was discouraged by state and church authorities, and as long as independent printers were jailed or killed, there would be little change.

The limited effect of the technological revolution, by itself, was indicated by early post-Gutenberg developments in England. Printing began there in 1476 when William Caxton, given royal encouragement and grant of privileges upon good behavior, set up a press in Westminster. Others followed, but were careful to avoid publishing works that might irritate the king or his ministers. Regulations limited the number of printers and apprentices. Royal patents created printing monopolies. It was illegal to import, print, or distribute threatening books, such as English translations of the Bible. In this policy England remained in line with other state–church countries during the early 1500s—but then came the providential sound of a hammer on a door, and the beginning of a theological onslaught (aided by journalistic means) that changed Europe.

Modern journalism began in 1517 as the German prince Frederick the Wise was putting the finishing touches on his life’s work of building up Wittenberg’s sacred relic collection. Through purchase and trade he was able to claim a “genuine” thorn from Christ’s crown, a tooth of St. Jerome, four hairs from the Virgin Mary, seven pieces from the shroud sprinkled with Christ’s blood, a wisp of straw from the place where Jesus was born, one piece of gold brought by the Wise Men, a strand of Jesus’ beard, one of the nails driven into Christ’s hands, one piece of bread eaten at the Last Supper, one twig of Moses’ burning bush, and nearly 20,000 holy bones.

Announcements of relic collection highlights were made regularly through proclamations and assorted announcements, the typical journalistic products of the time. Few people could read—most were discouraged from even trying, for reading could lead to theological and political rebellion—but town criers and local priests passed on official story messages promoting the goals of governmental authorities and the official, state-allied religion. In 1517 Wittenberg residents were told that all of Frederick’s treasures would be displayed on All Saints Day, and that those who viewed them and made appropriate donations could receive papal indulgences allowing for a substantial decrease of time spent in purgatory, either for the viewer/contributor or someone he would designate. Total time saved could equal 1,902,202 years and 270 days.

Quiet criticism of the indulgence system was coming from Professor Martin Luther, who stated that the Bible gave no basis for belief in indulgences and argued that the practice interfered with true contrition and confession. But, despite Luther’s lectures, indulgence—buying continued as champion salesman Tetzel offered altruism at bargain prices:

Listen to the voices of your dear dead relatives and friends, beseeching you and saying, “Pity us, pity us. We are in dire torment from which you can redeem us for a pittance.” Do you not wish to? Open your ears. Hear the father saying to his son, the mother to her daughter, “We bore you, nourished you, brought you up, left you our fortunes, and you are so cruel and hard that now you are not willing for so little to set us free. Will you let us lie here in flames? Will you delay our promised glory?” Remember that you are able to release them, for “As soon as the coin in the coffers rings, the soul from purgatory springs.”

The pitch was strong, but Luther decided to oppose it head-on by making his ideas of protest accessible to all, not just a few. The 95 theses he hammered to
the cathedral door in 1517 were not academic sentences but clear, vivid statements. For example, concerning the plan to obtain money to build St. Peter’s, Luther wrote:

The revenues of all Christendom are being sucked into this insatiable basilica. . . . The pope would do better to appoint one good pastor to a church than to confer indulgences upon them all. Why doesn’t the pope build the basilica of St. Peter out of his own money? He is richer than Croesus. He would do better to sell St. Peter’s and give the money to the poor folk who are being fleeced by the hawkers of indulgences.¹

Luther then gave printers permission to set the theses in type—and they spread throughout Europe within a month.

The effect of Luther’s theses and his subsequent publications is well known—but what often is missed is that Luther’s primary impact was not as a producer of treatises, but as a very popular writer of vigorous prose that concerned not only theological issues but their social and political ramifications. Between 1517 and 1530 Luther’s 30 publications probably sold well over 300,000 copies, an astounding total at a time when illiteracy was rampant and printing still an infant.³ Because Luther had such influence through his writing the pressure on him to mute the truth became enormous, but he said “My conscience is captive to the Word of God . . . Here I stand, I can do no other.”⁴

Luther’s lively style and willingness to risk death for the sake of truth—telling would be enough to make him a model for today’s journalists, but it was his stress on literacy that made independent journalism possible at all. Literacy was low throughout Europe until the 16th century—perhaps only about 1 out of 100 persons could read. Reading was looked upon as a servile activity; just as corporate CEOs today have secretaries to do their typing, so the kings of medieval times remained illiterate and had designated readers. Nor were those of low estate encouraged to read by state or church authorities. A 16th century French treatise argued that people should not read on their own, less they become confused; ordinary folk especially should not read the Bible, because they should learn only from priests.⁵ As one historian has noted, authorities “held it was safer to have less Scripture reading than more heresy.”⁶

Luther and other Reformation leaders, however, emphasized the importance of Bible reading; Christians were to find out for themselves what God was saying. Literacy rates soared everywhere the Reformation took root, and remained low wherever it was fought off. Luther not only praised translation into the vernacular languages but made a masterful one himself. In preparing his German translation Luther so understood the need for specific detail to attract readers that when he wanted to picture the precious stones and coins mentioned in the Bible, he first examined German court jewels and numismatic collections. Similarly, when Luther needed to describe Old Testament sacrifices he visited slaughterhouses and gained information from butchers. He was a vivid reporter as well as a tenacious theologian.

Furthermore, he was a reporter who desired to print not just good news, but bad news also. Luther’s Reformed theological understanding led him to write,

God’s favor is so communicated in the form of wrath that it seems farthest when it is at hand. Man must first cry out that there is no health in him. He must be consumed with horror. . . . In this disturbance salvation begins. When a man believes himself to be utterly lost, light breaks. Peace comes in the word of Christ through faith.⁷

Reformation leaders believed that people would seek the good news of mercy only after they became fully aware of the bad news of sin. This was the basis of the corruption story: Man needs to be become aware of his own corruption in order to change through God’s grace, and writers who help make readers aware of sin are doing them a service.

Luther also made journalism significant by arguing that the path to progress is through change in ideas and beliefs, rather than through forced social revolution or reaction.⁸ In Luther’s thought the most significant warfare was ideological, not material, so he emphasized dissemination of ideas through publication and opposed attempts to destroy opposing ideas through burning either books or authors. “Heretics,” he said, “should be vanquished with books, not with burnings.”⁹ Luther wanted an exchange of views, not swords thrusts. He described printing as “God’s highest and most extreme act of grace, whereby the business of the Gospel is driven forward.”¹⁰

Others felt differently about those perceived as heretics. In 1529 Henry VIII of England banned importation of either the writings of Martin Luther or other works, including Bible translations, that supposedly engaged in “reproach, rebuke, or slander of the king.”¹¹ Thomas Hilton was burned in 1530 for selling books by William Tyndale that advocated the supreme authority of Scripture against both state and church. Richard Bayfield, John Teukesbury, and James Bainham were burned in 1531 and 1532, and Tyndale himself was seized in Antwerp in 1536 and killed; his Bible translation was burned in St. Paul’s Cathedral. After 1534, as Henry VIII established a national church in England under his headship, those who would not adhere to the latest twist in the official story—Sir Thomas More, Bishop Fisher, and others—also suffered execution.¹²

Henry added new antipress legislation almost as often as he added new wives. In 1534 his “Proclamation for Seditious Books” ordered that no one should print any English book without a license from the king’s councils or those persons appointed by the king as licensers. His “Proclamation of 1538” left the press with “only one master, the king.”¹³ The sweeping language of Parliament’s regulatory law of 1542—1543 indicates how the official story was to have absolute dominion:
“Nothing shall be taught or maintained contrary to the King’s instructions,” and nothing shall be published “contrary to the King’s instructions or determinations, made or to be made.”

Henry VIII’s structure of government and society was simple: The state, with its official church, was at the center, giving orders to other social institutions. But in the thought of men such as John Calvin, Scotland’s John Knox, and other leaders of the Reformation, the kingdom of God could not be equated with state interests. Instead, the Reformers believed that God reigns everywhere and man can serve God directly in every area of life—government, journalism, education, business, or whatever. Reformed thinkers asserted that there were laws superior to the state or any other institution, and suggested that workers in those various areas did not have to wait for marching orders from the institutional Church, but could instead study the Bible and apply it to their own activities.

The Reformers did not advocate extremist intransigence or easy disobedience of governmental or church authority. John Knox, for instance, appealed for moderation and compromise whenever truly fundamental issues were not at stake. But under such a doctrine, for the first time, journalists could be more than purveyors of public relations. They had their own independent authority and would appeal to biblical principle when officials tried to shackle them. The corruption story and the official story were heading for the first of their showdowns, and records of Henry’s Privy Council, responsible for controlling the press, began to show regular proceedings against writers and speakers for “unfitting wordes” and supposedly seditious libel. During the reign of “Bloody Mary” from 1553 to 1558, the confrontation with those who based their lives on “sola scriptura”—the Bible only—began.

One of the first Protestants to die at the stake was John Hooper, publicly burned at Gloucester on February 9, 1555. He was joined by about 75 men and women who were burned as heretics that year, and many more during the following 2 years. Soon, reports of those killings spread illegally throughout England: Ballads and other publications—one was called Sacke full of Newes—attacked the queen and praised the heroism of the martyrs. One notable underground pamphlet, The Communication between my lord Chauncelor and judge Hales, depicted the tyranny of the state church.

These journalistic critiques readily went from the theological to the political, because the two were intertwined. Mary’s marriage to Philip, heir to the Spanish throne, led many to believe that Spain would soon be ruling England in dictatorial fashion. One pamphlet, A Warnynge for Englane, gave an account of the horrible practises of the Kyng of Spayne/ in the Kyngdome of Naples/ and the miseries wherunto that noble Realme is brought./ Whereby all Englishe men may understand the plaghe that shall light upon them/ if the Kyng of Spayne obtayne the Dominion in England.

Coverage of the debate and the burnings showed the typical path of 16th century journalism: From theological debate to theological commentary on current news to sensational coverage.

The 16th century journalist who made the greatest impression on several generations of Englishmen and women originally had no desire to report on current events. John Foxe, born in 1516, was an excellent student. He became a fellow at Oxford, but was converted to the Reformed faith and had to give up his stipend. In 1548 he began writing a scholarly history of Christian martyrdom, but it turned journalistic in 1553 when Mary became queen. Facing death in 1554 Foxe left England and began earning a poor living as a proofreader with a Swiss printer, but he continued to collect historical material about past persecutions and testimony about current ones.

Foxe published two volumes in Latin during the 1550s, but switched to English for his journalistic output, with the goal of telling the martyrs’ story in a readable manner. He was able to return to England with the ascension of Elizabeth in 1558 and then spend five more years interviewing, collecting materials, and writing, before publishing the sensational account that became known as Foxe’s Book of Martyrs. To make sure everything was right, he worked 7 years more before putting out in 1570 an expanded, second edition that contained woodcuts portraying burnings and whippings; later, large-scale editions increased the number of illustrations. Foxe showed no interest in ecclesiastical promotion or governmental work. Until his death in 1587 Foxe kept revising the work, inserting corrections or additions that many people sent him, and avoiding the mere substitution of fables of his own for the official stories of old.

Foxe’s writing was vivid. For example, he wrote of how John Hooper, tied to a stake, prayed for a short time. Then the fire was lit, but the green wood was slow to burn. Hooper was shown a box and told it contained his pardon if he would give in: “Away with it!” he cried. As the fire reached Hooper’s legs a gust of wind blew it out. A second fire then slowly burned up Hooper’s legs, but went out with Hooper’s upper body still intact. The fire was rekindled, and soon Hooper was heard to say repeatedly, “Lord Jesus, have mercy upon me; Lord Jesus, have mercy upon me; Lord Jesus, receive my spirit!”—Hooper’s lips continued to move even when his throat was so scorched that no sound could come from it: Even “when he was black in the mouth, and his tongue swollen, that he could not speak, yet his lips went till they were shrunk to the gums.” Finally, one of Hooper’s arms fell off, and the other, with “fat, water, and blood” dripping out at the ends of the fingers, stuck to what remained of his chest. At that point Hooper bowed his head forward and died.

Foxe also described the deaths of Hugh Latimer and Nicholas Ridley. Ridley, chained over another of those slow-burning fires, was in agony, but Latimer seemed to be dying with amazing ease—Foxe wrote that he appeared to be bathing his hands and face in the fire. Latimer’s last words to his suffering friend
were, "Be of good comfort, Master Ridley, [so that] we shall this day light such a candle, by God's grace, in England, as I trust shall never be put out."24

Foxe's third famous report concerned the death of Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury and leader of the English Protestants. Imprisoned for months without support of friends, Cranmer received daily ideological hammering from theological adversaries; after watching Ridley die, he wrote out a recantation and apology, in return for pardon. When Cranmer was told later that he allegedly had led so many astray that he would have to burn anyway, his courage returned and he resolved to go out boldly. He wrote in one final statement—a press release of a sort—that his recantation was "written with my hand contrary to the truth which is in my heart, and written for fear of death."25 He offered a pledge: "As my hand hath offended, writing contrary to my heart, therefore my hand shall first be punished; for when I come to the fire, it shall be first burned." Foxe wrote of how Cranmer made good on that promise; sent to the stake, he placed his right hand firmly in the fire and held it steadily there until it appeared like a coal to observers. Soon, Cranmer's entire body was burned.26

Foxe's book became very popular not only because of its combination of theological fervor and grisly detail, but through its use of colorful Bible-based imagery. For example, Foxe's report on the impending death of John Hooper described how light overcome darkness as Hooper was led through London to Newgate prison. Officers had ordered all candles along the way be put out; perhaps,

being burdened with an evil conscience, they thought darkness to be a most fit season for such a business. But notwithstanding this device, the people having some foreknowledge of his coming, many of them came forth of their doors with lights, and saluted him; praising God for his constancy in the true doctrine which he had taught them. . . .27

Significantly, although Foxe was clearly on the side of the martyrs, he was not just a Protestant propagandist, overlooking the sins of his own side. He openly criticized the greed shown by Protestants under Edward VI, and, having written about executions by Catholics, did not favor executions by Protestants. In a long sermon Foxe delivered on Good Friday, 1570, he asked for mercy on many because Christ himself had been crucified by the church state authorities of his time.

Foxe's stress on accuracy was maintained by Miles Coverdale, who wrote in 1564 that "it doeth us good to read and heare, not the lying legenides . . . trifying toyes & forged fables of corrupted writers: but such true, holy, . . . epistles & letters, as do set forth unto us ye blessed behavior of gods deare servants."28 For a time it appeared that a free press, with careful fact-checking, might arise—but, although Queen Elizabeth's version of glassnost allowed direct criticism of her predecessor, Mary, it did not allow objections to her regio or to the domination of the established, Anglican religion. A proclamation on July 1, 1570, offered a reward to those who informed against anyone writing or dispersing books in opposition to the queen or any of her nobles. Other ordinances set increasingly harsh penalties for unlicensed printing; on political matters, any challenge to the official story was treason.29

The secret tribunal known as the Star Chamber did not hesitate to prose- cut and persecute. William Carter, a Catholic who printed in 1580 a book critical of the queen, was arrested, tortured, and executed in 1584. More frequently, the victims of state repression were Puritan rebels, including Hugh Singleton, Robert Waldegrave, John Stroud, and John Hodgkins. Puritans as an organized journalistic group first went public in 1572 with an Admonition to Parliament, a 60-page attack on state churches. Admonition authors John Field and Thomas Wotton spent a year in prison, but other pamphlets soon appeared. Puritan John Stubbes in 1579 wrote his critical pamphlet, had his right hand cut off, and then raised his left hand in a salute to the queen.30

One of the best-read Puritan products at the end of the 16th century was a series of pamphlets published in 1588 and 1589 and called the Martin Marples tracts; these tracts humorously satirized and ridiculed the heady-handed theological treatises put out by defenders of the established church. The tracts, printed by John Hodgkins on a press that was dismantled repeatedly and moved around by cart, irritated king and court so much that a massive search for its producers began. Hodgkins escaped harm until he was unloading his press one day in the town of Warrington, before curious onlookers. A few small pieces of metal type fell from one of the boxes. A bystander picked up a letter and showed it to an official, who understood the significance of the discovery and summoned constables. Arrested and repeatedly tortured, Hodgkins refused to admit guilt and implicate others.

The bravery of Hodgkins, like that of Martin Luther, John Hooper, John Stubbes, and many others, could not not be ignored; persecution of the Puritans, instead of stamping them out, led to new conversions. When James I became king of England in 1603 and Puritans presented petitions for religious and press freedom, he threatened to "harry them out of the land, or else do worse."31 James, arguing that he was "above the law by his absolute power," and that "it is presumptuous and high contempt in a subject to dispute what a king can do, or say that a king cannot do this or that," advised subjects to "rest in that which is the king's revealed word in his law."32 But that is something that Puritan writers, committed as they were to following God's law whatever the costs, would not do.

Royal officials made it clear that proponents of the corruption story would be prosecuted whenever they suggested that all, including the king, were naturally corrupt, in need of God's grace, and obliged to obey Biblical principles. The Star Chamber, in a 1606 case de Libellis Fanosis, stipulated that truth was no defense against a charge of seditious libel, which was defined as anything that would
reduce public respect for the monarch or his officials. The Star Chamber’s
dowers of inquiry were supplemented in 1613 when James I granted to another
government body, the High Commission, power over “books, pamphlets and
portraiture offensive to the state.”

In the long run, however, James himself undermined the idea of royal authori-
tarianism by setting up a committee of 54 scholars to prepare a new translation
of the Bible. When the committee’s work was done, the magnificent “King
James” translation had made the Bible more popularly accessible than ever. In
Ryken’s words,

Beginning with a conviction that the Bible was where a person encountered God
most directly, religion became in significant ways a literary experience. The acts
of worship emphasized by the Reformers and Puritans were overwhelmingly literary
acts: reading the Bible, meditating on its meaning.31

According to a contemporary opponent of the Puritans, those who attended one
Puritan service had their Bibles open and looked up verses cited by the preachers.
They took notes and, after the sermon, “held arguments also, among themselves,
about the meaning of various Scripture texts, all of them, men and women, boys
and girls, laborers, workmen and simpletons.”

The connection of Reformed faith and literacy became evident throughout
England as it had in Europe. But that was not the only way the ideas first
developed and popularized by Martin Luther had consequences for journalism.
The Puritans also set in motion a movement toward a different social structure.
The change began with an emphasis on reading and thinking. Edward Reynolds
wrote:

The people are hereby taught, first, to examine the doctrines of men by the rule
and standard of the Word; . . . for though the judgment of interpretation belong
principally to the ministers of the Word, yet God has given all believers a judgment
of discretion, to try the spirits and to search the Scriptures, whether the things which
they hear be so or no.32

Church authorities were no longer the central arbiters — they also were under
the authority of Scripture and could rightfully be criticized by anyone who could
point out in the Bible where they had gone wrong. “Capable is the poorest member
in Christ’s church, being grown to maturity of years, of information in the faith,”
Reynolds wrote, for “Are we not all a royal priesthood?”

Out of this sense of individual competence grew an idea of the formal church organized as a major
activity among others, rather than (along with the state) the center of power.
Journalists could have independent authority under God, and not merely serve as
public relations appendages to state or state–church.

Other innovative journalistic approaches could grow logically out of the Puritan

emphasis on individual salvation. Everyday “human interest” stories and not just
official doings would for the first time be considered important, for, as Puritan
Richard Greenham wrote:

Surely if men were careful to reform themselves first, and then their own families,
they should see God’s manifold blessings in our land and upon church and
commonwealth. For of particular persons come families; of families, towns; of
towns, provinces; of provinces, whole realms.33

Furthermore, the Puritans’ style of communication reflected a desire to have
ordinary individuals receive information that could help them choose rightly.
Puritan William Perkins argued that in expressing ideas, “the plainer, the better.”34
Robert Bolton argued that delivery of truth, rather than “self praise and private
ends,” was the goal of communication, and John Flavel wrote that “words are
but servants to matter. An iron key, fitted to the wards of the lock, is more useful
than a golden one that will not open the door to the treasures.”

All of this, and more, developed in one century from those ideas put down in
words hammered onto the door of the Wittenberg cathedral. Material develop-
ments were useful, but beliefs and bravery carried the day and led to a new era.
Chapter 2
Perils of the Puritan Press

While James I was asserting his sovereignty in England, new journalistic forms were emerging in the Reformed strongholds of Amsterdam and Augsburg. The first newspapers—printed information sources on a regular (in these cases, weekly) schedule—were published in those cities in 1607 and 1609. By 1620 Amsterdam, known for its Reformed emphasis on literacy and liberty, was the refuge for emigre printers from France, Italy, England, and other countries. In that year the first newspapers ever printed in English and French came out—in Amsterdam. In 1621 another Amsterdam publisher started exporting his English-language newspapers to England, and the king’s agents now had to track down bundles of newspapers, not just destroy printing presses.

The British government, under pressure, tried to co-opt the opposition by allowing licensed publication of a domestic newspaper, Mercurius Britannicus, and some political pamphlets during the 1620s. Criticism of governmental foreign policy became a sore point, however, and James struck back at his press opponents, issuing edicts decrying “the great liberty of discourse concerning matters of state.” Printer Thomas Archer was imprisoned, but Puritan doctrines won increasing acceptance, particularly in English towns. Opposition to James and his successor, Charles I, increased.

When one Puritan critic, Alexander Leighton, wrote and published a pamphlet in 1630 entitled An Appeal to Parliament, Charles and his court were outraged. Leighton insisted that Scripture was above everything, including kings, so that subjects could remain loyal while evaluating their rulers against biblical standards; Leighton said his goal was to correct existing problems “for the honour of the king, the quiet of the people, and the peace of the church.” The Star Chamber saw the situation differently, terming Leighton’s work “seditious and scandalous.” On November 16, 1630, Leighton was whipped at Westminster, and had one of his ears cut off, his nose slit, and one side of his face branded. One week later the mutilation was repeated on the other side.

The penalty did not stop other Puritans. John Bastwick, Henry Burton, and William Prynne were hauled into the Star Chamber in 1637 and charged with seditious libel for writing pamphlets that criticized royal actions. Each man was sentenced to “perpetual imprisonment” without access to writing materials, and loss of ears. The royal authorities, believing they had the populace on their side, proclaimed a public holiday highlighted by the public mutilations. But when the three men were allowed to make public statements (according to the custom of the day) as the officials waited with knives, they were cheered. Prynne was actually arrested and maimed twice; when he was released from prison and allowed to return to London, he was greeted by a crowd of 10,000.

Barbarous attempts to control the press prompted even more determined opposition; as a Boston Gazette essayist would note over a century later, the English civil war had as its “original, true and real Cause” suppression of the press, and “had not Prynn lost his Ears, K. Charles would have never lost his Head.” The verbal battle of Parliament versus crown, Puritans versus Anglicans, official story versus corruption story, led to war during the 1640s. The changed political environment led to a journalistic surge, as Puritan-dominated Parliament, remembering past oppression, abolished in 1641 the torture-prone Star Chamber. The result, according to a parliamentary committee in 1643, was that many printers “have taken upon them to set up sundry private Printing Presses in corners, and to print, vend, publish and disperse Books, pamphlets and papers. . . .”

Some of these publications were regular newspapers with high standards. Samuel Pecke’s weekly, A Perfect Diurnall, began with these words: “You may henceforth expect from this Relator to be informed only of such things as are of credit. . . .” Pecke did not make up things. Although clearly a Puritan partisan, he truthfully reported Royalist military victories, and twice covered wrongful conduct by Parliamentary soldiers. He also gave opponents space to express their views: When Archbishop Laud was executed for murder, Pecke included a transcript of the Archbishop’s speech from the scaffold.

Similarly, when John Dillingham began his newspaper The Parliament Scout in 1643, he pledged “to tell the truth” and not to “vapour and say such a one was routed, defeated,” when there actually had been no battle. Dillingham wrote of plundering by Cromwell’s soldiers, the bravery of some captured Royalists, and the need for better medical treatment of the wounded on both sides. Partisanship and fairness could go together, apparently, as editors believed that God could judge them for lying even if their backers cheered.

By 1644 London, a city with a half-million residents, had a dozen weekly newspapers. This was more journalistic variety on a regular basis than had ever
before existed. Some Puritan leaders did not like criticism any more than the king's officials did, but most were committed to the idea of biblical rather than personal authority, and of letting individuals read for themselves. One Puritan leader and friend of John Milton, Samuel Hartlib, reflected general hopes when he predicted in 1641 that "the art of Printing will so spread knowledge that the common people, knowing their own rights and liberties, will not be governed by way of oppression."10

Parliament in 1643 did pass a law that restricted sales of pamphlets and newsbooks, but it received little enforcement and much criticism. Puritan pamphleteer William Walwyn noted that licensing might restrict some evil publications but would also "stopt the mouths of good men, who must either not write at all, or no more than is suitable to the judgments or interests of the Licensers."11 Another Puritan, Henry Robinson, proposed that theological and political combat should "be fought out upon eaven ground, on equal terms, neither side must expect to have greater liberty of speech, writing, Printing, or whatsoever else, than the other."12

The most famous response to the new law was penned by Milton himself. Licensing, he wrote, brought back memories of Bloody Mary, she of "the most unchristian council and the most tyrannous inquisition that ever inquired," and was inconsistent with the "mild, free and human government" that the Puritans said they would provide. Milton's most famous words in his Areopagitica were,

"Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field, we do injuriously by licensers and prohibiting to mislead her strength. Let her and falsehood grapple; who ever knew truth put to the worse, in a free and open encounter."13

Milton had faith in God's invisible hand over journalism; he asked, "For who knows not that truth is strong, next to the Almighty? She needs no policies, nor stratagems, nor licensings to make victorious; those are shifts and the defences that error uses against her power."14

The greatest journalistic talent of 17th-century England emerged during this mid-1640s period of relative freedom. The story of Marchamont Nedham typifies the 17th-century journalistic attempt to follow the tightrope walk of John Foxe, John Stubbes, and other 16th-century writers who prayed for reformation without revolution.

Nedham was born in 1620 in a small town near Oxford. He studied Greek, Latin, and history as a child, received a bachelor's degree from Oxford University in 1637, and spent the next 6 years as a schoolteacher, law clerk, and dabbler in medicine. During those 6 years, Nedham underwent a theological and political transformation that led him to side with the Puritans. When King Charles established in 1643 his own weekly newspapers, the Mercurius Aulicus, Nedham was hired to help out with a competing newspaper from the Parliamentary side,

Perils of the Puritan Press

Mercurius Britannicus. Within a year Nedham was in charge and doing almost all of the writing for a newspaper that was eight pages long and typographically clean enough to make possible headache-less reading of it three centuries later.

Nedham's writing was sensational and colorful; rather than theorizing or preaching, he provided specific detail about the vices of Royalists. Lord Ratcliffe, for example, was "bathing in luxury, and swimming in the fat of the land, and cramming his Hens and Capons with Amonds and Raisins," and Lord Porter was "that Exchequer of Flesh, which hath a whole Subsidie in his small guts and his panche, and hath bestowed the Sessments, and taxes of the State in sawces."15

Nedham saw himself turning darkness into light by exposing corruption; when Nedham reviewed his first year as editor, he wrote that

I have by an excellent and powerful Providence led the people through the labyrinths of the enemies Plots . . . I have brought the secrets and sins of the Court abroad, from her Majestie to Mistris Crofts her very maid of honour, and from his Majesty to his very Barbour.16

Another time, he listed his successes in investigative journalism and exposure:

1. The King could not keepe an evil Councellour, but I must needs speake of him.
2. The Queene could not bring in Popery, but I must needs tell all the world of it . . .
4. The Common Prayer could not be quiet, but I was still crying out Idolatry, and will-worship.
5. The Bishops, Deans, and Doctors, could not play at Gleeke, and drinke Sacke after evening Prayer, but I gave is their names . . .
9. I would never let Aulicus tell a lie to the world, but I blew a Trumpet before it, that all might know it.
10. I undisguised the Declarations, and Protestations, and Masqueries of the Court.17

Nedham, although thoroughly partisan, was not a propagandist at this time. His leads summarized factually the "new business of King and Parliament." He desired accuracy and criticized the Royalist newspaper editor, John Birkenhead:

Oh! what Prodigiouse Service hath he done, he could tell of Battaleys and victories, when there was not so much as an Alarime or skirmish, he could change Pistolls into Demi-Cannons, and Carbines into Culverings, and Squadrions and Troopes into Regiments and Brigades, he could rally routed Armies and put them into a better condition when they were beaten then before.19

Unlike Birkenhead, Nedham commented on his own side's difficulties:

The King is too nimble for us in horse, and his designers ride, while ours go on foot, and we lacquey beside him, and usually fall short of his Army, and we shall scarce be able to encounter him, unless he please to turn back and fight with us.20
Furthermore, he made theological points through laying up specific detail, rather than by preaching: "Prince Rupert abides in Westchester... the young man is lately grown so devout, that he cannot keep the Lords day without a Bull baiting, or Beare baiting." Nedham rarely drew attention to himself, but in one issue he explained that "I took up my pen for disabusing his Majesty, and for disshipoping, and disposing his good subjects." Exposure was his goal: He wanted to take off the "vailes and disguises which the Scribes and Pharisees at Oxford had put upon a treasonable and popysh Cause." He enjoyed his effectiveness: "I have served a Parliament and Reformation hitherto in unmaking and unhooing incendiaries of all sorts... Everyone can point out the evil Counsellors now." "But in a question-and-answer note (an early version of "Dear Abby") at the end of each issue of *Mercurius Britannicus*, he regularly cautioned against arrogance: When asked, "What are we to do or expect now in this time when our forces are so considerable?" Nedham answered, "Not to trust nor looke too much upon them, but through them to a Diviner power, lest we suffer as we did before." In short, Nedham saw his calling as one of truth-telling, rather than promoting allegiance to a certain set of leaders. He worked hard to maintain some distance from those Puritan leaders who began to trust in their own power. In June 1645, Nedham made it clear to his readers that Parliament did not tell him what to write—he had independent authority, under God. Two months later, Nedham disobeyed a licensor’s request that he delete a hard-hitting passage, and received only a reprimand.

Yet, as some Puritan leaders gained great power and decided they were above criticism, they backed off from their own principles. In May 1646, Nedham published that era’s equivalent of the Pentagon Papers; the official charge noted his publication of "divers passages between the two Houses of Parliament and other scandalous particulars not fit to be tolerated." One writer attacked Nedham’s "sullen and dogged wit" and suggested that "his hands and feet be as sacrifices cut off, and hung up, to pay for the Treasons of his tongue." Nedham’s limbs were spared, but he was jailed for 12 days and released only on condition that he do no more newspaper editing.

Nedham abided by his "no editing" pledge but continued to write. At a time when both Anglicans and Puritan Presbyterians opposed independent churches, Nedham made himself unpopular with both sides by writing a pamphlet that warned those who would not tolerate independent churches, "Take heed therefore lest while ye raile against new lights ye work despiet to the Spirit of God. To Quench it in a mans self is a great sin, [but it is worse] to labour to quench it in others." Nedham attacked "compulsive power" in religion—but compulsion increased as tensions between Parliament and Oliver Cromwell’s New Model Army grew.

The Army, with hands and guns and support from those members of Parliament who were disposed to use force rather than reason, increasingly seemed deter-mined to brook no opposition. Parliament empowered a Committee on Examinations to investigate pamphlet publishers and to demolish the presses and imprisonment press owners found to be part of the opposition. On September 27, 1647, the House of Commons provided stiff fines for publication of nonlicensed publications. In 1648 many pamphleteers were arrested. In 1649 Parliament increased penalties, ordered all news-books to be licensed, required every printer to make a bond of 300 pounds not to print anything offensive to the government, and confined printing to London and the universities at Oxford and Cambridge, with limited exception for two other presses.

Some Puritans criticized this tightening. In January 1649, a "Petition of firm and constant friends to the parliament and Commonwealth" urged the granting of liberty to the press, and pointedly told military leaders that if you and your army shall be pleased to look back a little upon affairs you will find you have bin very much strengthened all along by unlicensed printing... The liberty [of the press]... appears so essential unto Freedom, as that without it, it’s impossible to preserve any nation from being liable to the worst of bondage. For what may not be done to that people who may not speak or write, but at the pleasure of Licensers?

John Owen, Cromwell’s religious advisor, recognized that it is better to have 500 errors scattered among individuals than to have one error gain power over all. Nevertheless, the tendency to reduce debate continued.

Nedham saw the dictatorship coming. In October 1647, he published a pamphlet anticipating the purge of Parliament that took place the following year, in which the military ousted and excluded from further influence 231 of its Parliamentary opponents. Nedham noted that "Mr. Cromwell hath them [Parliament] in the Mill, grind they must, seeing that they are at his Beck who holds a Whip and a Bell over their guilty Heads." He then presciently argued that when Cromwell "hath used them long enough under the name of Parliament, then (perhaps) they shall be disband all wares, that the Sword-men may stand for ever." Calling Cromwell "King Cromwell" and "The Grand Segnor," Needham saw dictatorship leading to more bloodshed and noted sardonically, "Tis a godly thing States to reforme by Muturity. Reflecting on how good intentions can lead to sad results, Nedham exclaimed, "Good God, what a wild thing is Rebellion."

The dramatic result of Nedham’s rethinking of rebellion was that he amazed his former allies by joining the Royalists. Presbyterian minister John Hackluyt, a chaplain in the Parliamentary army who shared Nedham’s concern about dictatorship, also switched sides, in the hope that a humbled King Charles might consent to a constitutional monarchy. The suggestion of one historian that Nedham joined the king’s side because he “liked excitement and power” seems weak: The king’s side was a losing side, and in a little over a year Charles would be
executed. To become a Royalist late in 1647 showed either great stupidity or uncommon bravery. Nedham was no: dumb, and it appears that he was risking all to try to preserve some liberty in England. From September 1647 through January 1649, Nedham edited _Mercurius Pragmaticus_, a newspaper deeply critical of the new dictatorship emerging.

Nedham’s reporting, as usual, contained exciting detail and perceptive analysis. He showed how Cromwell and his associates won a Parliamentary majority through intimidation and created public fear through artfully designed troop movements. He exposed other plans and pretensions, including dissension among the army-Parliamentary forces: Cromwell’s “face is now more toward an Aristocracy than Zion, which hath raised a deadly feud between him and the Adjutators, who looke upon him as fallen from grace.” In 1648 Nedham also produced several satirical pamphlets, including one entitled _Ding Dong or Sr. Pitiful Parliament on his death-bed_, under the pen name Mercurius Melancholicus. In that pamphlet he wrote, “Sir Pitiful Parliament hath taken grieve, which hath so prevailed over his powers, and mastered his faculties, that he is now become a meere Skeleton... harke how he grome.”

As the Puritan reforming zeal turned to revolutionary power lust, Nedham week after week in _Mercurius Pragmaticus_ showed the degradation of the movement: “See how Wealth/I is made their Heaven! They swell! With Pride!/ and live by Blood and Stealth./ As if there were no Hell.” Meanwhile, poverty dominated the countryside, and there “the citizens (like silly sheep)! Must fast, and be content.” Civil war, Nedham feared, was bringing out the worst in men: “Faith and Religion bleeding lie./ And Liberty grows faint:/ No Gospel, but pure Treachery./ And Treason make the Saint. . . . Away with Justice, Laws and Fear:/ When Men resolve to rise,/ Brave Souls must scorn all Scrupules where:/ A Kingdom is the Prize.” Might apparently was making right, with preaching secondary: “Militia too, they needs must gain,/ Those pretty carnal Tools:/ For Pauls old Weapons they disdain,/ As fit for none but Fools.”

In November 1648, two months before King Charles’ execution, with the revolutionary party at its height, Nedham published _A Plea for the King and Kingdome_. He decreed the movement “to a Military Government” that would lead to “the utter subversion of our Law... and the enslaving of the Kingdome.” Nedham was not alone in thinking the forces of Cromwell were going too far: Of the 250 men who remained in Parliament following Pride’s Purge of December 1648, only about 60 sat regularly as puppets of the army, and fewer than half of those finally approved of the King’s execution.

Many Puritans spoke out vigorously against the coup; many were arrested. William Waller, a Puritan general who split from Cromwell, called the takeover tyrannical and labeled it “treason in the highest degree.” But the king was executed; in the words of the newspaper _A Perfect Diurnall_, “The executioner at one blow severed his head from his body. Then when the King’s head was cut

off, the Executioner held it up and showed it to the spectators.” This was the first modern revolutionary execution, with millions more to follow.

Soon after Charles’ execution, Nedham went into hiding. Other journalists expressed veiled concern about a move toward dictatorship. Dillingham wrote in February 1649, following Charles’ execution, “There’s Kings gone, them and Lords in two days: how easie it is to pull down.” He asked readers to turn to II Samuel, where the daughters of Israel are told to weep over Saul. He mocked utopian plans and economic panaceas. Nedham, however, went further than others. For 2 months during the spring of 1649 he put out an underground edition of _Mercurius Pragmaticus_ that featured reporting like this:

Both King and Bishops thus exil’d! The Saints not yet content!/ Now with fresh flames of Zeal grow wild./ And cry, No Parliament... The State’s grown fat with Orphans Tears./ Whilst Widows pine and moan:/ And tender Conscience in sev’n years./ Is turn’d t’ a heart of stone.”

Nedham concluded that “No Powers are safe, Treason’s a Tilt./ And the mad Sainted-Elves/ Boast when Royal Blood is spilt./ They’ll all be Kings themselves.”

Nedham, from various hiding places, also sent out several pamphlets that did not endear him to the new masters of England. Immediately after the revolutionary leaders celebrated victory with a parade and feast on June 7, Nedham published _The Great Feast at the Sheep-shearing of the City and Citizens_. The last page gives a sense of the whole:

At Grocers Hall, they groceely fed./ With which their paunches out were spread,/ Whilst thousands starve for want of bread./ Let’s thank the Parliament./ Neere forty Bcks, these Holy ones/ Devour’d, and left the dogs the bones./ And Musick grac’d with Tunes and Tones./ This Bacchanalian Feast./ And after that, a Banquet came... Tyrrants feast with joy.”

With that publication the search for Nedham intensified; a few days later he was captured, sent to Newgate prison, and almost executed. He escaped in August and was free for 2 weeks, but was captured and sent back to prison, where he spent 3 more months.

It turned out that Nedham was not executed, because Oliver Cromwell had other plans for him. Cromwell, in effect the new king, wanted to merge the official story and the corruption story, the latter restricted so as to chastise the corruption of subjects but not the new rulers. He offered Nedham a deal: Write for me, and live. Nedham gave in, signed an oath of allegiance to the new government in November 1649, and was released to begin work on a 100-page pamphlet that presented “The Equity, Utility, and Necessity, of a Submission to
the present Government." Nedham argued at length that the Royalist cause was done for, and that wise men, understanding the "improbability of Success in the new Royall enterprise," should submit in recognition of "Necessity, the Custome of all Nations, and the Peace of our own."  

One of Nedham’s title chapters—"That the Power of the Sword is, and Ever Hath been, the Foundation of All Titles to Government"—shows how the official story had come to dominate Nedham’s thinking or at least his expression, with Cromwell as king. A person disobeying another who had come into power, whether or not the ascen was lawful, and regardless of “allegiances, oaths, and covenants” formerly entered into, was “peevious, and a man obstinate against the reason and custom of the whole world.” Nedham used examples from the then recent Thirty Years War to show how allegiances quickly change under pressure:

One while, you might have seen the same town under the French, the next under the Spaniard. And upon every new alteration, without scruple, paying a new allegiance and submission, and never so much as blamed for it by the divines of their own or any other nation.

Such is life, Nedham argued.

Nedham’s writings throughout the early 1650s showed that mixture of cynical wisdom and broken spirit. Cromwell’s government, with its deeply flawed practice but a base in biblical principles, did not prove to be as terrible as Nedham first had feared. The leaders did not engage in the mass murder that characterized revolutions to come. Still, petty dictatorship emerged; as Puritan Denzil Holles complained, in what would also be a preview of future revolutionary outcomes, “The meanest of men, the basest and vilest of the nation, the lowest of the people, have got the power into their hands . . .” It is sad to see Nedham reporting to such individuals and editing the official public relations weekly for the regime, Mercurius Politicus.

And yet, Nedham at times was able to work within the system to keep a slight breeze blowing. The Council of State, as publisher, approved of Nedham’s plan to have Politicus “written in a jocular way” to attract attention. Nedham produced good coverage of local news along with cautionary reports of persons hanged for treason. But Nedham also kept hope alive in his pamphlet The Excellencie of a Free State, which he serialized in Politicus. Nedham observed that

The Interest of Freedom is a Virgin that everyone seeks to deflower, and like a Virgin, it must be kept from any other Form, or else (so great is the Lust of mankind for dominion) there follows a rape upon the first opportunity.

He wondered whether there was political life after rape, or whether government was merely “an artifice . . . occasioned by necessity.”

Eventually the petty aspects of Cromwell’s rules, not the major thrusts, turned English public opinion massively against what became associated with all of Puritanism, rather than its revolutionary elements that had achieved power. The “rump Parliament” formed after Pride’s Purge passed laws forbidding the celebration of Christmas and attacking traditional pastimes such as dancing, playing at cards or dice, and so on. In 1655 Cromwell divided England and Wales into 12 military districts; each ruled by a major-general with authority to “promote godliness and virtue” by enforcing laws against horseracing, cock-fighting, and so on. No recreation was allowed on the Sabbath; in 1659 a French observer wrote that “the religion of England is preaching and sitting still on Sundays.”

Popular resentment grew.

As the revolution ran down in the late 1650s Nedham saw that a monarchical restoration was likely: “Tis neither dishonour nor scandal,” he wrote, that “after all other experiments made in vain, where the ends of government cannot otherwise be conserved, to revert upon the old bottom and foundation.” It would have been easy for Nedham, following Oliver Cromwell’s death in 1658, to join others in beginning to grease the slide on which the dead king’s son, Charles II, soon would return. But Nedham did not join the plotters—instead, against his own personal interests, he warned Puritans that hopes of a peaceful, constitutional monarchy were foolish, because Charles II would be vindictive and would once again empower “the Episcopacie.” In 1660 Nedham again deliberately stuck with a lost cause, this time suggesting that Charles II should be sought because his promises of mercy were unreliable. “Tush! remember that blessed line of Machiavel; he's an oafe that thinks an oath, or any other tender, may tame a prince beyond his pleasure.”

Such jabs killed Nedham’s chances to remain in English journalism following the monarchical restoration. They almost killed Nedham. In May 1660, a pamphlet entitled A Rope for Pol. Or a, a Hue and Cry after Marchamont Nedham, suggested that he deserved death because of the influence his writing had “upon numbers of unconsidering persons, who have a strange presumption that all must needs be true that is in Print.” A broadside, The Downfall of Mercurius, argued “now the time is coming which no doube/ Will do him justice, vengeance will find him out. . . . Thus with the times he turned, next time I hope/ Will up the ladder be and down the rope.” In April 1660, Nedham fled to Holland.

He was allowed to return 4 months later, but on the condition that he abstain from any further involvement in political journalism. Nedham stayed out of politics for 15 years and concentrated on medicine. From 1676 to 1678 he wrote four political pamphlets in opposition to the Whig leader Shaftesbury and in opposition to the dictatorship of Louis XIV in France. They did not make much of a mark, nor was Nedham’s death in 1678, at age 58, much noted.

The legacy of Nedham—his early fervor, his later suspicion, and his deliberate bad timing—should be noted, however. Three times—in 1646, 1649, and 1660—he stood out his neck for what he believed, and three times he came close to
having it chopped off or stretched out. Through that experience he became suspicious of all ideologies that promised earthly salvation; many American journalists would later follow in his footsteps.

His dashed hopes were shared by Puritan journalists generally. In May 1662, the new, Royalist-dominated Parliament passed a bill enacting a new, stringent censorship system. No more, said Parliament, would evil disposed persons [sell] heretical, schismatical, blasphemous, seditious and treasonable books, pamphlets and papers... indangering the peace of these kingdoms, and raising a dissatisfaction to his most excellent Majesty and his government.6

The official story was triumphant, not only in journalism but in legal preaching.7 English newspapers born during the years of civil strife suffered governmental infanticide. Despite early promises to the contrary, Charles II increasingly tried to rule on the French, divine-right model, and his press clippings reflected that: Palace writers had God always in the background, looking on benevolently, but Charles at the center, master of the realm. A tight censorship eliminated regular news coverage unless it helped to propel the official story.

For proponents of the corruption story, life was even harder than it had been before the revolution. For example, in 1663 John Twyn was convicted of sedition for printing a book arguing that citizens should call to account a king whose decrees violated biblical law. After Twyn refused to provide the name of the book’s author, his “privy-members’ were cut off before his eyes, and he was then beheaded. Twyn’s body was cut into four pieces, and each was nailed to a different gate of the city as a warning to other printers or writers.8

Chapter 3

A New Planting of the Corruption Story

After the monarchical restoration in England, British officials across the Atlantic also placed restrictions on press freedoms. Royal governors appeared to believe that the Puritan idea of “read for yourself” simply caused too much trouble. In 1671 Governor William Berkeley of Virginia responded to a query concerning the state of religion in the colony by saying that the drawbacks of emphasizing reading and study would outweigh the benefits:

There are no free schools nor printing, and I hope we shall not have these hundred years; for learning has brought disobedience, and heresy, and sects into the world, and printing has divulged them, and libels against the best government.1

Berkeley’s successors in Virginia clamped down hard on any displays of independence. Philip Ludwell was heavily fined in 1678 for calling Governor Herbert Jeffreys a lawbreaker. When printing finally was allowed, it was carefully regulated: Printer John Buckner received a reprimand in 1682 merely for printing the colony’s laws without official permission; Buckner was forced to post a bond of 100 pounds that would be forfeited were he ever to print anything again. Governor Francis Lord Howard in 1685 issued a proclamation condemning the “over lycentiousness of the People in their discourses” and reminding the public that criticism of the royal government was criminal sedition.2 Other proclamations and incidents—in 1690, 1693, 1699, 1702, and 1704—also sent a message to those who might wish to oppose the official story.

Attempts at independence often received severe punishment. In 1666, one
Maryland critic of the official story received 39 lashes across his back. Protests concerning such treatment occasionally appeared: In 1689 a Maryland group that called itself the Protestant Association protested the colony’s laws, especially one that against all Sense, Equity, Reason, and Law Punishes all Speeches, Practices, and Attempts relating to his Lordship and Government, that shall be thought Mutinous and Seditious.¹

The Protestant Association complained that the government had punished “Words and Actions” it disapproved of by “Whipping, Branding, Boring through the Tongue, Fine, Imprisonment, Banishment, or Death.” But for many years Maryland and other colonies did not have the critical mass of residents committed to the Reformation concept that those in various spheres of society had a right to carry on their activities, under God, regardless of royal approval. Royal governors hoped to avoid all criticism.²

Only in New England, the center of Reformation thought in the New World, was publication and education emphasized; the Puritans set up a printing press and college in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1636, just 6 years after their arrival in a wilderness where mere survival was not assured.³ New Englanders tried from the colony’s founding to restrict royal authority. John Winthrop had the opportunity to gain special favors for Massachusetts from Puritans then dominating Parliament, but he declined because he did not want to accept the idea that Parliament had jurisdiction over the colony; Winthrop wanted the idea of a self-governing commonwealth to be established. The General Court (Massachusetts’ legislature) at one point declared—in a statement that Samuel Adams would pick up a century later—“Our allegiance binds us not to the laws of England any longer than while we live in England.”⁴

In the 1660s, however, monarchical restoration in England placed new pressures on New England. Well-connected courtiers in London contested the Massachusetts Bay charter that Charles I had given to Puritan leaders in 1629; the courtiers claimed that they had received previous royal grants to the same land. The General Court, desperate to avoid a royal crackdown, forced evangelist and writer John Eliot in 1661 to retract “such expressions as doe too manifestly scandalize” the government of England.⁵ Eliot’s book The Christian Commonwealth, which advocated election of rulers, was ordered “totally suppressed.”⁶ In October 1662, the General Court passed the first formal censorship act in Massachusetts, imitating the act passed by Parliament under the urging of Charles II.

Pressure on New England writers did not come only from London. The Puritans allowed wide debate concerning biblical interpretation, but would not allow publication of tracts hostile to the fundamentals or essentials of Reformed Christianity. Quakers, with their reliance on “inner light” rather than the Bible only, and their methods of protest that included walking naked inside churches to protest the “nakedness” of the institutions, were not tolerated. But the Puritans did encourage reporting of bad news that tended to be swept under the rug in most other places.

They were lenient in this way because bad news was seen as a message from God. Boston printer Marmaduke Johnson in 1668 published “God’s Terrible Voice in the City of London, wherein you have the Narration of the late dreadful Judgment of Pleague and Fire.” In 1674, when Benjamin Goad was hanged in Boston for committing bestiality, Samuel Danforth wrote of crime and punishment and offered a “why”:

God’s end in inflicting remarkable judgments upon some, is for caution and warning to all others. Behold now the execution of vengeance upon this lewd and wicked youth, whom God hath hanged up before the Sun, and made a sign and example, and instruction and admonition, to all New England.⁸

Johnson published a short piece entitled, “Cry of Sodom enquired into, upon occasion of the Arraignment and Condemnation of Benjamin Goad, for his prodigious Villany.”⁹

“News sermons,” first presented in church and frequently published, became an established form of New England communication. The sermons, Harry S. Stout has pointed out, had a “topical range and social influence” and were “so powerful in shaping cultural values, meanings, and a sense of corporate purpose that even television pales in comparison.”¹⁰ In Stout’s words:

Unlike modern mass media, the sermon stood alone in local New England contexts as the regular (at least weekly) medium of public communication. As a channel of information, it combined religious, educational, and journalistic functions.¹¹

Sermons on royal births and deaths, military defeats or victories, election results and government decisions, and most of all crimes (preferably with punishments) were common.¹² Printers moved naturally from publication of Bible commentaries to publication of theological treatises and sermons to publication of news sermons and pamphlets on current events.¹³

Puritan theology not only allowed but emphasized the reporting of bad news, for the coming of well-deserved calamities was a sign that God still reigned. It was no accident that the best-known Massachusetts minister of the late 17th century, Increase Mather, also became its leading journalist. Mather argued in 1674 that God was not pleased with the sins of pride and envy that were common in New England, and that “a day of trouble is at hand.”¹⁴ The long title of one of his published news sermons in 1675 provided, in order, the “why,” “what,” “where,” “when,” “how,” and “who” of the news:

*The Times of Men Are in the Hands of God. Or a Sermon Occasioned by That Awful Providence Which Happened in Boston in New England. The 4th Day of the 3rd*
Month 1675 (When Part of a Vessel Was Blown Up in the Harbor, and Nine Men Hurt, and Three Mortally Wounded). 16

Mather’s forecasts of general disaster hit home in June 1675, when a tribe of Wampanoag Indians burned and looted homes in the town of Swansea and killed nine residents. Indian attacks escalated in August 1675, as Wampanoags led by Chief Metacom (“King Philip”) were joined by the Narragansetts and Nipmucks in an attack on towns in western Massachusetts and other outlying areas. A ballad contextualized the news: “O New-England, I understand, with thee God is offended:/ And therefore He doth humble thee,/ till thou thy ways hast mended.” 17 In the summer of 1676 Philip’s forces were within 10 miles of Boston, but so many had been killed in battle that a final push was beyond their grasp; when Philip was captured and executed, the war was over. The tribes were left devastated, but 1 in every 16 colonists of fighting age was also dead, many women and children had been killed or carried into captivity, and 12 towns were totally destroyed.

For the Puritans, the war was an exceptionally clear example of judgment for their sins, and many ministers/writers went on to work on it. Chief among them was Increase Mather, whose Brief History of the War with the Indians of New-England was filled with information about who, what, when, and where:

March 17. This day the Indians fell upon Warwick, and burnt it down to the ground, all but one house. . . .

May 11. A company of Indians assaulted the Town of Plimouth, burnt eleven Houses and five Barns therein. . . . 18

Mather then contextualized the news by seeing God’s hand not only in the beginning of the war but in its prolongation; reporting on the aftermath of one battle, he wrote, “Had the English immediately pursued the Victory begun, in all likelihood there had been an end of our troubles: but God saw that neither yet were we fit for deliverance.” 19

Like other Puritan journalists, however, Mather was careful to juxtapose evidence of God’s anger with dramatic news of God’s mercy. When one house was about to be set on fire by hundreds of Indians who surrounded it, it appeared that

Men and Women, and Children must have perished, either by unmerciful flames, or more unmerciful hands of wicked Men whose tender Mercies are cruelties, so that all hope that they should be saved was then taken in: but behold in this Jount of Difficulty and Extremity the Lord is seen. For in the very nick of opportunity God sent that worthy Major Willard, who with forty and eight men set upon the Indians and caused them to turn their backs. . . . however we may be diminished and brought low through Oppression, Affliction, and Sorrow, yet our God will have compassion on us, and this his People shall not utterly perish. 20

Planting of the Corruption Story

Mather’s reportage was a prototype of the cavalry rescues beloved in Western movies, but the emphasis here was on God’s grace, not man’s heroism. And, Mather reported that when New Englanders recognized their reliance on that grace and pledged covenantal obedience, the war ended. 21

Emphasizing the importance of accurate reporting, Mather concluded his news account with the words,

Thus have we in brief, plain, and true story of the war with the Indians in New England, how it began, and how it hath made its progress, and what present hopes there are of a comfortable closure and conclusion of this trouble. 22

He then appended to the main text of his pamphlet a sermon/editorial on the war, entitled “An Earnest Exhortation to the Inhabitants of New England.” In it, Mather explicitly presented the “why” of the war: God’s punishment because of sins such as “contention” and “pride.” 23 But he also argued that too much guilt, like too much pride, could “run into extremes.” Instead of pouring it on, Mather offered hope: God’s “desirg, in bringing the Calamity upon us, is not to destroy us, but to humble us, and reform us, and to do us good in the latter end.” 24

The tradition of news and news analysis followed by hard-hitting but eventually upbeat editorial was beginning. The next step for American journalism came in 1681 when a general meeting of the Massachusetts ministers urged careful coverage of “Illustrious Providences,” including

Divine Judgements, Tempests, Floods, Earth-qua kes, Thunders as are unusual, Strange Apparitions, or what ever else shall happen that is Prodigious, Witchcrafts, Diabolical Possessions, Remarkable Judgements upon noted Sinners: eminent Deliverances, and Answers of Prayer. 25

Here was a definition of news not unlike our own in its emphasis on atypical, “man bites dog” events: “unusual” thunders, “strange” apparitions, and other “prodigious” or “remarkable” happenings—except that the “why” was different, because for the Puritans, all unusual occurrences showed a glimpse of God’s usually invisible hand.

The ministers’ resolution also provided a method for recording events that anticipated the relation of correspondents and editors that would follow in later years. First, each minister was to be a correspondent, with the responsibility to “diligently enquire into, and Record such Illustrious Providences as have happened, or from time to time shall happen, in the places whereunto they do belong.” 26 Second, to avoid the supplanting of fact by fiction, it would be important to rely on eyewitnesses and make sure “that the Witnesses of such notable Occurrences be likewise set down in Writing.” 27 Third, it would be impor-
tant to find a main writer/editor who "hath Leisure and Ability for the management of Such an undertaking." 28

That person turned out to be Mather himself—and he proved himself to be right for the job. Mather read widely and well, citing in appropriate places in his Essay the work of leading scientists of the day such as Johannes Kepler, Tycho Brahe, and Robert Boyle. He himself wrote reports about comets, magnetism, lightning, thunder, and other natural phenomena, and would not report on an event unless a reliable source made a written, signed statement; after noting one extraordinary occurrence, he noted, "I would not have mentioned this relation, had I not received it from serious, faithful, and Judicious hands..." 29 Mather and others thought accuracy important because events were their report card signed by God, and they wanted to know where they stood, for better or for worse. 30

American journalism began, in short, because the Puritans, in historian David Nord's words, were "obsessed with events, with the news. They could see all around them the providence of God. The great movements of celestial and human history were the prime considerations, but little things carried meaning as well." 31 In addition, Puritans set the stage for an honoring of the journalists themselves. The idea that God was acting in the world made journalism significant, for Increase Mather wrote that "it is proper for the Ministers of God to engage themselves [in recording] the providential Dispensations of God." 32 Increase's son Cotton even wrote that

To regard the illustrious displays of that Providence wherewith our Lord Christ governs the world, is a work, than which there is none more needful or useful for a Christian. 33

By the 1680s, with journalism viewed as significant, and Boston becoming populous and prosperous enough to support a weekly newspaper, only a tense political situation was forestalling the establishment of one. Charles II, pressed by courtiers who wished to get their hands on New England's growing wealth, demanded that Massachusetts "make a full Submission and entire Resignation of their Charter to his pleasure." Removal of the charter would mean that freedom of the press and other liberties would not be under local control, but under regulation from London. Boston erupted in protest, and Increase Mather told a Boston town meeting that if Massachusetts acquiesced to royal pressure, "I verily Believe We Shall Sin against the GOD of Heaven." Mather asked the townspeople to say no, be patient, and trust God:

If we make a full Submission and entire Resignation to Pleasure, we shall fall into the Hands of Men immediately. But if we do it not, we still keep ourselves in the Hands of GOD; we trust ourselves with His Providence: and who knows what GOD may do for us? 34

For the next 6 years, as Mather's advice was taken in Massachusetts, crown and colony were at loggerheads. In 1684 the Court of Chancery in London vacated the charter, and soon all of New England came under the direct control of a royal governor who hated Puritans, Sir Edmund Andros. In 1687 John Wise and five of his associates received heavy fines for stating that taxes were legitimate only when levied by the Assembly. 35 In 1688 Andros, using power given by Charles' successor James II, ordered Increase Mather's son Cotton arrested for editing and supervising the printing of a pamphlet criticizing the Anglican state church. Cotton escaped imprisonment at that time but remained under threat from royal officials who repeatedly complained that the young writer "and others of his gang" opposed orders that "will not serve their interest (by them called the interest of Jesus Christ)." 36

Puritan prospects seemed bleak as Increase Mather headed to London to lobby for restoration of the Massachusetts charter. Even when William and Mary, backed by Parliament, seized power from James and in 1689 removed Andros from control of New England, the issue was still in doubt. 37 Journalistic freedom was under attack as the General Court, trying to show itself "trustworthy," warned in 1689 that those who published materials "tending to the disturbance of peace and subversion of the government" would be treated "with uttermost Severity." 38

One journalistic friend of the Mathers decided at this difficult time to try publishing a Boston newspaper. Printer and writer Benjamin Harris knew firsthand the dangers of independent journalism. In 1679 he had been jailed for publishing in London an independent newspaper, Domestick Intelligence; sentenced to a harsh prison regime, Harris said simply, "I hope God will give me Patience to go through it." 39 After Harris did go through it he continued to print pamphlets that exposed wrongdoing. One of the pamphlets suggested that honest investigators followed in the footsteps of a "God [who] will not be mocked: There's no Dissembling with Heaven, no Masquandering with the All-seeing Eye of divine Vengeance." 40

We know little about Harris the man; he seemed to stay in the background, content with reporting the good and ill deeds of others. 41 But several of his beliefs seem evident from his pamphlets. He stressed accuracy: One pamphlet reported that, "among the many Examples recited in this book, there are none but what are of approved Verity and well Attested." 42 At the same time, however, he wanted to send a clear message:

I shall only add my Wishes and Prayers, that past Examples may prove future Warnings; and all that read these signal Instances of God's Judgments, may thereby . . . hold fast the Truth . . . conserve the pure Faith, and walk answerable thereunto in their Conversation, which will bring a Blessing in Life, and Comfort in Death, and Glory to Eternity. 43

Harris clearly had no desire to be a martyr, and clearly felt that one prison term was enough. When royal officials searched his London printshop in 1686,
seized pamphlets considered seditious, and issued a warrant for his arrest, Harris and his family escaped to Boston. There he opened a bookstore-coffeeshop and published The New England Primer, a best-selling schoolbook filled with Biblical quotations and moral precepts. But Harris could not stay away from journalism. Hoping that the departure of Andros pointed toward greater freedom, and apparently aided by Cotton Mather, Harris on September 25, 1690, published the first newspaper in America, *Publick Occurrences Both Foreign and Domestic*. 44

Belief in Providence was evident throughout the four-page newspaper. Harris' expressed purpose for publishing it was in line with his previous writing: "That Memorable Occurrences of Divine Providence may not be neglected or forgotten, as they too often are." 45 Harris' combination of reporting and teaching shrewdly as he reported "a day of Thanksgiving to God" for a good harvest and noted, concerning a tragedy averted, that God "assisted the Endeavours of the People to put out the Fire." 46 When a man committed suicide after his wife died, Harris explained that "The Devil took advantage of the Melancholy which he thereupon fell into." 47

Such reports were politically safe, but when Harris emphasized God's sovereignty not only over local events but over matters involving international relations as well, controversy followed. Harris' report of mistreatment of prisoners by Mohawk Indians, and his criticism of royal officials for making an alliance with those Indians in order to defeat French forces in Canada, was based on his belief in Providence; Harris wrote:

> If Almighty God will have Canada to be subdued without the assistance of those miserable Savages, in whom we have too much confided, we shall be glad, that there will be no Sacrifice offered up to the Devil, upon this occasion; God alone will have all the glory. 48

Furthermore, Harris took seriously reports of adultery in the French court. British officials, hoping at that time for peace with France, were refraining from comments that could arouse popular concern about trusting those of low morals; because sexual restraint was not a common court occurrence in Restoration England either, they probably thought such news was a non-story. Harris, however, went ahead and reported that Louis XIV "is in much trouble (and fear) not only with us but also with his Son, who has revolted against him lately, and has great reason if reports be true, that the Father used to lie with the Sons Wife." 49

Puritans who liked to emphasize God's sovereignty over all human activities were pleased with *Publick Occurrences;* Cotton Mather called it "a very noble, useful and laudable design." 50 The royal governor and his council were not amused, however: 4 days after publication the newspaper was suppressed, and Harris was told that any further issues would give him new prison nightmares. Harris gave in. He stayed in Massachusetts for a time and was given some public printing jobs because of his good behavior, but returned to England in 1695 and was arrested for publishing another short-lived newspaper, *Intelligence Domestic and Foreign.* A changed political climate allowed his release, however, and he was able to publish another newspaper, the *London Post,* from 1699 to 1705. 51

The squelching of *Publick Occurrences* in 1690, by officials desperate to avoid offending the powers of London, represents a low tide in American journalism. But better news came in 1692, when Increase Mather was able to return from England with a new charter that was almost as good as the old one. The King retained the power to appoint a Governor who could veto legislation, but the people of Massachusetts could elect a legislature that alone had the power of taxation. (This part of the new contract became crucial during the 1760s and 1770s.)

Increase Mather had no time to rest, however, because as he returned to Boston, accusations of witchcraft followed by irregular trial procedures, were dominating the news from Salem. Until 1692 Massachusetts was not known as a center for witch-hunting: Historian Chadwick Hansen has pointed out that, "while Europe hanged and burned literally thousands of witches, executions in New England were few and far between." 52 From 1663 through 1691 trials of witches in New England led to twenty acquittals and only one execution, in large part because witches had to be tried for specific acts seen by two unimpeachable witnesses. 53 But in Salem in 1692, judges who overstepped traditional restraints began accepting what was called *spectral evidence,* and the struggle began.

Spectral evidence was testimony by individuals that they had seen not the accused, but a ghostly likeness or spectre of the accused, engaged in actions such as burning houses, sinking ships, and so on. The leading ministers of Massachusetts, including Increase and Cotton Mather, opposed the acceptance of spectral evidence. They did so not only because proceeding without witnesses of flesh and blood action violated common law practice, but because such action opened the door to abuses and general hysteria. In May 1692, before anyone was executed, Cotton Mather pleaded that the Salem judges not stress spectral evidence, for "It is very certain that the dwellers have sometimes represented the shapes of persons not only innocent, but also very virtuous." 54

The Salem magistrates did not listen. Led by or leading local hysteria, they jailed several hundred residents and executed 20 from June through September 1692. 55 Cotton Mather was upset. In 1688 he had taken into his house a child diagnosed as suffering diabolical persecution and had apparently cured her. He offered in 1692 to make his own house a shelter home by taking six or more of those who said they were suffering from witchcraft. 56 But Cotton Mather did not publicly condemn Salem justice. Increase acted differently. He went to work investigating the trials and wrote a pamphlet, *Cases of Conscience,* that exposed the judicial practices of Salem and condemned use of spectral evidence. 57

The Salem magistrates paid attention to Increase Mather's hard-hitting writing, or at least the public furor it stirred. Increase's insistence that self-incriminating confessions should not be accepted as proof hit home. His stress that only the
testimony under oath of two actual witnesses, "as in any other Crime of a Capital nature," was sufficient to convict witches, was accepted. 39 Once Increase's pamphlet appeared, executions in Salem stopped. As Perry Miller concluded, "Increase Mather—and he alone—brought the murders to an end."38 Cotton Mather's quiet protests had not stopped the hangings, but Increase Mather's bold journalism saved lives.

That was a signal triumph for the preacher-journalist. But the end of the witch trials also brought a signal defeat, one that has provided solid ammunition for centuries to those who hate the Mathers because they hate the Mathers' world view. Massachusetts Governor Phips, worried about reaction in London to reports of New England justice gone berserk, "commanded" Cotton Mather to prepare a defense of judicial conduct in some of the trials.66 Cotton Mather complied by rushing out an abysmal quasi-justification, The Wonders of the Invisible World. (Weird excerpts of it now find their way into history textbooks as "proof" of Puritan zaniness.)

Cotton Mather apparently realized he was doing a bad job even as he was doing it. He gave his hasty public relations work a clearly reluctant beginning: "I live by Neighbours that force me to produce these undeserved Lines."61 He added an equally mournful note at the end by reporting that he had completed "the Service imposed upon me." In between, in Cotton Mather's most wildly excessive writing, came a pitiful attempt to semi-legitimize for the public what he had in private termed improper judicial procedure.

Perry Miller has pointed out that, because of Mather's defense of judicial murder, "thousands of Americans are still persuaded that Cotton Mather burned witches at Salem."62 The truth is far more intriguing: Mather accepted a task he should have refused, completed it while gritting his teeth, and has received three centuries of abuse for that which he grudgingly defended. This is not to defend Mather: He disgraced himself. Had he stayed with what he knew to be true he would have stood alongside his father at this point as a 1690s pioneer of journalistic bravery. Sadly, at age 29, Cotton Mather still aimed to please.

Indirectly, the outcome of the charter and witch trial controversies contributed to two major developments in American journalism.

First, the witch trials showed that local governmental authorities could be deadly wrong. Massachusetts citizens began to show more caution in declaring guilty those arrested under ambiguous circumstances, including writers. In 1695 when Massachusetts charged Quaker pamphleteer Thomas Maule with printing "wicked Lyes and Slanders . . . upon Government" and also impugning the religious establishment, he shrewdly pleaded that a printed book was no more evidence of his guilt than "the specere evidence is in law sufficient to prove a person accused by such evidence to be a witch."63 When Maule was acquitted by the jury, press freedom had won its first major trial victory in America.64 Maule celebrated by publishing in 1697 a pamphlet, New-England Persecutors Mauled with their own Weapons.65

Second, as a considerable degree of self-rule for Massachusetts was reestablished at the end of the century, leaders could return to Reformation principles and relax the censorship procedures that had stopped Benjamin Harris. Licensing laws remained on the books, but in 1700 Increase Mather published a treatise without a license, as did others. Moreover, even as ministers were complaining of theological laxity, the corruption story was being widely accepted, even by political officials, as the most appropriate narrative framework. That broad acceptance opened the way for publication in 1704 of the Boston News-Letter, America's first newspaper to last more than one issue.

The News-Letter's first editor, Boston postmaster John Campbell, had good ties to both the political establishment and to theological leaders. Campbell's writing was duller than that of Benjamin Harris, but he also was ready to print bad news noting that an "awful Providence" was "a Warning to all others to watch against the wiles of our Grand Adversary."66 Campbell faithfully recorded what Increase Mather had termed "extraordinary judgments," and also reported mercies such as the rapid extinguishing of a fire through "God's good signal Providence." 67

Like Harris, Campbell hoped through his newspaper to see "a great many Provinces now Recorded, that would otherwise be lost."67 He editorially attacked immorality, profaneness, and counterfeiting.68 Like many of his predecessors, he stressed accuracy: When Campbell reported a minister's prayer at the hanging of six pirates in Boston in June 1704, he noted that he was quoting the prayer "as near as it could be taken in writing in the great crowd."69 He made many errors but tried to apologize for even small ones, such as the dropping of a comma in one issue.

The popularity of news ballads and news sermons meant that Campbell could run more short news stories and leave some contextualization to others. For example, Campbell gave large space to a great storm that had created much damage in Europe and to the capture and execution of those six pirates, but did not need to contextualize the events fully; Campbell knew that Cotton Mather's sermon on the pirates, and Increase Mather's on the storm, were being published.70 (Increase Mather was arguing that "We must be deaf indeed if such loud calls, if such astonishing Providences, do not at all awaken us."71)

The News-Letter went on peacefully for the next decade and a half. It survived financially by mixing corruption story coverage with profitable publication of official notices. When a new postmaster, William Brooker, was appointed in 1719, Campbell continued publishing his newspaper and Brooker put out his own weekly, the Boston Gazette.72 Two years later a third newspaper, the New-England Courant, edited by James Franklin, joined in. Then came one more aftermath of the witch trials, and the most remembered press dispute in Massachusetts colonial history, one that gave Cotton Mather a chance to make journalistic restitution for his cravenness during the witch trials nearly three decades before.73

The new conflict began in 1721 when Dr. Zabdiel Boylston, supported by
Cotton Mather, wanted to fight a smallpox epidemic raging in Boston by making use of the latest scientific innovation, inoculation. Dr. William Douglass, the only Boston physician with university training in medicine, knew for certain from his training that inoculation was dangerous nonsense. He tried to outflank Cotton Mather by appearing holier than him: Douglass charged that Boylston and Mather, instead of relying solely on God to fight disease, were restoring to "the extra groundless Machinations of Men." 75

Cotton Mather thought this argument was theological and scientific nonsense. By then he had matured enough to keep from buckling under, and also had confidence in his understanding of the medical questions involved. (He had become known as one of the leading scientists of his day and was voted a member of the Royal Society in London.) Mather argued that God often uses human agencies and accomplishments to serve godly ends, and maintained that position when anti-inoculation politicians attacked him sharply. At one point a committee of Boston selectmen told Boylston to stop inoculations, but Boylston refused and Mather stuck to his supportive position, despite taking great abuse from the Newsletter and Courant. 75

Those editors sided with officialdom and opposed inoculation; in doing so, they brought up Mather's defense of the Salem witch trials, and argued that he was deluded then and deluded again. 76 Mather this time did not give in. Because the Boston Gazette favored inoculation, Mather and his associates had a ready vehicle for their ideas. The debate raged for weeks, until it became clear that inoculation worked. Mather had erred once before in a crucial situation, but this time his journalistic effort saved lives.
Chapter 4

The Establishment of American Press Liberty

By 1730 the last British attempt to reassert licensing control over the feisty Puritans had failed, and Massachusetts journalism was generally peaceful. Editors such as Bartholomew Green, who succeeded John Campbell as owner of the News-Letter in 1723, emphasized press responsibility to help readers know "how to order their prayers and praises to the Great God." Local news continued to be reported in reverential context, as in this coverage of a storm:

The Water flowed over our Wharffs and into our streets to a very surprising height. They say the Tide rose 20 Inches higher than ever was known before. . . . The loss and damage sustained is very great. . . . Let us fear the GOD of heaven, who made the sea and the dry land, who commandeth & raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves; who ruleth the raging of the sea, and when the waves thereof arise, He stilleth them. 2

As editor during a relatively quiet time, Green had the luxury to be known not primarily as a combative journalist but as a gentle man. When he died in 1733, an obituary described Green as "a very humble and exemplary Christian" known for "keeping close and diligent to the work of his calling." 3 In that same year, however, New York editor John Peter Zenger was thrust into the vortex of a controversy that would determine whether the press liberty developed in reformed New England could spread through the other colonies.

Zenger's New York Weekly Journal was not the first newspaper outside of New England. Many had been starting in a generally north-to-south movement:
the *New York Gazette* in 1724, the *Maryland Gazette* in 1727, and the *South Carolina Gazette* in 1732. The first newspaper outside New England, the *American Weekly Mercury* (Philadelphia, 1719) had even shown a willingness to see God’s sovereignty in politics, although at a distance. Editor Andrew Bradford wrote that Massachusetts royal officials were “remarkable for Hypocrisy: And it is the general Opinion, that some of their Rulers are rais’d up and continued as a Scourge in the Hands of the Almighty for the Sins of the People.” But no one outside of Boston had dared to criticize officials close at hand.

Zenger, however, put into practice the ideas taught in the Dutch Reformed church at which he played the organ each Sabbath — God’s sovereignty, the Bible above all. He took on William Cosby, New York’s royal governor, who clearly thought he was above the law. When a farmer’s cart slowed down Cosby’s coach, the governor had his coachman beat the farmer with a horsewhip and nearly kill him. When Cosby desired some land owned by Indians, he stole their deed and burned it. When Cosby granted new lands to those who applied legally, he demanded and received bribes often amounting to one third of the estates. Cosby made enemies who were willing to fund Zenger’s newspaper and provide anonymous articles for it, but it was Zenger whose name was on the newspaper, and it was Zenger who would go to jail.

Zenger first sent a message in the *Journal’s* second issue by differentiating an absolute monarchy from one based on Biblical principles of fixed law and limitations on power. In an absolute monarchy, the article argued, the “Will of the Prince” was over all, and “a Liberty of the Press to complain of Grievances” was impossible. In a limited monarchy, however,

Laws are known, fixed, and established. They are the strictest Rule and surest Guide to direct the King, the Ministers, and other his Subjects: And therefore an Offense against the Laws is such an Offense against the Constitution as ought to receive a proper adequate Punishment.

Law (applying biblical principles) was above the king, not under him, just as the Bible itself was over all human royalty.

Such a belief undermined the official story in another way as well. Marchamont Nedham under pressure concluded that might makes right, but an early essay in the *Journal* pointedly asked, “If we reverence men for their power alone, why do we not reverence the Devil, who has so much more power than men?” The article concluded that respect was due “only to virtuous qualities and useful actions,” and that it was therefore “as ridiculous and superstitious to adore great mischievous men as it is to worship a false god or Satan in the stead of God.” Subjects had the right to evaluate their king. Obedience was not guaranteed.

The *Journal* prominently featured “Cato’s Letters,” written in England by John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon. They argued that governmental authority must be limited, and that such limitation was possible only if individuals were free to speak the truth to those in power. Everyone was to be restrained by Biblical principles of conduct: “Power without control appertains to God alone, and no man ought to be trusted with what no man is equal to.” Zenger also reprinted sermons emphasizing freedom from the official story’s faith in kingly wisdom. One, by Jonathan Dickinson, argued that “Every person in the world has an equal right to judge for themselves, in the affairs of conscience and eternal salvation.” Dickinson showed that the lessons of not only royal domination but Cromwellian rule had been learned; he commented, “What dreadful work has been made in the world by using methods of force in matters of opinion and conscience.”

New York’s royal governor, not wanting to admit that the state’s domain was limited, brought a charge of “seditious libel” against Zenger and threw him into jail. Journalists at that time had little defense against such accusations. Journalists who proved that their statements were true might be even worse off. (Under English law truth made the libel worse by making it more likely that the statements would decrease public support for the king and his officials; a common legal expression was “the greater the truth, the greater the libel.”) Jurors were only to determine whether the accused actually had printed the objectionable publication. If they agreed that he had, judges decided whether the statements in question were critical and deserved punishment.

The story of Zenger’s trial on August 4, 1735, has often been told. The situation certainly was dramatic: Judges in their red robes and white wigs were ready to convict Zenger for his criticism of the royal governor, but the jury included “common People” among whom Zenger’s newspaper had “gained some credit.” A packed courtroom sympathetic to Zenger kept the judges from silencing defense attorney Andrew Hamilton when he turned directly to the jurors and suggested that they disobey English law: Hamilton wanted them to declare Zenger innocent even though he admitted to printing the material in question and was thus under the power of the judges. Hamilton argued that Zenger deserved such support because he had been “exposing and opposing arbitrary power by speaking and writing Truth,” and the jurors agreed. They delivered a verdict of “not guilty”; royal officials decided not to provoke a riot; Zenger went free.

The story has often been told, but why it turned out as it did has rarely been understood. According to one leading textbook, *The Press and America*, the trial began because of a class uprising by “wealthy merchants and landowners” and ended with popular embrace of a “right to criticize officials.” But *The Press and America*, along with the other major 20th-century texts, does not explain what Zenger’s defense of “speaking and writing Truth” meant in the context of his era. The trial records show that “Truth” was equated with the Bible, and Zenger was said to be merely following the lead of the Bible, which attacked corrupt leaders as “blind watchmen” and “greedy dogs that can never have enough.” Zenger’s defense, essentially, was that if God’s authors produced such a critique, so could New York’s.

The context of Zenger’s defense is clarified further by an essay published in
his newspaper, the *New York Journal*, in 1733. The article proposed that true freedom required the subjecting of consciences "to divine authority," because only through the Bible would people know how to use liberty without turning it into license. In historical context, then, the Zenger verdict was not what the texts say it was: a "class uprising" that led to a proclamation of freedom from any restraint. Instead, the journalistic desire to be governed by "Truth" in this context was a desire to accept a system of internal restraints developed from biblical principles.

In short, Hamilton won the case not by proposing a new revelation, but by placing Zenger in the line of Martin Luther, John Foxe, John Stubbes, Marchamont Nedham, Increase Mather, and others. Zenger was one more victim of what Hamilton called "the Flame of Prosecutions upon Informations, set on Foot by the Government, to deprive a People of the Right of Remonstrating (and complaining too), of the arbitrary Attempts of Men in Power." Only the spread of Reformation principles concerning literacy, independent journalism, and the rights of citizens to read for themselves, allowed Hamilton to turn to the jurors and ask them to support the truth-teller, regardless of what royal officials desired.

The verdict meant little legally: A runaway jury had disobeyed established English law and gotten away with it. But as the verdict reverberated through the colonies and through England itself, it encouraged corruption story proponents and discouraged the officials from trying printers for seditious libel; no case of that sort was brought anywhere in America after 1735. The year after the Zenger case, Virginia had its first newspaper—the *Virginia Gazette*, published in Williamsburg. Editor William Parks exposed corruption, including the stealing of sheep by a member of Virginia's House of Burgesses. When Parks was threatened with prosecution, he used the Zenger defense of truth-telling and produced court records showing the accusation was accurate; the case against Parks was dropped. By 1750 there were 14 weekly newspapers published in the British colonies, and the first semweekly and triweekly newspapers had emerged.

Increasingly, the newspapers were independent of governmental control and free to provide, as *Maryland Gazette* editor Jonas Green promised his readers, not just "a Weekly Account of the most remarkable Occurrences, foreign and domestic," but also an examination of "whatever may conduce to the Promotion of Virtue and Learning, the Suppression of Vice and Immorality, and the Instruction as well as Entertainment of our Readers." Newspapers ran lively debates on many subjects, including politics. The idea that fundamental law came from God, not from the state or from any persons, was opening the door to questioning of many traditions, including even monarchical control. Journalist Elisha Williams argued in 1744 that:

The Powers that be in Great Britain are the Government therein according to its own Constitution:—If then the higher Powers for the Administration rule not

---
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according to that Constitution, or if any King thereof shall rule so, as to change the Government from legal to arbitrary ... no Subjection [is] due to it.25

Journalists were the ones who would have "Eyes to see" when rulers went "out of the Line of their Power."22

At the same time, the lessons of the failed Puritan Revolution—particularly those concerning the lure and potential abuse of power—were well known to the colonists. Recent college graduate Samuel Adams wrote in 1748,

Neither the wisest constitution nor the wisest laws will secure the liberty and happiness of a people whose manners are universally corrupt. He therefore is the truest friend to the liberty of his country who tries most to promote its virtue.33

His conclusion was:

The sum of all is, if we would most truly enjoy this gift of Heaven, let us become a virtuous people: then shall we both deserve and enjoy it. While, on the other hand, if we are universally vicious and debauched in our manners, though the form of our Constitution carries the face of the most exalted freedom, we shall in reality be the most abject slaves.34

During the Seven Years (French and Indian) War of 1756 to 1763, colonial newspapers were free to bring charges of graft against those supplying American troops; for example, the *New-York Gazette and Weekly Post-Boy* reported that many of the guns purchased were out of date and practically useless, and joked that beef supplied for soldiers' food was more effective than powder because its odor would drive away the enemy. That such charges, when well-founded, could be made without legal repercussion, showed how firmly independent journalism was established in America. The colonists found themselves surprised, then, after the war, when England began to crack down.

Samuel Adams led the protests in Massachusetts. If transported to our present age of television journalism, Adams would be a washout: he had a sunken chest, a sallow complexion and "wissy-wissy gray eyes."2 Adams' lips twitched and trembled, for he suffered from palsy. His clothes were drab and sometimes sloppy. Besides, Adams was a financial misfit who lived in an old, shabby house, and wrote much but earned little. John Adams put the best complexion on the surface prospects of his cousin when he wrote that "in common appearance he was a plain, simple, decent citizen, of middling stature, dress, and manners."26

Looking beyond appearances, however, Adams possessed advantages. His good classical education made ancient times as real to him as his own; references to the political ups and downs of ancient Israel, Greece, and Rome came easily to his pen. He had the ability to write under almost any conditions. Adams typically composed his columns after evening prayers; his wife Elizabeth would
go to bed but would sometimes wake in the middle of the night and hear only the sound of her husband’s quill pen scratching on and on. But when Adams had to, he could write forceful prose amidst a town meeting.

Adams was also in the right place, at the right time. He lived in America’s largest port city, and the second largest city in all of the colonies, after Philadelphia. The 20,000 residents of Boston in 1770 may not seem like many now, but at that time they were enough to support six weekly newspapers, including, during the decade before revolutionary warfare broke out, the Boston Gazette. The Gazette was published every Monday afternoon, and a crowd often awaited its issues hot off the press. Adams had a regular column but never signed his own name to it. Instead, he used a pen name such as “A Puritan”—that connected him with independent journalism’s honorable lineage. Other columnists did the same; for example, Josiah Quincy, Jr. signed his columns, “Marchmont Nedham.”

Furthermore, Adams was modest. He did not write about himself, and had no problem with being in the background. Many journalists today make themselves the stars of their stories, but Adams believed that “political literature was to be as selfless as politics itself, designed to promote its cause, not its author.” Adams’ self-effacement has made life harder for some historians: John Adams wrote that his cousin’s personality would “never be accurately known to posterity, as it was never sufficiently known to its own age.” (A minister wrote on October 3, 1803, the day after Adams’ death, that there had been “an impenetrable secrecy” about him.) But Adams’ willingness to have others take the credit for his works wonders during his time. He chaired town meetings and led the applause for those who needed bucking up; for example, he pulled John Hancock onto the patriot side and promoted Hancock’s career.

And, Adams had a strong belief in the God of the Bible. The Great Awakening had made a permanent theological impression on him. That impression is evident in Adams’ writings and actions, in his prayers each morning and in his family Bible reading each evening. He frequently emphasized the importance of “Endeavors to promote the spiritual kingdom of Jesus Christ,” and in good or bad times wrote of the need “to submit to the Dispensations of Heaven, Whose Ways are ever gracious, ever just.” During the struggle of the 1760s and 1770s Adams regularly set aside days of fasting and prayer to “seek the Lord.” In 1777, when Adams wrote to a friend about the high points of one celebration, he stressed the sermon delivered that day; the friend wrote back, “An epicure would have said something about the clams, but you turn me to the prophet Isaiah.”

Adams, in short, worked within the tradition of Foxe, Mather, and others who called for reformation, not social revolution. John Adams called Samuel the Calvin of his day, and “a Calvinist” to the core. (William Tudor in 1823 called Adams “a strict Calvinist, no individual of his day had so much the feelings of the ancient puritans.” For Tudor, that meant Adams had “too much sternness and pious bigotry.”) Yet, Adams did not merely rely on established procedures; he advanced the practice and significance of American journalism in four ways.

First, observing that “mankind are governed more by their feelings than by reason,” Adams emphasized appeals to the whole person, not just to a disembodied intellect. Emotions were to be taken seriously, for the “fears and jealousies of the people are not always groundless: And when they become general, it is not to be presum’d that they are; for the people in general seldom complain, without some good reason.” Adams assumed democratically that an issue of importance to the populace is not silly. He argued that ordinary citizens could “distinguish between realities and sounds; and by a proper use of that reason which Heaven has given them, they can judge, as well as their betters, when there is danger of slavery.”

Second, Adams emphasized investigative reporting more vigorously than any American journalist before him had: He did so because “Publick Liberty will not long survive the Loss of publick Virtue.” Adams argued that it was vital to track activities of those:

who are watching every Opportunity to turn the good or ill Fortune of their Country, and they care not which to their own private Advantage. . . . Such men there always have been & always will be, till human Nature itself shall be substantially meliorated.

He went on to praise exposure of leaders who “having gained the Confidence of their Country, are sacrilegiously employing their Talents to the Ruin of its Affairs, for their own private Emolument.” Adams, however, emphasized restraint in such exposure, as he emphasized restraint in all actions: Only those “capable of doing great Mischief” should be held up “to the publick Eye.”

Third, Adams defined more thoroughly than his predecessors the limits of protest. His strong sense of lawfulness is indicated by his reactions to two incidents, the Stamp Act demonstrations of August 1765, and the related attacks on private homes such as that of Thomas Hutchinson, the royal governor. Adams favored the former action because legislative methods and petitions already had failed; the House of Commons would not listen, so the demonstration “was the only Method whereby they could make known their Objections to Measures.” He opposed the assault on the Hutchinson home, calling it an action of “a truly mobbish Nature.” When Adams and his colleagues planned the Boston Tea Party, they made it clear that nothing except tea was to be destroyed; when the patriots dressed as “Indians” accidentally broke a padlock, they later replaced it.

So far was Adams from revolution in the way the term is currently understood that he wrote, in the Boston Gazette in 1768, that
the security of right and property, is the great end of government. Surely, then, such measures as tend to render right and property precarious, tend to destroy both property and government; for these must stand and fall together.44

He opposed dictatorship, whether popular or monarchical:

The Utopian schemes of levelling, and a community of goods, are as visionary and impracticable, as those which vest all property in the Crown, are arbitrary, despotic, and in our government unconstitutional. Now what property can the colonists be conceived to have, if their money may be granted away by others, without their consent?45

Some of the patriots did not share Adams’ emphasis on restraint, and it is not hard to compile a list of patriots’ “mobish” acts. Yet the principles of the revolutionaries, and most of their practice, emphasized defense of property and freedom of political speech.

Fourth, Adams argued that writers should pay careful attention to the connection between attacks on political rights and attempts to restrict religious rights. In a Boston Gazette column that he signed, “A Puritan,” Adams described how he was pleased with attention paid to politics but

...surpriz’d to find, that so little attention is given to the danger we are in, of the utter loss of those religious Rights, the enjoyment of which our good forefathers had more especially in their intention, when they explored and settled this new world.46

He saw acquiescence in political slavery as preparation for submission to religious slavery:

I could not help fancying that the Stamp Act itself was contrived with a design only to inure the people to the habit of contemplating themselves as the slaves of men; and the transition from thence to a subjection to Satan, is mighty easy.47

It is astounding that some historians have seen Adams solely as a political plotter; for Adams, the religious base came first. One of his arguments against imposed taxes was that the money could go for establishment of a state “Episcopate in America ... the revenue raised in America, for ought we can tell, may be constitutionally applied towards the support of prelacy ...”48

Adams favored investigative reporting and appropriate emotional appeal because he wanted readers to know about and care about attempts to take away their freedom, political and religious. He opposed destructive revolutionary acts because he saw them as eventually reducing freedom, political and religious—with the results of the English civil war as a case in point. From all these strands
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Adams was able to weave an understanding of when journalists, and citizens generally, should be willing to fight.

The understanding came out of the Puritan idea of covenant and its political-economic corollary, contract. In 1675 Adams had written of himself and his neighbors,

We are the Descendants of Ancestors remarkable for their Zeal for true Religion & Liberty: When they found it was no longer possible for them to bear any Part in the Support of this glorious Cause in their Native Country England, they transplanted themselves at their own very great Expençe, into the Wilds of America. ...49

Their ancestors took those risks in order to establish “the Worship of God, according to their best Judgment, upon the Plan of the new Testament; to maintain it among themselves, and transmit it to their Posterity.”50 Crucially, they did so on the basis of a signed contract: “A Charter was granted them by King Charles the first,” Adams noted, and “a successor charter” was granted (through the lobbying of Increase Mather) in 1691.51

Adams, in column after column, explained the basis of the contract: The colonists “promised the King to enlarge his Dominion, on their own Charge, provided that They & their Posterity might enjoy such & such Privileges.”52 Adams wrote that the colonists “have performed their Part, & for the King to deprive their Posterity of the Privileges, therein granted, would carry the Face of Injustice in it.” Colloquially, a deal’s a deal, and London’s attempt to tax the colonists was one indication that the deal was being broken, because the charter gave the colonists “an exclusive Right to make Laws for our own internal Government & Taxation.”53

In emphasizing the breaking of the contract, Adams was not developing new political theology. John Calvin had written that “Every commonwealth rests upon laws and agreements,” and had then noted “the mutual obligation of head and members.” John Cotton, following that line of argument, had concluded that “the rights of him who dissolves the contract are forfeited.”54 Puritans long had insisted that just as God establishes a covenant with man, so kings have a contract with their subjects (and although God would never break His agreement, kings often did). But Adams took that idea and developed from it a theory of when writers should criticize and when they should refrain from criticism. Once a government had been established along biblical principles, criticism of its departure from those principles was proper—but criticism designed to topple the government in order to establish it on new principles was improper.

To put this another way, Adams in the 1770s approved of a conservative revolution designed to restore previously contracted rights, but not a violent social revolution designed to establish new conditions. This made sense not only as a pragmatic way to avoid bloodshed and chaos, but because of Adams’ belief (expressed as early as 1748) that societies in any case represent the strengths and
weaknesses of their members. The real need in a contract-based society was individual change (which can lead to social change) and not social revolution.

Other New England writers also argued that London had broken its contract with the colonists. John Lathrop declared in 1774 that a person who “makes an alteration in the established constitution, whether he be a subject or a ruler, is guilty of treason.” He asserted that colonists “may and ought, to resist, and even make war against those rulers who keep the bounds prescribed them by the constitution, and attempt to oppress and enslave the subjects. . . .” Lathrop, after referring to writings of Luther, Calvin, Melancthon, and Zwingli, concluded that King and Parliament, by attempting to lord it over colonial assemblies, were overthrowing England’s constitution.

During the 1770s patriots outside of New England also expressed such ideas. The single book most quoted by Americans during the founding era was the Book of Deuteronomy, with its emphasis on covenant. The South-Carolina Gazette expressed concern that British officials were claiming “the power of breaking all our charters.” A columnist in the Pennsylvania Evening Post declared that “resisting the just and lawful power of government” was rebellion but resisting “unjust and usurped power was not.” The Virginia Gazette saw British authorities moving to apply “the Rod of Despotism” to “every Colony that moves in Defence of Liberty.” In Connecticut, the Norwich Packet argued that liberty was like an inheritance, “a sacred deposit which it would be treason against Heaven to betray.”

The patriotic journalists sometimes used non-political stories to make their points. The Boston Evening-Post reported a hanging: “Saturday last was executed Harry Halbert, pursuant to his sentence, for the murder of the son of Jacob Wollman.—He will never pay any of the taxes unjustly laid on these once happy lands.” Rather than raging against the British system generally, they pointed to specific violations of the contract. Massachusetts citizens were supposed to be able to control their own government, with the royal governor having a relatively minor role and not a large bureaucracy—but Josiah Quincy, Jr., in the Boston Gazette, showed how “pensioners, stipendiaries, and salary-men” were “hourly multiplying on us.” In New Hampshire, the Executive Council was supposed to provide the governor with a broad array of colonists’ views; the colony’s correspondent complained in the Boston Evening-Post that relatives of Governor John Wentworth filled all but one Council seat.

Increasingly, the patriot journalists saw such exposure of corruption as part of their calling. Adams wrote in the Boston Gazette, “There is nothing so fretting and vexatious, nothing so justly TERRIBLE to tyrants, and their tools and abettors, as a FREE PRESS.” Isaiah Thomas, editor of The Massachusetts Spy, wrote that, without a free press, there would be “padlocks on our lips, fetters on our legs, and only our hands left at liberty to slave for our worse than Egyptian task masters. . . .” But again, the emphasis was on officeholders’ betrayal of existing laws, not on revolutionary imposition of new ones: The mission of the

Boston Gazette, its editors declared, was to “strip the serpents of their stings, & consign to disgrace, all those guileful betrayers of their country.”

Examination of many of the stories leading up to the revolution shows how steeped in the Bible the patriot journalists were. That is not surprising, because in New England alone during 1776, ministers were “delivering over two thousand discourses a week and publishing them at an unprecedented rate that outnumbered secular pamphlets (from all the colonies) by a ratio of more than four to one.” That is also not surprising because, right up to the revolutionary war, ballads concerning bad news were still putting their stories in corruption story context; for example, in 1774, a fire story noted that “There’s not a Day goes by, but we behold/ A Truth, that Men need often to be told/ That this vain World with all it’s glist’ring Toys,/ Does but deceive the Mind with empty Joys.” It was natural for the Massachusetts Spy to comment simply but evocatively, when the Intolerable Acts closed the Port of Boston, “Tell it in Gath, publish it in Ashkelon.”

Under extreme pressure, Adams’ response to the Intolerable Acts, contained in a resolution passed by Suffolk County, continued to emphasize contract, not revolution. The resolution recommended economic sanctions against the British and proposed the formation of an armed patriot militia, but it also attacked any attempt by unthinking persons to commit outrage upon private property; we would heartily recommend to all persons of this community not to engage in riots, routs, or licentious attacks upon the properties of any person whatsoever, as being subversive of all order and government.

Newspapers portrayed the war, once begun, as a defense of order and legitimate government: “We have taken up arms, it is true,” the Virginia Gazette noted, “but this we have an undoubted right to do, in defence of the British constitution.”

Samuel Adams had his counterparts in other colonies: Cornelius Harnett was called “the Samuel Adams of North Carolina” and Charles Thomson was called “the Samuel Adams of Philadelphia.” But Adams himself was the best at taking Bible based theories and heightening them journalistically. His printed response to the adoption of the Declaration of Independence shows Adams at his finest, and shows his sense of God’s providence. Adams began,

We have explored the temple of royalty, and found that the idol we have bowed down to has eyes which see not, ears that hear not our prayers, and a heart like the nether millstone. We have this day restored the Sovereign to whom alone men ought to be obedient.

He explained that previous generations:
lopped off, indeed, some of the branches of Popery, but they left the root and stock when they left us under the domination of human systems and decisions, usurping the infallibility which can be attributed to revelation alone. They dethroned one usurper, only to raise up another; they refused allegiance to the Pope, only to place the civil magistrate in the throne of Christ, vested with authority to enact laws and inflict penalties in his kingdom.\(^76\)

Adams followed those statements with his key rhetorical question: “Were the talents and virtues which Heaven has bestowed on men given merely to make them more obedient drudges, to be sacrificed to the follies and ambition of a few...?" He responded.

What an affront to the King of the universe to maintain that the happiness of a monster sunk in debauchery... is more precious in his sight than that of millions of his suppliant creatures who do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with their God!?\(^77\)

He crescendoed with the editorial fervency that moved a generation:

The hand of Heaven appears to have led us on to be, perhaps, humble instruments and means in the great providential dispensation which is completing. We have fled from the political Sodom; let us not look back, lest we perish and become a monument of infamy and derision to the world!\(^78\)

Chapter 5
First Surge of the Oppression Story

In the end, the patriots saw their victory as a victory of ideas, disseminated through newspapers. As the editor of the New York Journal noted in a letter to Adams, “It was by means of News papers that we receiv’d & spread the Notice of the tyrannical Designs formed agains America, and kindled a Spirit that has been sufficient to repel them.” British officials had a different perspective: Admiral Howe’s secretary Ambrose Serles complained,

Among other Engines, which have raised the present Commotion next to the indecent Harrangues of the Preachers, none has a more extensive or stronger influence than the Newspapers of the respective Colonies.\(^5\)

British leaders were appalled that Samuel Adams’ central idea of corruption in leadership had defeated their official story of faith in King.

Yet, had the British better known their own country’s history, the shock would have been less. Adams, continuing what John Foxe had begun two centuries ago, was merely showing once again that nations rose and fell primarily because of world views, often communicated through journalistic means. By the 1760s, 250 years had passed since Martin Luther first showed the potential power of journalism. During that time, the uses of sensationalism, investigation, and accurate exposure had become apparent, and principles of reforming but non-revolutionary journalism and contextualized coverage had been established.

Those concepts formed the baseline for journalism in the new republic. Some historians call the last quarter of the 18th century a deistic period, and sentiment
of that sort certainly was present and growing among societal elites at Harvard College and elsewhere. Yet, in reporting of both crime and political news, news ballads and newspapers of the 1780s and 1790s continued the corruption story emphasis, with its "good news" conclusion. Coverage of a New Hampshire execution, for example, emphasized the evil that had been done, but concluded "O may that God/ Who gave his only Son/ Give you his grace, in Heaven a place./ For Jesus' sake—Amen."

Newspapers, rather than embracing deism, often portrayed it as containing the seeds of its own destruction. In 1782, for example, 6 days after a man had killed his wife and four children and then himself, the Connecticut Courant reported the news and then contextualized: The perpetrator had rejected all Revelation as imposition, and (as he expresses himself) 'renouncing all the popular Religions of the world, intended to die a proper Deist.' Having discarded all ideas of moral good and evil, he considered himself, and all the human race, as mere machines; and that he had a right to dispose of his own and the lives of his family.

The Courant related how the man gave opiates to his family and then went around slaughtering the sleepers with knife and ax—but the incident really began when the man "adopted this new theoretic system which he now put in practice." Ideas had consequences.

The most famous journalistic work of the 1780s was The Federalist, a collection of 95 columns published in New York newspapers during 1787 and 1788. The columns, written under the pen name of "Publius" by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay, and designed to convince New York voters to ratify the Constitution, showed a thoroughly biblical view of the effects of sin on political life. Madison argued that "faction"—power-grabbing attempts by groups of citizens "united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, adverse to the rights of other citizens"—was impossible to avoid because it grew out of "the nature of man." Hamilton emphasized the "active and impetuous control over human conduct" that "momentary passions and immediate interests" would "invariably" assume.

Other pen-named columnists of the period also argued that the nature of man would lead to attempts at dictatorship, unless careful restraint was maintained. "Brutus" (probably Robert Yates, an Albany lawyer) wrote, "It is a truth confirmed by the unerring experience of ages that every man, and every body of men, invested with power, are ever disposed to increase it; lust for power was "implanted in human nature." The only way to fight the lust was to divide in order to avoid conquest—to limit and decentralize governmental power and to allow private interests to check each other. As Madison wrote in Federalist No. 51,
monarchy fell in 1789 and church power also diminished, journalists untrained in self-restraint leaped into the enormous vacuum. As historian James Billington has noted, "In revolutionary France journalism rapidly arrogated to itself the Church's former role as the propagator of values, models, and symbols for society at large."14

Those French journalistic values were very different from those of Samuel Adams or the Federalist authors. French journalists such as Marat were students of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who demanded not a restrained state but a total state. Rousseau argued that man was essentially good and would, with a proper education, act virtuously. Education was too important to be trusted to parents or churches, so it would be up to the state to teach all children to become "social men by their natures and citizens by their inclinations—they will be one, they will be good, they will be happy, and their happiness will be that of the Republic."15

As Paul Johnson has noted, Rousseau's ideas demanded total submission of all individuals to the state. The ideal constitution Rousseau drafted for Corsica required all citizens to swear, "I join myself, body, goods, will and all my powers, to the Corsican Nation, granting her ownership of me, of myself and all who depend on me." State-controlled citizens would be happy, because all would be trained to like their master and to find their personal significance in its grace: "For being nothing except by [the state], they will be nothing except for it. It will have all they have and will all they are." State control of communication was thus a complement to state control of education, because "those who control a people's opinions control its actions."

Some of this may sound gruesome, but the goal was to create a new type of person by creating a new environment. Rousseau argued that "Everything is at root dependent on politics," because everything can change if only a new social system is created: "Vices belong less to man, than to man badly governed." Individuals had no rights when they stood against the "General Will." This was completely the opposite of the American pattern of a limited government designed to keep sinful men from gaining any more power than absolutely necessary. It also ran counter to the American concept of a limiting press, one designed not to rule but to report on wrongdoing and confront rulers with the workings of Providence.

Ideas had consequences. Cromwell had executed a king and several others; the French revolutionaries executed 20,000 in 2 years, then turned on themselves. For a short time after 1789 all French journalists had some freedom. Then only the few in power did, and opponents risked their lives: In 1793 the French National Council decreed the death penalty for anyone who was convicted of writing anything that promoted dissolution of the National Assembly or restoration of the monarchy. (Two journalists were executed, 56 more were arrested or exiled, 42 journals were suspended, and 11 presses were smashed.) Eventually, no journalists had freedom, as a military dictator, Napoleon Bonaparte, seized power.

French journalists, demanding much, helped to create the conditions under which all could be lost. American journalists had grounded themselves in firmly established legal principles, but the French revolutionaries basked in illegality. The American Revolution was a defense of established rights, but the French revolution was an offensive for new entitlements. The American Revolution had fixed goals, but the French Revolution was a star trek—"let's head out there."

Different goals created different reactions. Because the American Revolution was limited, resistance to it was limited. Because the French revolution was unlimited, resistance to it inevitably would grow. That was fine, believed the revolutionaries, because their goal was to break down everything; the current environment was one of oppression. Individual change was insufficient, and those who strove for it were selfish, but through total transformation of the oppressive environment mankind could be transformed. Faith that this could occur through governmental action, if vast power were put in the right hands, underlies what I call the oppression story. Journalists saw themselves as the transformers; for example, Nicholas Bonneville, editor of *Le Tribun de Peuple*, saw his journal as a "circle of light" whose writers were to be "simultaneously a centre of light and a body of resistance." They were to be "legislators of the universe," preparing a "vast plan of universal regeneration" based on belief in "the Infallibility of the People." But, because the people were to act according to what journalists told them, for Bonneville that pledge essentially meant, "I believe in my own infallibility."

In the United States, a few writers heavily influenced by Rousseauian thought also took that pledge. The leader of the pack was Benjamin Franklin Bache, who had been educated in France while living there with his grandfather Ben Franklin. Bache demanded direct rule by "the people" who were coursing in the streets, and cursed those advocates of separation of power who pointed out the virtues of representative democracy. Typical of Bache's style was his labeling of George Washington as "the man who is the source of all the misfortune of our country." He went on to charge Washington with having "deauched" and "deceived" Americans, and then left as his successor "bald, blind, crippled, toothless Adams."18

Adams during his presidency also was regularly defamed by francophile editors such as James Callender, who falsely called Adams a traitor and charged that he had "proved faithful and serviceable to the British interest." Adams was bald, but he could see, walk, and bite back. He opposed plans of Bache and others that "would lead in practice to a hidden despotism, concealed under the party-colored garment of democracy." He attacked those set on "contaminating the country with the foul abomination of the French revolution." Speaker of the House Jonathan Dayton warned of a French-style revolution in America, with assistance from the French navy and French troops invading from the former French territories of Canada and Louisiana. Lawyer Jonathan Hopkinson warned Americans that Bache and his supporters desire "the overthrow of your government and constitution."21

Underlying the danger were the ideas; one congressman attacked philosophers
who believed in "the perfectability of mankind" and thus became the "pioneers of revolution".22 Yale University President Timothy Dwight warned of the danger of "the Bible cast into a bonfire . . . our wives and daughters the victims of legal prostitution . . . our sons become the disciples of Voltaire . . .".23 Some leading journalists were seen as revolutionary role models; Bache, for example, was depicted as a French agent, a "dull-edged, dull-eyed, haggard-looking hireling of France," and Thomas Paine's radicalism and atheism was much decried.24

The controversy led to a lowering of self-restraint on both sides. Supreme Court chief justice McKean in 1798 accurately described conditions when he noted "the envenomed scurrility that has raged in pamphlets and newspapers printed in Philadelphia for several years past, is so much that libel has become a national crime." He added:

the contest has been who could call names in the greatest variety of phrases; who could mangle the greatest number of characters, or who could excel in the magnitude of their lies; hence the honor of families has been stained, the highest posts rendered cheap and vile in the sight of the people, and the greatest services and virtue blasted.25

How easy it is to tear down, as editor John Dillingham had noted following the Cromwellian takeover in England.

Critics of the press revived the common mid-century distinction between liberty and license—and there was widespread concern that journalists were not using wisely the freedom they had gained. One of Benjamin Franklin's last statements about journalism was a complaint:

Now many of our printers make no scruple of gratifying the malice of individuals by false accusations of the fairest characters among themselves, augmenting animosity even to the producing of duels, and are, moreover, so indiscreet as to print scurrilous reflections on the government of neighboring states, and even on the conduct of our best national allies, which may be attended with the most pernicious consequences.26

Franklin proposed a combination: freedom of the press plus "liberty of the cudgel." Libel laws should be tougher, Franklin suggested, for government officials "at the same time that they secure the person of a citizen from assaults, they would likewise provide for the security of his reputation."27

Charles Lee was confident in 1798 that careful lines could be drawn between liberty and license; "The freedom of the press differs from the licentiousness of the press, and the laws which restrain the latter, will always be found to affirm and preserve the former."28 The Federalists, then the majority party in Congress, searched for the right formula and in 1798 passed the Sedition Act, which stated that "false, scandalous and malicious writing" aimed at the President and other officials was punishable "by a fine not exceeding two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment not exceeding two years."

The fury created by the Sedition Act was surprising in some ways. As Leonard Levy has noted, the act was

the very epitome of libertarian thought since the time of Zenger's case. The Sedition Act incorporated everything that the libertarians had demanded: a requirement that criminal intent be shown; the power of the jury to decide whether the accused's statement was libelous as a matter of law as well as of fact; and truth as a defense, an innovation not accepted in England until 1843.29

But in those charged times the Act was quickly turned into a political weapon not against disloyal revolutionists but against the loyal opposition, the Jeffersonians. The Sedition Act, on the books from July 14, 1798—appropriately, Bastille Day—to its expiration in 1801, led to 14 indictments, 11 trials, and 10 convictions. Four of the five major Republican papers, including the Boston Independent-Chronicle, the New York Argus, and the Richmond Examiner were penalized.

Once some of the less scrupulous Federalists seized the opportunity to prosecute their opponents, the legal situation rapidly deteriorated. For example, Matthew (Spitting) Lyon, a Congressman-editor from Vermont, was jailed for 4 months and fined $1,000 merely for charging John Adams with "unbounded thirst for ridiculous pomp, foolish adulation, and selfish avarice."30 Lyon was obnoxious—he gained his nickname for spitting in the face of a Congressional opponent during a debate in which words failed him—but opinions of that sort could be fought with scorn rather than suppression. When Lyon's constituents reelected him to the House of Representatives from jail, he became a hero.31

Local Federalist politicians overreached even more when a drunkard named Luther Baldwin was arrested while Adams was passing through Newark, New Jersey, on his way from the capital (then in Philadelphia) to his home in Quincy, Massachusetts. One barfly, noting that Adams had already passed by but the cannons for his 16-gun salute still were firing, commented, "There goes the president and they are firing at his ass." Baldwin, drunk, said, "I don't care if they fire through his ass." Arrested for that statement and jailed for several days, Baldwin also emerged a hero.

We might say that the law itself made sense—indeed, was a great leap forward—but its execution was poor. The trouble, however, is that laws of that type always tend to be passed in situations so heated that the execution is likely to be terrible. Armed with examples of abuses, proponents of absolute freedom for journalists went on the offensive. John Nicolas of Virginia denied that journalistic liberty could be distinguished from "licentiousness," or "truth" from "falsehood."32 George Hay in Philadelphia published An Essay on the Liberty of the Press that argued for total freedom for even "false, scandalous, and malicious"
comments; Hay's goal was that "A man may say every thing which his passions suggest . . . ." Others argued similarly.

The legal debate ended in a draw that lasted for over a century. The extreme views of Nicolas, Hay, and others were not embraced by the courts. The Sedition Act was allowed to expire in 1801; Congress enacted no other Sedition Act until World War I. Instead of either absolute freedom of federal control, the formula for the nineteenth century became that proclaimed by the Massachusetts supreme court in Commonwealth v. Clap (1808). The court observed that critiques of government officials or candidates, if true, "are not a libel. For it would be unreasonable to conclude that the publication of truths, which it is in the interests of the people to know, should be an offense against their laws." The court also added sternly, however, that

For the same reason, the publication of falsehood and calumny against public officers, or candidates for public offices, is an offense most dangerous to the people, and deserves punishment, because the people may be deceived, and reject the best citizens, to their great injury, and it may be to the loss of their liberties.

Truth was a defense against prosecution for libel, but falsehood was no defense. The Zenger jury's faith was now law, and "license" still was excluded.

The political debate also ended in a compromise. Some political fallout was immediate: The Sedition Act helped the Federalists lose the presidential election of 1800. But by 1800, the sails of American supporters of revolutionary ideas were drooping—in large part because potential supporters had seen the consequences of those ideas played out in France. Some of the leading revolutionary journalists left the country (or were pushed out under the Alien Act). Other left this world; Benjamin Franklin Bache died of yellow fever as the Sedition Law was going into effect. But others, witnessing the brutality of the Revolution and its ending in Napoleon's dictatorship, turned away from revolution and the ideas that brought it on revolution. On his deathbed, Thomas Paine retracted all the attacks on Christianity he had made in his last book, The Age of Reason. He said, "I would give worlds, if I had them, if The Age of Reason had never been published. O Lord, help me! Christ, help me! Stay with me! It is hell to be left alone."

Thus ended the first attempt to bring to American journalism the oppression story faith that if man's environment were changed through social revolution, man himself would change. But few Americans at that time, trained as they were in biblical ideas of original sin in human nature, were buying such a concept. Instead, the first three decades of the 19th century showed an increasing number of publications that were explicitly Christian in orientation. The total number of newspapers rose from 359 in 1810 to 851 in 1828 and 1,265 in 1834—and, as one contemporary observer noted, "Of all the issues of the press three-fourths are theological, ethical, and devotional." The New York Christian Advocate became
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the largest circulation weekly in the country, with 25,000 subscribers in 1828 and 30,000 in 1830.

With the centralizing attempts of the revolutionaries defeated, the United States was able to continue its decentralized development. As Alexis de Tocqueville observed of early 19th-century America,

It is in the township, the center of the ordinary business of life, that the desire for esteem [and] the pursuit of substantial interests . . . are concentrated; these passions, so often troublesome elements in society, take on a different character when exercised so close to home and, in a sense, within the family circle. . . . Daily duties performed or rights exercised keep municipal life constantly alive. There is a continual gentle political activity which keeps society on the move without turmoil.

In many European countries, national newspapers emphasized politics above all else; in America, where the central institutions were family, church, and local organization, local newspapers thrived.

In this quiet period for American journalism hundreds of unsung editors went about their business of reporting both sinfulness and special providences. One typical editor, Nathaniel Willis, had at one time been impressed by the journalism of Benjamin Bache. Born in 1780, Willis from 1802 to 1807 edited a vitriolic Maine newspaper, the Portland Eastern Argus, and aspired to revolutionize society. During that period he was happy to "spend Sabbaths in raving about the fields and in reading newspapers"; one Sunday, however, he went to hear what he thought would be a political speech by a minister, and was surprised to hear instead a discussion of biblical basics. Willis, "much interested," eventually came to believe "that the Bible is the Word of God—that Christ is the only Saviour, and that it is by grace we are saved, through faith."

Applying that understanding to his occupation, Willis decided that good journalism required analysis of issues and not just partisan political attacks. Local politicians who had backed his Maine newspaper did not care for his new scruples; Willis resigned, moved to Boston, and with co-editor Sidney Morse began putting out the Boston Recorder. Willis and Morse announced that they would show theological truth while putting out a concise weekly newspaper (including "the earliest information of all such events as mankind usually deem important"). The Recorder also promised accuracy—"Care will be taken to distinguish between rumor and well-authenticated fact"—and promised, if necessary, a salute to government like that offered by John Stubbes:

When it be necessary to disapprove of public measures, that respect for Government, which lies at the very foundation of civil society, will be cautiously preserved; and in such cases, a tone of regret and sorrow will best comport with the feelings of the Christian patriot."
Coverage of a major Syrian earthquake in 1822, "EARTHQUAKE AT ALEPPO," shows how the Recorder combined news and theological contextualization. Its first-person account by missionary Benjamin Barker told how Barker was racing down the stairs of a crumbling house when another shock sent him flying through the air, his fall broken when he landed on a dead body. He saw:

men and women clinging to the ruined walls of their houses, holding their children in their trembling arms; mangled bodies lying under my feet, and piercing cries of half buried people assailing my ears; Christians, Jews, and Turks, were imploring the Almighty's mercy in their respective tongues, who a minute before did not perhaps acknowledge him.45

An overall report continued the theme of sudden destruction, with "hundreds of decrepit parents half-buried in the ruins, imploring the succor of their sons," and "distracted mothers frantically lifting heavy stones," looking for their children.46 But the Recorder, describing how the earthquake led many to think about God and the brevity of life, then stressed the "triumps of divine grace over the obduracy of the human heart, and over the prejudices of the unenlightened mind."47

Coverage of politics showed an emphasis on individual responsibility rather than grand societal solutions. Recorder essays argued that civil government has strictly limited jurisdiction, and should be turned to only for defense or punishment of crime; family, church, and voluntary association were to take leadership in dealing with social problems.48 Other papers also emphasized the moral questions involved in both personal and governmental actions. The Lexington Western Monitor, a Kentucky newspaper, was typical in its summary of one major role of the press: "To strengthen the hands of virtue and to rebuke vice."49 The New York American viewed "the Press as the great instrument of Liberty," as long as there was a "FREE and INDEPENDENT PRESS, FREE from all controls but that of religion and morality, INDEPENDENT of any influence but the good of our country and mankind."50

Newspapers like the Recorder covered international news in line with their theological concerns. Missionary activities received great coverage, with many publications complaining that the British East India Company—agent for the British government in India—was restricting the activities of missionaries for fear that Christian development would "prove fatal to the British government in India."51 The Columbian Phoenix complained that British leaders thought "the Religion of the Most High God must not be suffered to interfere with the arrangements of the British government."52 Sensational stories about India's "Juggernaut festival"—in which people prepared for sacrifice to local gods were "crushed to death by the wheels" of a moving tower while onlookers shouted with joy53—led into reports that British agents were collecting a "Juggernaut tax." The New Hampshire Patriot complained that British leaders

"take a premium from the poor ignorant Asiatic idolater to indulge him in falling down and worshipping the moulted image. Juggernaut.—By this piece of religious fraud, they raise a handsome revenue to the British government."54

Great Britain's peaceful coexistence with human sacrifice, wife burning, and infanticide was attacked by Niles' Weekly Register, which reported that two American missionaries were evicted from India because "the revenues of the Juggernaut must not be unhinged."55 A Rhode Island newspaper argued that the British government would sponsor the worship of Beelzebub if the state could make money off of it.56

Many editors emphasized scandals in the royal family and argued that British evangelical societies were "mere political engines" organized for "pretended pious purposes... With England religion is merely a political engine. Of what profession it is, is scarcely thought of, so it pays a tribute in cash or in service or pretences."57 The Boston Yankee called England "this modern Babylon... We abhor the deep and abominable depravity of her state religion, which is no better than popery."58 One editor ran this pointed reminder: "What has Britain done for the Protestant cause? Why, she has persecuted a large majority of her own Protestant subjects, dissenting from the dogmas of her national church, with inquisitorial cruelty."59

The most articulate journalistic writer on politics and morality during the 1830s was William Leggett of the New York Evening Post. Leggett's major political principle was support for "equal rights," by which he meant that law should not discriminate among citizens, benefiting some at the expense of others. He believed it unfair for government to be "offering encouragements and granting privileges" to those with political clout. He set about to expose any governmental redistribution of income, whether through taxes, tariffs, or government aid to individuals, businesses, or labor groups.

Leggett foresaw problems whenever "government assumes the functions which belong alone to an overruling Providence, and affects to become the universal dispenser of good and evil."60 He did not want government to become:

the greater regulator of the profits of every species of industry, and reduces men from a dependence on their own exertions, to a dependence on the caprices of their Government."61

Leggett complained that some already were beginning to argue "that because our government has been instituted for the benefit of the people, it must therefore have the power to do whatever may seem to conduce to the public good."62 Yet
Chapter 6

The Great Debates of Journalism

What journalism textbooks call the “penny press era” — the 1830s and 1840s— is the period for which materialist explanations appear to be the strongest. By the 1830s, the traditional newspapers were vulnerable because they were expensive. The typical price was 6¢ per copy, a sum needed to pay for production and distribution, because advertising revenues were small, 6¢ was not small change when the average daily wage for farm laborers was 85¢. A newspaper that sold for 1¢ rather than 6¢ could (in theory) dramatically increase circulation, perhaps sixfold, which would mean that total income from circulation could remain constant, whereas increased advertising rates could pay for the additional costs involved in printing and distributing many more copies.

The change would be feasible only if improvements in production and distribution also came. The necessary technology became available in the 1830s when steam-driven presses, able to produce copies far more quickly than those hand-operated, came on line. The Hoe cylinder press, for example, could produce 4,000 papers per hour. Distribution was improved when newspaper boys, often youth rendered homeless through the family disruption that came with urbanization, were employed to sell single copies of newspapers on the street. All that was needed was an entrepreneur capable of seeing and grasping the new opportunities.

Several tried, but the first to make a success of a “penny newspaper” was printer Benjamin Day, who in 1833 began selling the New York Sun in 1833. Day was wise enough to establish a simple and lively style for his newspaper, but to ground it firmly in the same corruption story attitude toward the news that had made newspapers such as the Boston Recorder successful. He did so primar-
that they would have to be syringes filled with the doctor's own medicine, at five paces. The duel was called off. 

After a few years Wisner moved on to Michigan and died shortly thereafter, but others among the new penny papers followed his pattern: They were snappier in tone than some of their predecessors, but had the same willingness to print bad news and demand that people abide by the consequences of their actions. New York Herald editor James Gordon Bennett emphasized man's sinfulness, writing in 1836 that "I have seen human depravity to the core—I proclaim each morning on 15,000 sheets of thought and intellect the deep guilt that is encrusting our society." Theologically, Bennett repeatedly told readers that he considered atheism absurd.

The real threat to journalism's long tradition did not come from material change or from Bennett, who was committed to the idea of an independent press, but from the return of the oppression story in the 1840s. Repulsed during the 1790s, it was not a factor in journalism history for the following four decades — yet during that period, much was changing in America theologically, both within Christianity and outside of it. Increasingly, liberal theologians began to proclaim that man was not inherently sinful, and that if man's environment were changed, man himself could become perfect. A host of panaceas, ranging from diet change (meat was out, Graham flour was in) to the abolition of private property, became popular as ways of changing mankind.

Many of the proposals for change involved an opposition to property rights, which journalists—aware of how essential privately owned printing presses are to editorial independence—had strongly favored over the years. Unitarian leader William Ellery Channing clearly named one of the assumed villains: "Avarice was the chief obstacle to human progress... The only way to eliminate it was to establish a community of property." Channing later moderated his communistic ideas concerning property, but he typified the liberal New Englander's approach to the problem of evil. Evil was created by the way society was organized, not by anything innately evil in man. Change society and evil could be eliminated.

One of the radical attacks on private property was led by Albert Brisbane, who had journeyed to Europe in 1828, at age 18, and eventually become a disciple of Charles Fourier. Fourier, famous in Marxist history as a "utopian socialist," argued that man's natural goodness could be restored if society was reorganized into small units called phalanxes, each with 1,620 members. Each phalanx member would be paid from the common product and would live in a common dwelling called a phalanstery, with a common dining hall featuring seven meals a day. Bodies might also be in common, because "free love" would be encouraged. The communes would emphasize agriculture, but each member would be free to work when and where he wanted.

For Fourier and Brisbane, this economic vision came from pantheistic theological roots and was designed, in Brisbane's words, to create "a humanity worthy
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when he went to a New York City banquet honoring Fourier’s birthday, Greeley was toasted by Brisbane as the man who had done for us what we never could have done. He has created the cause on this continent. He has done the work of a century. Well, then, I will give a toast: ‘One Continent, One Man!’

Greeley’s political activities helped him attract many young, idealistic writers, some of whom—Margaret Fuller, George Ripley, and Charles Dana particularly—had great literary skill. The Tribune became the place to work; as editor E. L. Godkin would later note, “To get admission to the columns of the Tribune almost gave the young writer a patent of literary nobility.” One Tribune reporter recalled that the furnishings were poor, but ill-furnished and ill-kept as the Tribune office was in those days, it harbored a moral and intellectual spirit that I met nowhere else during my thirty-five years of journalistic experience. Every member of the force, from reporter to editor, regarded it as a great privilege to be on the Tribune and to write for its columns.

Greeley himself had great journalistic instincts. He demanded from his reporters “vigor, terseness, clearness, and simplicity.” He emphasized comprehensive news coverage, and described how an editor should make sure that nothing “of interest to a dozen families occurs, without having the fact daily, though briefly, chronicled.” He noted that if an editor can “secure a wide-awake, judicious correspondent in each village and township,” and have him send “whatever of moment occurs in his vicinity,” readership is assured.

Greeley also insisted on good typography. One anecdote shows how very Greeley’s fiercest competitors respected the Tribune’s superiority in this regard. It seems that Greeley once fired a printer who misread Greeley’s notoriously messy handwriting and thought the editor was calling not for an early morning milk train to bring the fruits of farm labor to New York City, but a “swill train.” When the editorial was published and an angry delegation of Westchester County farmers assaulted Greeley, he in rage scribbled a note to the composing room foreman ordering that the printer be fired. The foreman knew Greeley’s writing and could read the message, but not the average reader only the signature was clear. The fired printer asked to hold onto Greeley’s note as a souvenir. He then took it to other newspapers and answered questions about previous employment and reliability by flashing the note. The name of Greeley on it— all else being illegible— was accepted as all the recommendation needed.

All of these factors allowed Greeley the freedom to make his newspaper a proponent of social revolution without unduly alienating otherwise delighted subscribers. And for a while, other leaders of New York journalism gave Greeley a wide berth. In 1846, however, he was challenged to a series of

of that Cosmic Soul of which I instinctively felt it to be a part.” But Brisbane, desiring success and believing that material change would lead to spiritual transformation, learned to downplay his theology before the public:

I held that it was not worth while to excite religious antipathies to the idea of an industrial reform. The great point to be gained was the organization of society on a true, practical basis. I saw that if once the material operations and relations of men were properly organized, opinions would modify themselves by the influence of a new life and a higher education.14

Brisbane began to develop a following. The going was still slow, however, so he asked one veteran journalist, Park Benjamin, how he could gain a mass audience. Benjamin suggested that Brisbane first work on a talented but somewhat loony editor named Horace Greeley, for Greeley was “just damned fool enough to believe such nonsense.”

He was. The collaboration of Brisbane and Greeley gave the oppression story its first long lasting presence in American journalism. In 1841, Greeley was a 30-year-old frustrated office seeker just starting up a new penny newspaper, the New York Tribune.15 Greeley was entranced by the “enobling tendencies” of Transcendentalism and enamored with the movement’s leaders: “Its apostles are mainly among the noblest spirits living.”16 He called himself a mere popularizer of Emerson’s transcendentalist teachings, and at the same time a Universalist who believed in salvation for every man and salvation of society by man’s efforts.17 Greeley also wanted people to revere him as a great thinker; as fellow editor E. L. Godkin noted, Greeley castigated office seekers, but he was “as time-serving and ambitious and scheming an old fellow as any of them.”18

Naturally, Greeley was attracted to Brisbane’s proposal of salvation through commune. With a new convert’s enthusiasm, Greeley published a magazine edited by Brisbane and entitled The Future, Devoted to the Cause of Association and a Reorganization of Society. He then gave Brisbane a front-page column on the Tribune that gave the communalist the opportunity to “spread ideas broadcast over the whole country, gaining a great number of adherents.”19 As one Greeley biographer noted, “The Tribune threw itself wholeheartedly behind Brisbane, and soon found itself building up news interest, discussion, and circulation at an extraordinary rate as it helped him popularize his cause.”20 And, it is arguable that the penny press began making a worldview difference not because of its existence in and of itself, but because of the ideas of Brisbane and Greeley.

In any event, Greeley threw himself personally into the commune movement, as he attended Fourierist conventions, became president of the American Union of Associationists, and financially backed three phalanxes—the Sylvania Association in Pennsylvania, the North American Phalanx in New Jersey, and Brook Farm in Massachusetts.21 A Greeley received ample stroking; in 1844, for example,
newspaper debates by his former assistant editor on the Tribune, Henry Raymond. Raymond, 26, had moved from assisting Greeley on the Tribune to assisting James Watson Webb on the New York Courier and Enquirer, and Greeley still had high regard for him; Greeley later would write that he had never seen "a cleverer, readier, more generally efficient journalist" than Raymond. But the philosophical differences between the two were sharp: in 1854 journalist James Parton would muse, "Horace Greeley and Henry J. Raymond, the one naturally liberal, the other naturally conservative—the one a Universalist, the other a Presbyterian. . . ."

The debates took place because neither Greeley nor Raymond tried to hide their views, and because both thought their readerships would be informed by a debate on basic issues of political economy. The arrangement agreed to was straightforward: The Tribune would publish an initial Greeley column defending Associationism, and the Courier would then print that column along with a response by Raymond; Greeley would then print Raymond’s reply and a reply of his own; the Courier would print Greeley’s new column and a new response by Raymond; and so on. Each party agreed to publish a total of 12 articles from its own side and 12 from the other.

The format of the debates was clear, but the course of argumentation was anything but direct. Greeley opened the debate series on November 20 by trying to establish a natural rights basis for his opposition to private property: he asserted presuppositionally that each member of the whole Human Family had an equal right to the earth, and that, therefore, every New York resident had "a perfect right . . . to his equal share of the soil, the woods, the waters, and all the natural products thereof." The problem, however, was that "Civilized Society, as it exists in our days, has divested the larger portion of mankind of the unimpeded, unpurchased enjoyment of their natural rights"; the solution would be "Association," by which all property would be communal rather than private.

Raymond in response did not challenge Greeley’s presuppositions but concentrated on drawing out four steps that logically would follow acceptance of Greeley’s theory: (a) if equal distribution of all land was right, then the current unequal distribution was wrong; (b) if the wrong was to be righted, then none of the current patterns of property ownership should stand; (c) if land could not be owned rightfully, than the product of that land could not be owned rightfully; (d) because all property originated in land ownership, no one could rightfully own anything at all. Raymond then went on to argue from history that although difficulties did arise out of property ownership, "without it they would be increased a thousand fold . . . Without it civilization would be unknown—the face of the Earth would be a desert, and mankind transformed into savage beasts."

Greeley at this point could have stood his ground and attempted to argue that private property’s detriments were greater than its benefits, but he did not think he could prove that case historically; instead, in his second essay he retreated to a better defensive position by writing that he wanted to argue about current reality, not history and theory, and so would stress the importance of property being used for the good of all rather than for individual, assumedly selfish, purposes. Raymond in his second essay accepted the move away from theory and demanded that Greeley lay out the specifics of his program, and explain how communes could attract needed capital without expropriation by force. Greeley responded with details of the Associationist program, and tried to prove his peaceful and moderate intentions by stipulating that those who provided needed capital for the communes could be rewarded by receiving shares of the commune’s production.

Raymond, in his third essay, took that detail and held it high as proof of Greeley’s inconsistency; Raymond argued that Greeley was in one breath calling the distribution of capital unjust, and in the next indicating a willingness to ratify that unfairness and even modify Associationism to extend it. Greeley responded that his goal was not so much to rectify past abuses as to prevent further ones, so he therefore was willing to recognize capital accumulations as long as future profits would go primarily to those who labored, not merely those who invested. Raymond, in his fourth reply, wrote that Greeley’s scheme was unrealistic because, apart from a market system, it was not possible to determine exactly the value of labor or product.

Here the debaters were approaching what is still a key question of economics, although the current phenomenon of Marxist economies abandoning command manufacturing and pricing decisions indicates that the argument is virtually over. In the mid-19th century, however, massive experience with administered pricing in industrial economies was still in the future, and Greeley could assert in his fifth essay that it would not be hard to distribute proceeds to “Capital, Labor and Skill as impartial justice shall dictate.” Raymond for his part replied that administered distribution was impossible without tyranny: those who wished to choose freely and make their own economic arrangements "must be overruled, put down by the strong hand: or they must be consulted and gratified—and that would simply be a return to the existing social state.” Raymond contended that Greeley was unwilling to confront some basic issues of man’s nature—including, most particularly, the question of “sin” and its effect on social progress.

By the end of the fifth debate some key issues in political theory and economics had been discussed, but the debates still had not achieved the intellectual intensity that could make them profound rather than persnickety. Both debaters, in fact, were becoming exasperated with each other’s penchant for floating like a butterfly rather than stinging like a bee: Raymond complained on December 24 of “the difficulty of conducting an argument with an opponent who recognizes none of the common rules of reasoning, and who repudiates his positions as fast as they become unpleasant.” Greeley replied that Raymond’s counterpunching was "founded only in the grossest ignorance and misconception of what I have presented."

With the sixth editorial page essays, however, the long-term salience of the
debates increased because Raymond’s jobs drove Greeley to confront the question of how social progress could occur. Greeley acknowledged at the start, “I know well that an Association of knaves and dastards—of indolent or covetous persons—could not endure without a moral transformation of its members.” Then came Greeley’s key emphasis on structural rather than personal change as the root of progress; he argued that the structure of Association “strongly tends to correct the faults inimical to its existence,” for people placed in a good environment will undergo a moral transformation. Raymond, in his sixth essay, pounced on Greeley’s admission, arguing that “this concession is fatal to the whole theory of Association. It certainly implies that Individual Reform must precede Social Reform—that the latter must have its root in the former.”

Raymond went on to call Greeley’s assertion that Associationism would be self-correcting “a gross absurdity,” for “Association is thus expected to make its own indispensable conditions. It is to create its own creator—to produce its own cause—to effect that personal reform in which it must originate.” Raymon then stated his position: Only the “personal reform of individual men,” through Christianity, can lead to social progress. Raymond argued that reformers should “commence their labors by making individual men Christians: by seeking their personal, moral transformation. When that is accomplished, all needed Social Reform will either have been effected or rendered inevitable.”

Greeley, in his seventh statement, had two replies to Raymond. First, Greeley defended the causal relationship Raymond attacked. Greeley argued that personal change among the best and the brightest would lead to societal transformation, which in turn would lead to change among the masses:

Give but one hundred of the right men and women as the nucleus of a true Social Organism, and hundreds of inferior or indifferent qualities might be rapidly molded into conformity with them.

Greeley could write this because he saw man as a product of his environment: “I believe there are few of the young and plastic who might not be rendered agreeable and useful members of an Association under the genial influences of Affection, Opportunity, Instruction, and Hope.” Greeley’s emphasis on plasticity would become increasingly common in the second half of the century as environmental explanations for social problems became more common.

Greeley’s arguments also pointed toward future ideologies by putting forward what a half century later would become known as the “Social Gospel.” He tried to show that Raymond’s demand for Christ first was absurd, because “Association is the palpable dictate of Christianity—the body whereof True Religion is the soul.” In arguing that Associationism was Christianity-in-practice, a material emphasis that transcended the spiritual, Greeley described slum living conditions and asked,

Can any one doubt what Christianity must dictate with regard to such holies as these? Can any fail to see that to fill them with Bibles and Tracts, while Bread is scanty, wholesome Air a rarity, and Decency impossible, must be unavailing? ‘Christianity,’ say you! Alas! many a poor Christian mother within a mile of us is now covering her little ones with rags in the absence of fuel...

Greeley’s statement jarred Raymond to lay out his full position on January 20, 1847. He first noted partial agreement with Greeley as to the need for action:

The existence of misery, and the necessity of relieving it, are not in controversy, for we have never doubted either. It is only upon the remedy to be applied, that the Tribune and ourselves are at variance.

But Raymond argued that Greeley was unnecessarily revolutionary when he insisted that:

to benefit a part, the whole must be changed; that to furnish some with good dwellings, all must abandon their houses and dwell together under a common roof; that the whole fabric of existing institutions, with all its habits of action and of thought, must be swept away, and a new Society takes its place, in which all must be subject to common customs, a common education, common labor, and common modes of life, in all respects. This, its fundamental position, we deny. We deny the necessity, the wisdom, and the possibility of removing existing evil, by such a process.

Raymond, rather than linking philanthropy with upheaval, saw individual and church action as efficacious. He praised “individuals in each ward, poor, pious, humble men and women, who never dreamed of setting themselves up as professional philanthropists,” but daily visit the sick and help the poor. He also argued that:

Members of any one of our City Churches do more every year for the practical relief of poverty and suffering, than any Phalanx [the Associationist name for communes] that ever existed. There are in our midst hundreds of female ‘sewing societies,’ each of which clothes more nakedness, and feeds more hunger, than any ‘Association’ that was ever formed.

Raymond then portrayed Greeley’s ideas as abstractly ineffective:

Hundred of thousands of dollars have been expended by the Associationists, in propagating their theories of benevolence, and in making benevolent experiments, yet where is the practical good they have accomplished? . . . The Tribune sneers at practical Christianity . . . Does the toil come with good grace from a system which theorizes over starvation, but does not feed it; which scorns to give bread
and clothing to the hungry and naked, except it can first have the privilege of reconstructing Society?

Now the two debaters were focusing on the basics. Raymond had called Greeley superficial for not getting at what Raymond saw as the root, spiritual causes of material poverty, and now Greeley struck back with his assessment that capitalism, not spiritual decay, was the culprit: "Association proposes a way... of reaching the causes of the calamities, and absolutely abolishing Pauperism, Ignorance, and the resulting Vices." Journalists, Greeley went on, should not merely praise those who mitigated "woes and degradations," but should fight oppression: "Relieving Social Evils" is very well; we think eradicating and preventing them still better, and equally feasible if those who have power will adopt the right means, and give them a fair trial."

Raymond's response on February 10, however, continued to insist that views of human nature, and not merely issues of relief versus prevention, were the continental divide separating his position from that of Greeley. Raymond, instead of accepting Greeley's assertion that Associationism was true Christianity, argued that it was anti-Christian. For example, Raymond pointed out Associationism's belief that the Husband and Wife, instead of being one, as the laws of God have decreed, shall be entirely independent of each other in name and in property, and that each shall have perfect liberty of action and affection."

Raymond argued that the near absolute liberty the communes were designed to allow would inevitably lead into anarchy, and that their maintenance would be possible only through totalitarian "Social Science," which would be designed to "control all departments of Social Life." Increasingly the debates hinged on the view of man that divided the two editors. When Greeley argued on February 17 that all man's problems "have their root in that isolation of efforts and antagonism of interests on which our present Social Order is based," Raymond replied by emphasizing individual corruption rather than social oppression as the root of most social ills. Although Greeley believed that "the Passions, feelings, free impulses of Man point out to him the path in which he should walk," Raymond argued that evil feeds on those passions and impulses of man's natural inclination, and that channelling those inclinations into paths of work and family was the only alternative to anarchy and barbarism."

The last three debates showed even more clearly the conflict of two faiths. Greeley’s Associationist belief was that human desires are: good in themselves. Evil flows only from their repression or subversion. Give them full scope, free play, a perfect and complete development, and universal happiness must be the result... create a new form of Society in which this shall be possible... then you will have a perfect Society; then will you have ‘the Kingdom of Heaven.’"

Raymond, however, argued that:

this principle is in the most direct and unmistakable hostility to the uniform inculcations of the Gospel. No injunction of the New Testament is more express, or more constant, than that of self-denial; of subjecting the passions, the impulses of the heart to the law of conscience.

Greeley responded, on March 12, with his faith that the education intrinsic to commune life was the key to developing individuals who would not need God’s grace or biblical restraint: "I do not believe that a rightly-trained, truly-developed human being will any more have "a passion for a dozen different women," etc., than he will have a passion to commit a dozen murders." Associationism also stressed structuring of the social environment:

Excesses and vices are not an essential part of the passions, but on the contrary depend on external circumstances, which may be removed. All that is necessary is to discover a society in which every bad route for the action of the passions will be closed, and in which the path of virtue will be strewn with flowers... How could the passions lead to crime, when every thing should be arranged to satisfy them in the most agreeable manner?"

But Greeley would not assent to Raymond’s assertion that Associationism was anti-Christian; rather, he made backing of communes a Christian necessity, and argued in his 11th essay that it is the duty of every Christian, every Philanthropist, every one who admits the essential Brotherhood of the Human Family, to labor earnestly and devotedly for a Social Order, which shall secure to every human being within its sphere the full and true development of the nature wherewith God has endowed him, Physical, Intellectual, and Moral.

Raymond, in his 11th response, argued that Greeley was socialist in economics, antinomian in ethics, and overall a person who was trying to create a new god in Greeley’s own image: Greeley’s thought, Raymond charged, pretends to be religious, and even claims to be the only true Christianity. But it rejects the plainest doctrines of the Bible, nullifies its most imperative commandments, and substitutes for them its own interpretation of the laws of nature. Thus the God in whom it professes faith, becomes, in its definition, simply the ‘principle of universal unity.’"
Raymond accused Greeley of similarly twisting the concept of the Trinity and the meaning of the words “Kingdom of Heaven.” He concluded, concerning Greeley’s belief, that:

Its whole spirit is in the most direct hostility to the doctrines of the Bible. It recognizes no absolute distinction between right and wrong . . . and aims at nothing beyond the ‘full and true development of the nature of man.’ . . . It is the exact antagonist of Christianity; it starts from opposite fundamental principles and aims at precisely opposite results.24

The key question that all reformers and journalists should answer, Raymond insisted, concerned the locus of evil action among humans: did evil come from within, or was it generated by social institutions? Raymond stipulated that,

Before a cure can be applied or devised, the cause of the evil must be ascertained: and here at the very outset, the theory of Association comes in direct collision with the teachings of Christianity.25

The cause, Raymond argued, was “the sinfulness of the heart of Man.” The remedy, he argued,

must reach that cause, or it must prove inefficient. The heart must be changed. The law of Man’s nature must cease to be the supreme law of his life. He must learn to subject that law to the higher law of righteousness, revealed in his conscience and in the Word of God . . . and that subjugation can only be effected by his own personal will, with the supernatural aids furnished in the Christian Scheme.26

And thus the lines were clearly drawn. Greeley believed that “the heart of man is not deprived: that his passions do not prompt to wrong doing, and do not therefore by their action, produce evil.”27 Greeley, in his 12th and final essay, reiterated his faith that “social distinctions of master and servant, rich and poor, landlord and landless,” are the cause of social problems. He followed Unitarian practice in referring to Jesus as a “divinely-sent messenger and guide” but was unwilling to accept Christ as God’s son. He concluded his side of the debate on April 28 with some exasperation:

I can not see how a man profoundly impressed with the truth and importance of Christ’s teaching . . . can fail to realize and aspire to a Social polity radically different from that which has hitherto prevailed.28

Raymond’s final response reiterated the centrality of “Sin, as an active power, in the human heart,” and argued that Associationism at best would deal with superficial problems, but not “the lust, the covetousness, the self-seeking,” out

of which battles arise.29 Greeley trusted man’s wisdom, but Raymond concluded that

the principles of all true REFORM come down from Heaven . . . The CHRISTIAN RELIGION, in its spiritual, life-giving, heart-redeeming principles is the only power that can reform Society: and it can accomplish this work only by first reforming the individuals of whom Society is composed. Without GOD, and the plan of redemption which he has revealed, the World is also without HOPE.30

As the debates ended, interest in them was so high that Harper’s quickly published all 24 of the articles in a pamphlet of 83 closely printed, double-columned pages, which sold out.

It is hard to evaluate the long term effect of the debates on American society and journalism. But if we keep in mind the statement of Lincoln’s that began this book—“Public opinion on any subject always has a ‘central idea’ from which all its minor thoughts radiate”—the significance of the debates is clear. Raymond and Greeley were really arguing about what the “central idea” for Americans, and American journalists, should be.

The battle was not one of change versus the status quo. Raymond agreed with Greeley that social problems were great—‘Far from denying their existence, we insist that they are deeper and more fundamental in their origin.’31 But Raymond saw himself as arguing for “a more thorough and radical remedy than the Tribune supposes”—namely, the change of heart that acceptance of Christianity brings.32 That concept was common in the Christian journalism that dominated the early 19th-century press. It underlay the corruption story and its emphasis on the universality of sin and the need for all individuals, including rulers, to repent and change. Raymond in the debates repeatedly stated this doctrine:

No truth is more distinctly taught in the Word of God than that of the sinfulness of the human heart: the proclivity of Man’s nature to act in violation of the rule of right. . . . It is solely because malice, covetousness, envy, lust, and selfishness in general exist, as active principles, in the heart of man, that their fruits exist in Society. It is solely because the foundation is poisoned, that the streams which flow from it are bitter.33

But would that belief remain dominant in American journalism?

Not if Horace Greeley had anything to do with it. He embraced part of that methodology but rejected the theology behind it. Instead of seeing sinful man and a society reflecting that sinfulness, he believed that man was naturally good but was enslaved by oppressive social systems. Greeley in the debates was developing the rationale of the oppression story emphasis on problems arising
not from internal sin but from external influences. That is why the debates were so grinding: Raymond and Greeley were arguing not only about theology and economics, but about the future of American society and the future of journalistic practice. The tectonic plates were shifting as they spoke. Soon the earthquake would come.

PART III

BREAKTHROUGH OF THE OPPRESSION STORY
Chapter 7

The Irrepressible Conflict in the Press

Just as the Greeley-Raymond debates did not have a clear winner, so the social upheaval of the 1840s did not have a clear, short term outcome. Despite good press clippings from the Tribune and some of its allies, the commune movement died during the 1850s. Virtually all of the communes failed and disappeared; the idea of a noble human nature, so attractive in the abstract, showed its weakness in practice. Commune members often neglected their work. “Free love” proved not to be so free, as disputes raged.¹

Brisbane believed the reason for failure in the 1840s and 1850s was not too much forced community but too little:

Unless associative life is completely organized, so that all the sentiments and faculties of the soul find their normal development and action therein, it cannot stand. In fact, it will be discovered one of these days that, according to a law which governs the spiritual or passionate nature of man, there must either be the complex harmony of a perfect organization, with a high order of spiritual activity, or man must remain in his little isolated, individual state.²

Socialism in one community was insufficient. Control over much more terrain was necessary, and Brisbane recommended to his adherents that they begin a long march through the institutions of American society—“years of patient, careful propagation”—so that the result, decades later, would be “complex harmony.”³ The goal became one of building a strong central government, so that the entire nation could be socialized.
Conflict in the Press

William Leggett, who in the 1830s made his position on slavery and its potential abolition very clear. Leggett called slavery "a deplorable evil and a curse" and favored "the speedy and utter annihilation of servitude and chains." Yet, carrying on John Milton's faith in the combat of ideas, Leggett also demanded "the strenuous assertion of the right of free discussion." He wanted liberation to come through a change in minds and hearts, and not by military arms or even by assertion of national political power: "We disclaim any constitutional right to legislate on the subject." 10

Leggett had faith that Americans, both north and south, eventually would answer "no" to a series of rhetorical questions he posed:

Have their cares become so accustomed to the clank of the poor bondman's fetters that it no longer grates upon them as a discordant sound? . . . Can the husband be torn from his wife, and the child from its parent, and sold like cattle at the shambles, and yet free, intelligent men, whose own rights are founded on the declaration of the unalienable freedom and equality of all mankind, stand up in the face of heaven and their fellow men, and assert without a blush that there is no evil in servitude? 11

Leggett opposed revolutionary violence, but he praised anti-slavery civil disobedience and noted that, pragmatically, suppression does not work in America for long:

The first great impulse which the abolition cause received in this city was, we are persuaded, the attempt to suppress it by the means of mobs; . . . and we do hope that, in view of the pernicious consequences which have flowed from violent measures hitherto, a course more consistent with the meekness of Christianity, and with the sacred rights of free discussion, will be pursued henceforth. 12

Leggett died before his faith that free discussion would lead to an anti-slavery outcome could be severely tried. Some 1,000 miles away, however, another journalist put Leggett's optimism into practice under far more difficult conditions. Elijah Lovejoy, born in Maine in 1802, completed his theological training in 1833 at Princeton Theological Seminary (then a stronghold of Calvinist thought) and moved to St. Louis in 1834. There he was ordained as a minister and began editing a Christian newspaper, the St. Louis Observer. When he saw a slave, Francis J. McIntosh, burned at the stake, he became an abolitionist and began encountering massive opposition.

Lovejoy stayed in St. Louis as long as he could, but when a pro-slavery mob wrecked his press in July 1836, Lovejoy moved to the free state of Illinois and established the Alton Observer. 13 Freedom from slavery did not guarantee freedom of the press, however. Three times, Lovejoy saw his printing presses smashed and thrown into the Mississippi River by pro-slavery men; he did not fight back. Lovejoy became pastor of a Presbyterian church and moderator of the Alton...
Presbytery, but he also ordered a new press. When it arrived at the Godfrey & Gilman warehouse, Lovejoy and 20 of his armed supporters stood guard over it until it could be installed at the Alton Observer.

A pro-slavery mob formed on the night of November 7, 1837. Its participants, most of them drunk, began hurling rocks at the warehouse windows. The defenders threw back earthenware pots they had found in the warehouse. Soon, gunshots began coming from both sides. When the mob put up a ladder at the building and one of its members began climbing to the roof with a smoking pot of pitch in order to set fire to the building, Lovejoy and a friend rushed out to overturn the ladder. One mob gunman fired his double barrelled shotgun at Lovejoy. Five bullets hit him, and he died.

Lovejoy’s associates then laid down their weapons and were allowed to leave; the mob broke the press into pieces and dumped the broken parts into the river. Lovejoy was buried on November 9—his 35th birthday—and after the Civil War Alton citizens erected a monument to him. It stands to this day on a hill overlooking the Mississippi, with a plaque introducing Lovejoy as “Minister of the Gospel, Moderator of Alton Presbytery,” and explaining in Lovejoy’s own words what befell him: “If the laws of my country fail to protect me I appeal to God, and with Him I cheerfully rest my cause—I can die at my post but I cannot desert it.”

A few years later and 300 miles to the east, another editor faced similar persecution. Cassius Clay of Lexington, Kentucky, saw slavery as a sevenfold evil: “morally, economically, physically, intellectually, socially, religiously, politically.” But he saw the need for long term change that the south could embrace, and advocated emancipation over a generation’s time. To that end, in 1845 (at age 35) Clay began publishing the True American, “a paper devoted to gradual and constitutional emancipation.” With the words “God and Liberty” as his newspaper’s motto, Clay advocated a constitutional convention designed to state “that every female slave, born after a certain day and year, should be free at the age of twenty-one”. Clay argued that over time this plan “would gradually, and at last, make our state truly free.”

The moderate program began to pick up support, and also furious opposition. Clay soon had the power of printing letters to the editor such as this one: “C.M. Clay: You are meaner than the autocrats of hell . . . The hemp is ready for your neck. Your life cannot be spared. Plenty thirst for your blood—are determined to have it . . .” But Clay kept at it, arguing that the elimination of slavery would help the south to prosper economically, spiritually, and socially. In one article he commented on a rise of divorce in the south and urged southern women to:

Put away your slaves . . . If you want to drink, go to the pump or to the spring and get it; if to bathe, prepare your own bath, or plunge into the running stream; make your own beds, sweep your own rooms, and wash your own clothes; throw away corsets and nature herself will form your bustles. Then you will have full chests.

Clay, expecting attempts to destroy his press, made a fort out of his three story red brick newspaper office, and with six loyal friends prepared for siege. Familiar with the story of Lovejoy’s death, they lined the outside doors and window shutters of the building with sheet iron to prevent burning. Clay purchased two small brass cannons at Cincinnati, loaded them to the muzzle with bullets, slugs, and nails, and placed them breast high on a table at the entrance. His friends stockpiled muskets and Mexican lances. Those measures forestalled the attack for a time, but Clay came down with typhoid fever and eventually had to give up and watch as his press was packed up by slaveholders and shipped out of town.

That was the last time he was helpless. In 1847 Clay resumed his anti-slavery writing and speaking, had to fight numerous duels, and survived. (He had a lifetime record of about 107 wins and no losses, compared to Muhammed Ali’s 32 and 4 as a pro.) The original Cassius Clay could also talk a good fight. Once, facing a hostile crowd, Clay held up a Bible and said, “To those who respect God’s word, I appeal to this book.” Then he held up a copy of the U.S. Constitution and said, “To those who respect our fundamental law, I appeal to this document.” Then he took out two pistols and his Bowie knife and said, “To those who recognize only force . . .”

Clay, although ready to defend himself, believed that nothing good would come from aggression. He demanded free speech in the hope of convincing his neighbors but did not want to war on them. He stressed the power of personal transformation through God’s grace, which would lead to societal reformation. “We recommend less haughtiness and indifference on the part of the rich towards the poor, and less invidiousness toward the rich on the part of the poor,” he wrote. “Let true Christianity prevail, and earth will become the foreshadowing of Heaven.” And Clay, unlike Lovejoy, managed to survive many assassination attempts. He was knifed and beaten by clubs; once, gushing blood from a lung wound, he even lost consciousness and dramatically gave as his last words, “I died in the defense of the liberties of the people”—but he did not die. He kept speaking out against slavery in the 1840s and helped to form the Republican Party in the 1850s.

By then, the lines were drawn, and it may have been too late for anti-slavery plans that would not end in violence. Any possibility for a peaceful resolution disappeared when anti-slavery journalism moved from corruption story grounds of sadly dealing with sinful man, to an oppression story vision of eradicating slavery as the first step toward social revolution and class warfare. The role of the press in making the conflict irrepressible should not be overstated—and yet,
if we examine the four alternative ways of fighting slavery that existed at one time, and then see which one was seized on by some leading journalists, that press role does loom large.

There will be some oversimplification in summarizing in a few paragraphs the options that have been dissected in thousands of books over a century, but baldly describing the lay of the land in this fashion might show the editorial choices that were open. The first of the anti-slavery approaches that editors could call for would be the personal one. Slaveholders could free their slaves, as did Washington and Jefferson on their deaths. Also on the personal level, opponents of slavery could reason with slaveholders, and ministers could preach against it. Editors, for their part, could cover separation of slave families, brutality against slaves, and so on. If all failed, those opposed to slavery could put money alongside their words by buying slaves and then freeing them.

A second alternative was collective but nongovernmental. The first half of the 19th century, as Alexis de Tocqueville observed, was the golden age of associations in America, and anti-slavery individuals frequently came together in the search for a way out. They formed societies to support colonies for ex-slaves in Africa or in the west. Some joined to purchaseand then free slaves. Some set up schools for slaves. Some wanted to boycott southern economic products, and others wanted to fund southern industries that would not employ slaves. Thoreau hoped to convince many that nonviolent action, such as non-payment of taxes, could create pressure for change, but he found few supporters.

A third alternative, once tensions had grown to the point of war, could have been Washington's temporary acceptance of secession, followed by a trade embargo that some thought might kill the rebellion. Unlikely as this seems, Greeley embraced the idea in 1851 and stated that the south should secede; he argued that southerners would realize after a couple of independent years that they needed the north's industry, and would then beg for readmission. At that point, Greeley argued, the north would be in a position to make demands, one of which would be the elimination of slavery. Greeley intensified his calls in 1854 as he argued that the north should laugh at the too susceptible nerves of our too excitable Southern brethren. Instead of bolt- ing the door in alarm, and calling for help to guard it, in case the South should hereafter threaten to walk out of the Union, we would hold it politely open and suggest to the departing the policy of minding his eye and buttoning his coat well under his chin preparatory to facing the rough weather outside . . .

But Greeley, even though he saw materialism as dominant, was too savvy a journalist to argue for long that change would come that easily. And so he arrived at the fourth alternative, violence: the north eradicating slavery by using its superior numbers and industrial capacity to eradicate part of the south. Greeley thought that a little blood would go a long way, for he believed that only a few wealthy southerners, along with a handful of politicians along for the ride, were truly pro-slavery. Greeley did not travel in the south until after the war, and he employed correspondents who were better preachers against slavery than reporters of actual sentiment. Even in 1860, Greeley's correspondent in Memphis was writing that "an insignificant clique" favored secession, but "the masses are heart and soul for the union," so the north should not be concerned with "threats, or predictions of disunion."

In the early 1840s Greeley's commune enthusiasm led the Tribune into expectation of utopia around the corner; Greeley's hopes for rapid social progress during the late 1850s again led him to provide considerable space for unreliable accounts that supported his dreams. For example, a letter from Alabama argued that people in that state were "divided into two classes—the rich and the poor," and that the poor would readily unite with northern workers to "create a new system of Truth, Equality, Justice." Karl Marx, peering across the Atlantic with a dialectic telescope, helped to convince Greeley's assistant Charles Dana that slavery had weakened the south so much that it would be unable to mount a war effort; the north could push hard without losing much blood.

With social revolution so near and slavery the only large obstacle, Greeley became a proponent of terrorist means to gain anti-slavery objectives. As one historian noted concerning Tribune correspondents in Kansas during the mid-1850s, "the crew Greeley assembled went forth with hatred in their hearts." The Tribune's coverage of the battle between northerners and southerners in Kansas was predictably propagandistic, with northerners always depicted as peace loving citizens brought to conflict by southern terror. The Tribune wanted fighters and weapons shipped to Kansas immediately, to preserve the peace. Correspondent James Redpath wrote that because there would be no peace as long as slavery existed, he would "fight and kill for the sake of peace."

Greeley's response to the events of May 24, 1856, indicates his hardline position. That night in Kansas, John Brown and seven other men invaded the homes of several farming families—the Doyle's, the Wilkinson's, and the Harris's. These families had done no one any harm. They did not own slaves. They were simply from the south. They were also trusting. When William Doyle opened his door in response to a request for directions, John Brown's men grabbed him and took him 200 yards from the cabin. John Brown then placed a revolver against Doyle's forehead and pulled the trigger, killing him instantly. Doyle's 22-year-old son William was then stabbed in the face, slashed over the head, and shot in the side. His 20-year-old son Drury had his fingers and arms cut off and his head cut open; then he was stabbed in the chest. A third son, 15-year-old John, also would have been executed, but the mother, Mahala Doyle, clutched him and screamed, "Not him; Oh God, not him." John Brown let him live.

Brown and his followers—four of them were Brown's sons—then moved on to the Wilkinson home, took the man away from his wife and small children, and cut his throat. They then went to the Harris cabin, occupied that night not only
by James Harris and his family but by three other men who had stopped by; one had come to buy a cow. The door was unlocked, because the region until then had been safe. Harris and two of the men turned out to be northerners and were allowed to live; the southerner was murdered by the river with sabers. One blow severed his left hand, raised in self-defense; others split open his skull, and he fell into the river. The murderers washed their swords and walked away as the cold water carried away part of the dead man’s brain.

The goal of the massacre was terrorism, pure and simple: Kill those who sided with a hated system, focus attention on what became known as “bleeding Kansas,” and raise tension so high that warfare capable of destroying the hated system would become more likely. Terrorists need press publicity, preferably somewhat sympathetic—and John Brown and associates got it. The Tribune called Brown’s terrorism a self-defense strike needed to disrupt the southern horde of Kansas settlers.32 Greeley advocated shipment of more arms to Kansas and dispatched a military expert to advise John Brown.33

Greeley used events in Kansas to further Republican candidate John Fremont’s hopes in the election of 1856; historian Jeter Isely has concluded that “Reading Greeley’s journal at this late date gives the impression that his staff had no concern for accuracy with regard to Kansas of 1856.”34 Reporter W. A. Phillips sent frequent articles, and the Tribune itself sponsored mass meetings of protest and the establishment within each northern city of “Kansas committees” to send aid. The Tribune publicized books, pamphlets, and plays on Kansas, and even serialized a novel telling of how Kansas southerners were “ruffians, half-lips, with hair unkempt and beards like cotton-cards, squirting tobacco-juice in every direction, and interlarding their conversation with oaths and curses” aimed at defenseless folk. One of the poor sufferers was the heroine, gentle Alice, who took to her sickbed in fright and remained sorrowful until she had a vision of Fremont’s election and Kansas’ freedom, at which “the thin lips of Alice quivered tremulously. It was her last smile on earth.”35

Greeley went at it again following John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry. During the month following the raid the Tribune ran 26 columns and 15 editorials on Brown.36 The Tribune correspondent was consistently pro-Brown and anti-southern; he generalized about the south, “Everything shows how far this region is behind the age.”37 But he was also sarcastic about particular southerners, such as prosecutor Charles Harding, whose “face is a vindictive as well as a degraded one,” and who “has a way of expressing profound contempt by ejecting saliva aloft, and catching it on his chin, which he practices with great success.”38

Greeley displayed extreme arrogance during this crisis, and knew exactly what he was doing: In a letter to his associate editor, James S. Pike, Greeley wrote that he was in the “position of the rich old fellow, who, having built a church entirely out of his own means, addressed his townsman thus: ‘I’ve built you a meeting-house,/ And bought you a bell;/ Now go to meeting/ Or go to hell!’”39 Isely commented, “Greeley believed that John Brown’s raid . . . would bring thousands into his church. The Tribune featured Brown as a saint sprung from the Book of Revelation to herald the coming of universal freedom.”40

The Tribune had feisty competition. Bennett’s New York Herald had long made fun of Greeley’s support for “all the isms and ultras of the day,” including “Fourierism, atheism, community of property socialism—every species of wild and extravagant thought and doctrine.”41 Abolitionism, Bennett wrote, merely was the latest cause of “the clique of enthusiasts, fanatics, Fourierists, and infidels of all descriptions who are engaged in [the Tribune’s] activities.”42 Bennett called John Brown “a notorious Kansas shrieker—one whose hands had more than once been dipped in human blood.”43 Bennett also called Greeley a member of “an anti-slavery oligarchy” that was attempting to establish a new “inquisition.”44

The Herald, however, had little influence on those who saw American chattel slavery (correctly, I believe) as a central moral problem, and not just an economic one. More influential among some of those who founded the Republican Party was the newspaper built by Greeley’s debating adversary of 1846 and 1847, Henry Raymond. That newspaper, begun in 1851 and known as The New York Times, opposed slavery fervently, but nor without an eye to the difficulty of altering an imbedded institution. Raymond, unlike Greeley, did not see anti-slavery agitation as a step toward class warfare, and did not sanguinely look to blood as the answer to social problems; therefore, he was not taken in by those who said that the outbreak of civil war would lead to a southern social revolution that could then spread north. Times reporting from Kansas and Harper’s Ferry bemoaned the provocations and appealed for calm.

The most fascinating New York newspaper in the months directly preceding the civil war was probably the New York World, a daily newspaper begun in 1860 in an attempt to revive Christian journalism. After Abraham Lincoln was elected in 1860, the World proposed that anti-slavery newspapers

forbear to indulge in that acerbity of tone which, while it has never done any good, has occasioned much of the unfortunate asperity which exists among our Southern brethren. Let the exaltation of approaching victory be tempered with manly generosity, and the whole tone, bearing and language of the party be of a character to confirm [hopes for] a moderate, a conciliatory, a conservative, a truly national and constitutional administration.45

There can still be peace, the World insisted, “if the press and orators of all parties will drop the vituperative style in which they are wont to indulge, and practice a reasonable courtesy and magnanimity.”

World news coverage stressed accuracy at a time when propaganda seemed more and more ascendant. “The news from Kansas is uncertain and contradictory,” the World noted in November, 1860:

Nothing illustrates the evils of excessive partisanship more than the impossibility of getting trustworthy accounts of important events occurring far from the great
centers. Here is a matter, of which it is extremely important that all parties should
know the truth, yet it is impossible to arrive at the truth. The determination of
partisan newspapers, and of their correspondents, to throw all the blame upon the
other side, leads to distortion, misrepresentation, and even positive mendacity.\textsuperscript{46}

The \textit{World}, for its part, criticized many northerners for attempting to excommunicate the south, and criticized southern slaveholders for engaging in

the separation of families, the taking of the parent from the child and the child from the
parent, ignoring the marriage tie, withholding even that amount of education
which would enable the colored man to read God’s oracles — when the South would
defend all this as being within the sphere of the quiet of the gospel, the South are
doing wrong to the gospel, and perverting it.\textsuperscript{47}

The \textit{World} quoted Matthew 5:9 — “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall
be called the children of God” — and asked Christians of both sides “to humble
themselves, and confess before God that they have disparaged our common Lord
and Redeemer.”\textsuperscript{48} It favorably covered proposals for gradual emancipation —
children of slaves would be freed — and publicized suggestions to smooth the way
by payments from the North: “That would test the northern conscience, and put
us right under a reformed constitution.”\textsuperscript{49}

The tendencies of the \textit{World} found some support in the South. In Texas,
Governor Sam Houston published his last hope:

Providing ever had guarded the people of these United States. He sustained the
hope of our struggling fathers until they gained the liberty that we now enjoy. He
gave them the wisdom and the prudence through which our government was formed.
For eighty-four years that same prudence has shielded us, amid danger from
without and dissention from within. He has encircled us with His protecting Arm
and has preserved our liberties intact. Let us in the hour of Prayer, implore Him to
shied us still in the time of peril, that we may be preserved a United people . . . .\textsuperscript{50}

By 1860, however, such fairmindedness had little chance to be accepted, for the
tensions were too great; Houston, for example, was denounced as a “Texas
Brutus.”\textsuperscript{51}

Columns in the \textit{World} tended to go deeper. One analysis of the divided nation
showed how each leading “journalistic fire-brand” thought his own views superior
to “written constitutions” and decided to “erect his own judgment or his own
happiness, into a tribunal.”\textsuperscript{52} With extremism rampant, many northern newspapers
“vilified” southern states, institutions, and men,” and southerners in turn

reacted to vituperation . . . From studying methods of emancipation, they turned
to the consideration of schemes for the perpetuation and extension of the happy

patriarchal institution . . . masters, alarmed for the safety of their families, clamored
for more stringent laws whereby to circumscribe and oppress the slave.”\textsuperscript{53}

The Greeleyite revolutionary position had not “ameliorated the condition of the
serflike masses of the South” and held out no “hope than that of insurrection and
bloodshed,” the column argued. It ended with a plea that journalists “stay the
streams of section reviling.”\textsuperscript{54}

Greeley was the chief culprit, according to the \textit{World}.\textsuperscript{55} Southerners who read
his work saw him as representing northern hatred of the south — in the words of the
\textit{Raleigh Register}, Greeley was “the vilest, the dirtiest, the most mangy hog in the
Abolition pen.”\textsuperscript{56} Other newspapers moving toward the oppression story
— including the \textit{New York Post}, \textit{Chicago Tribune}, and \textit{Harford Courant} — followed
Greeley’s lead.\textsuperscript{57} And the \textit{Tribune} itself, becoming during the 1850s America’s
first semi-national newspaper, had no readership in the south, but distributed a
weekly edition of 200,000 copies from Maine to Minnesota. That was 10% of
free state votes, and often the most articulate 10%; as historian James Ford
Rhodes recollected years later, \textit{Tribune} readers “were of the thorough kind . . .
questions were discussed in their family circles and with their neighbors, and, as
differences arose, the \textit{Tribune}, always at hand, was consulted and re-read.”\textsuperscript{58}

How great was the \textit{Tribune’s} influence? According to one press-watcher,
“every man, and woman too, of education, culture, and moral feeling” was
praising the \textit{Tribune}; it had a grip on “the affections of all the best people.”\textsuperscript{59} The
\textit{Tribune}, in short, “was more than a metropolitan journal, it was a sectional
oracle.”\textsuperscript{60} The \textit{Tribune} prophesied that America was faced with an either/or
decision:

It may be that a new era of religion — of Justice and Brotherhood between man and
man — is commencing; or it may be that this is only a fresh spasm, to be followed
by a more palpable moral lifelessness. Whch shall it be?\textsuperscript{61}

The \textit{Tribune} may have pushed hundreds of thousands of northerners to push hard
for the new era.

The \textit{Tribune}, of course, was not responsible for the Civil War. Journalism
was one compelling force among many, and the \textit{Tribune} was one newspaper
among many. But if the \textit{Tribune} and its followers had seen the south as a culture
and not as the potential arena for class struggle between slave owners and a
combined poor White/Black coalition, it seems likely that a wiser course could
have been followed. And if the \textit{Tribune} and other newspapers had not glorified
in death a man, John Brown, who represented the deepest fears of the south,
many southerners might not have believed that the North would soon be sending
other Browns to achieve what he tried to start.\textsuperscript{62}

Many southern journalists also were irresponsible. One \textit{World} column, “THE
young and inexperienced men.” Fairfield described how Mississippi agendas were set:

When a scheme is put on foot the [Jackson] Mississippian roars and all the little county papers yelp, the cross road and bar room politicians take it up and so it goes, and if any one opposes them they raise the cry of abolitionist and traitor. 79

A thoughtful North Carolina editor complained, “Madness seems to rule the hour, and fearful forebodings cloud the prospect.” 77 The New York Herald feared a long war and ran a headline, “Blood! Blood! Blood!—Who Will Be Responsible?” 73 But the New York Tribune, confident in February 1861, that the radical upheaval to come could eliminate oppression, added to its masthead the words, “NO COMPROMISE! NO CONCESSIONS TO TRAITORS!” 72 Soon, the cannons were roaring.

Once war began, the Tribune plunging ahead with plans to celebrate a quick victory, on the materialist theory that the nonindustrialized south could not possibly fight a war. In theory, the northern army could crush its numerically inferior opponents, the northern navy could blockade the Confederate coast, and the “laws of trade” would kill the south. 74 Day after day Greeley ran the same paragraph on the editorial page: “The Nation’s War Cry. Forward to Richmond! Forward to Richmond! The Rebel Congress must not be allowed to meet there on the twentieth of July! By that date the place must be held by the National Army!” 76

Under pressure, the poorly trained Union army advanced and was routed at Manassas. The Herald said it was Greeley’s fault. Greeley was in shock: The material superiority of the north had not led to early victory. The South fought on, and many of the radical journalists who had predicted northern victory without bloodshed were angry with President Abraham Lincoln for his early attempts to win the war with as little bloodshed as possible. Journalists during the first year of the war called him a “political coward,” “timid and ignorant,” “pitiable,” “too slow,” and “shattered, dazed, utterly foolish.” 77 Southern newspapers called their opponent a drunkard, but northern newspapers were often more creative in their labeling of Lincoln as “an awful, woeful ass,” the “craftiest and most dishonest politician that ever disgraced an office in America,” a “half-witted usurper,” a “mole-eyed monster with a soul of leather,” “unmentionably diseased,” and the “woodenhead at Washington.” 78

Lincoln put up with it as best he could, and even laughed at Greeley’s frequent nastiness: “I do not suppose I have any right to complain,” Lincoln said, for “Uncle Horace . . . is with us at least four days out of seven.” 79 In any event, the war ground on. Occasionally, it was brought home to some northern editors; in July 1863, a mob advanced on the Tribune building yelling “Down with the Tribune.” The mob destroyed the furniture on the first floor and started a fire with the goal of destroying the building, but 100 policemen arrived with orders to “Hit
their temples, strike hard, take no prisoners." Twenty-two men were killed. Many more were seriously wounded.

Hundreds of thousands more died during the civil war, but eventually material did triumph. By 1865, the southern opposition to centralization was demolished, and the road to rapidly increased governmental power was open. The first step was to do away with the defeated opposition leaders; journalists who already had waded in blood reported that "all the interests of humanity demand that Davis, Lee & Company, shall be tried, found guilty, and hanged by the neck until they are dead." The next step was to reconstruct first the south, and then the entire nation, on an economic plan that expropriated large holdings in land, still the primary basis of wealth. Abraham Lincoln did not favor such radical plans, but his assassination removed the enemy of both maddened southerners and ambitious northern radicals. And Andrew Johnson, at first, did not seem likely to present much of a barrier.

Nevertheless, during the quarter century after the Civil War, progress did not come as quickly as Greeleyite journalists had hoped. First, Andrew Johnson and several other conservative political leaders stood in the way; then, a certain realism concerning the limits of federal power sank in for a time. The next chapter examines the obstacles, beginning with Johnson, who saved southern leaders from hanging trees, and in turn saw much of the journalistic wrath turned on himself.

Chapter 8
Obstacles to Power

In one sense, it is surprising that President Andrew Johnson was treated so poorly in the press; his rise contained the stuff of which memorable human interest stories are made. Orphaned and penniless at the age of 4, Johnson became an unschooled tailor who was taught by his wife to read and write. Hard work and good business sense enabled him to make a success of his small shop. Johnson read and thought about politics and government. He paid a man to read to him throughout the day while he plied his needle. Johnson's opponents would often decry his lack of formal education, but the tailor's desire to study and learn began a lifetime pattern of self-education: After Johnson was elected senator from Tennessee, he was one of the leading visitors to and borrowers of books from the Library of Congress.

Johnson's problem as president, however, was that during those years of sewing and listening he developed a fixed set of political principles, at the center of which was opposition to governmental and economic centralization. He worried about states becoming "mere satellites of an inferior character, revolving around the great central power" of Washington. "He opposed concentration of power in the hands of the few." He opposed government economic activities such as railroad grants, predicting that they would result in "nothing but a series of endless corrupting legislation." Consequently, Johnson was called callow and callous by Horace Greeley and other journalists who saw the federal government as hero in an upcoming saga of forced social restructuring.

Underlying the battle of Greeley versus Johnson during the 3 years following the Civil War were Greeley's hopes for a final victory that would make up for
the failed hopes of the 1840s and 1850s. The war won by the north at immense cost must be followed by the winning of the peace, he wrote. That peace, he hoped, could end not just the antagonism of master and slave, but also that of capitalist and worker. The federal government could move from restructuring the south to restructuring the entire country. Socialism in one commune had not worked, but perhaps a shake-up of the entire country would.

Some writers have seen the Radical Republican program of the late 1860s merely as an attempt to punish the south for seceding and to ensure enfranchisement of Blacks. But Senator Thad Stevens, the leading radical politician, argued for federal confiscation of all southern landholdings larger than 200 acres; historian Gregg Singer has observed that,

The radical element of the [Republican] party was determined to carry out a reconstruction policy in the South as a prelude to the reconstruction they intended to bring about in the nation as a whole. The southern states were to be used as social science laboratories... as a kind of pilot study for reconstructing the whole nation... 5

Andrew Johnson was certainly aware of the danger: From the first, he spoke of his responsibility to defend the Constitution against radical attempts to establish dictatorship. His message to Congress in December 1865, called the federal government “a limited government” that must remain limited if the Constitution is to endure, for “the destruction of the one is the destruction of the other.” The gauntlet was hurled down.

In February 1866, the Radical Republicans passed a bill (to widespread journalistic applause) that gave the federal government total power in the southern states, with federal agents to act as judge and jury. Johnson vetoed it. He argued that it represented

an absorption and assumption of power by the General Government which, if acquiesced in, must sap and destroy our federative system of limited powers, and break down the barriers which preserve the rights of the States. It is another step, or rather stride, to centralization and the concentration of all legislative power in the National Government. 6

He pointed out that punishments for arrested southerners would not be defined by law but imposed by court martial, and that there would be no appeal from those decisions, not even to the U.S. Supreme Court. Furthermore, he believed that presidential appointment of those august Federal agents gave himself or other presidents too much power, power “as in time of peace certainly ought never to be entrusted to any one man.” Leading journalists called Johnson a traitor, weakening, coward, bribed drunkard, and murderer. The Milwaukee Sentinel ludicrously charged that “Johnson was privy to Lincoln’s assassination.” 8
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Johnson also disapproved of the welfare parts of the bill’s segment concerning aid to Blacks: “A system for the support of indigent persons... was never contemplated by the authors of the Constitution.” Johnson was not a person who lacked compassion for the ex-slaves: He told a delegation of Black leaders that he wished their goal of full political, social, and economic equality “could be done in the twinkling of an eye, but it is not in the nature of things, and I do not assume or pretend to be wiser than Providence.” 10 Johnson preferred charitable initiatives to federal programs, and personally sent $1,000 to support a school to educate Black children in Charleston. Fundamentally, however, Johnson argued that Black labor power was essential in the south; economic laws of supply and demand would lead to Black economic advancement that would then give ex-slaves the power to demand full political rights.

Following his veto, Johnson warned a crowd assembled on the White House lawn that the Radical Republicans wished “to concentrate all power in the hands of a few.” He argued that some radicals hoped to lead the United States toward a repeat of the French Revolution. 12 Johnson dared his opponents to do their worst: They “may talk about beheading,” he said, “but when I am beheaded, I want the American people to be the witness.” 13 He insisted that Blacks would not be able to gain and maintain voting rights merely through new use of federal bayonets: That would just create a White backlash that could delay permanent enfranchisement for decades. Such statements were treated with scorn in much of the press, which provided the radicals in Congress with fresh ammunition every day: Virtually every afternoon the Clerk of the House would read to the assembled members an anti-Johnson newspaper clipping, and the radicals would cheer. 14

Johnson did not give in. In August 1866, he continued to argue that the radicals had “usurped powers which, if permitted, would result in despotism or monarchy itself.” Johnson decided to take his case to the country. Before the speaking tour, Senator Doolittle of Wisconsin warned Johnson not to “allow the excitement of the moment to draw from you any extemporaneous speeches. You are followed by the reporters of a hundred presses who do nothing but misrepresent.” 16 Doolittle was right, as historian George Milnor has related:

Johnson swayed those who heard him. Time after time he faced a hostile crowd and converted it into a friendly one. But while he was convincing a hundred thousand, the Radical correspondents, in reporting his speeches, so distorted and misrepresented them that they turned three million against him. 17

Greeley’s New York Tribune, instead of printing the substance of Johnson’s remarks, portrayed Johnson as a moron who was good only for “gritting his teeth, and accompanying his words with violet gesticulation.” 18

Johnson, in his speeches, repeatedly answered the accusations against him and tried to explain the world view underlying his policies. In New York City on
August 29, 1866, in Utica on August 31, and in Buffalo on September 3, he talked about the nature of treason, the wonder of God's mercy, and the threat of dictatorship. Just as journalists who emphasized man's corruption and God's grace had done, he applied the Bible to political events, telling St. Louis residents that "The Saviour of man came on earth and found the human race condemned and sentenced under the law, but when they repented and believed, he said let them live." In Cincinnati he proclaimed, "If I have pardoned traitors I have only obeyed the injunction of scripture—to forgive the repentant. ... Hang eight millions of people! Who ever heard of such a thing? Yet because I refuse to do this, I am called a traitor." He told the crowds that because God had been merciful to them, they should be merciful to other offenders. He typically concluded with his desire to have 36 states in the Union, and not to end up with 25, due to the exclusion of the South.

Radical partisans ridiculed Johnson's concerns. Journalist David Ross Locke had his humorous persona, "Petroleum V. Nasby," give mocking reports of Johnson's supposedly drunken progress:

He wuz fightin traitors on all sides. ... all he wanted now wuz to heal the wounds uv the nashen. ... he mite hv been Dictator, but woodent; and ended with a poeticall cotashun which I cooden ketch. ... He asked em, ef he was Judis Iskairet who wuz the Saviour? ... The crowd hollerd 'Grant! Grant!' and the President thanked em for the demonstration. It showed him that the people wuz with him in his efforts to close his eyes on a Union uv 36 States and a flag uv 36 stars onto it.

The Cleveland Leader called Johnson's speech in that city "the most disgraceful ever delivered by any president of the United States." Garey's Tribune called Johnson's trip "the stumping tour of an irritated demagogue," and Lowell in the North American Review labeled it "an indecent orgy."

Testimony during Johnson's impeachment trial would show that one frequent charge against Johnson—that he was a drunkard—was a vicious untruth; the only drunkard during the trip was General Grant, who accompanied Johnson but in Cleveland was put aboard a boat to Detroit so that his condition would not be revealed.

The New York Tribune and Joseph Medill's Chicago Tribune were particularly biased. The Independent gave Johnson "lascivious" eyes, "the face of a demagogue" and "the heart of a traitor." The magazine argued that Johnson was a "trickster ... touched with insanity, corrupted with lust, stimulated with drink.

Month after month the drumbeat went on: "We have demanded and shall continue to demand that this Aaron Burr, this Benedict Arnold, this Andrew Johnson shall be put out of the way of injuring the government which he first disgraced, then betrayed, and would willingly destroy." The roughness of some of Johnson's extemporaneous sentences allowed other put downs: Greeley snorted in one editorial that Johnson's "verbs never agree with their nominatives, or their hearers or anything else." George Milton has correctly described press coverage of Johnson's speaking in this way:

The type of thing that the Radical press had to say about this President of the United States shows to what low estate journalism had fallen. Editorially and in their news columns, such papers as Joseph Medill's Chicago Tribune and Horace Greeley's New York Tribune gave vent to vilification which a decent man would be asked to apply to a convict.

Johnson had convicted himself in the eyes of many reporters and editors when he refused to support radical demands for governmental centralization and social revolution in the South. There were some limits on Johnson-bashing: A St. Louis editor was fired after he filed a largely imaginary account of a Johnson speech. But as long as a journalist provided the minimum of fact and contextualized it in a way that heaped ridicule on the President, he was not only safe but often applauded.

In 1867, the situation of the moderates deteriorated further. Thad Stevens was so confident that he began to proclaim openly his revolutionary intentions: When he pushed forward a bill to divide the South into military districts, with commanders having arbitrary power for an indefinite period of time, he argued baldly that "every government is a despotism," and that his bill was crucial because it "would assure the ascendency of the Union [Republican] party." The radical willingness to use violence had not stopped with John Brown's terrorism and the resultant war: The Independent, which earlier had demanded the execution of southern leaders, screamed in September, 1867, "The People [capital P] are waiting anxiously for the impeachment of the President," and if Johnson tried to stop the process, "let him be tried by a court martial, and shot by twelve soldiers in a hollow square."

Many newspapers, serving as organs of a dominant party and perhaps propelling that party toward greater extremism, had their greatest power ever. Those radical newspapers, of course, did not have monopoly power at that time, because moderate newspapers existed in most cities. But the influence of the radical press was great, and newspaper vilification certainly contributed to Johnson's impeachment by the House of Representatives on February 24, 1868.

Greeley and Medill were exultant following the impeachment, as the House began presenting its evidence for the Senate trial. Johnson did not give up. One Sunday after church Johnson read a Bible passage to an attendant:

Behold, here I am: Witness against me before the Lord... whose ox have I taken? or whose ass have I taken? or whom have I defrauded? whom have I oppressed? or of whose hand have I received any bribe to blind mine eyes therewith? and I will restore it to you."
But truth was a porous defense against a furious Greeley, who charged that any senator who sided with Johnson was dishonest. Magazines such as The Nation and newspapers such as the Washington Chronicle and the Philadelphia Press also fought their opponents not with open argument, but by wholesale words such as "corrupt," "scoundrel," "fraudulent," and "dishonorable."

A two-thirds vote of the Senate was needed to convict Johnson, and the pressure on Republican senators to fall in line was enormous. In the end, when one more Senate vote was needed to convict Johnson, his future came down to a decision by a Kansas printer-turned-politician, Edmund G. Ross. Ross' background—anti-slavery immigrant to Kansas in 1856 and leader of radical forces there—led Greeley to believe that he would vote to convict. Yet, Ross had replied to demands that he prejudge Johnson by writing, "I have taken an oath to do impartial justice according to the Constitution and laws, and trust that I shall have the courage to vote according to the dictates of my judgment..."

Ross displayed that courage and refused to convict Johnson. A Kansas newspaper editorialized that Ross had

sold himself, and betrayed his constituents; stultified his own record... and to the utmost of his poor ability signed the death warrant of his country's liberty. This act was done deliberately, because the traitor like Benedict Arnold, loved money better than he did principle, friends, honor and his country, all combined. Poor, pitiful, shivered wretch, with a soul so small that a little pelf would outweigh all things else that dignify or ennoble mankind."

Greeley attacked Ross with particular viciousness, calling him "the greatest criminal of the age... a miserable poltroon and traitor."

After Johnson's close escape, Greeley kept up his attacks. For the 1868 election he backed U.S. Grant, who had joined the radicals. Greeley told Tribune readers that a Grant triumph would mean great prosperity, but a victory for Democratic candidate Horatio Seymour would begin "the first phase of the counter-revolution... Anarchy and strife, terrorism and assassination, will pervade that section where the fires of Rebellion still smolder." Thomas Nast's cartooning in Harper's Weekly was so effective that Grant afterward said he owed his election to "the sword of Sheridan and the pencil of Thomas Nast." Meanwhile, Grant received aculatory coverage from the New York Tribune and other newspapers; the Philadelphia Enquirer was typical in its depiction of him as "the possessor of those analytical powers which enable men to judge character with close and correct appreciation."

In 1869, with Johnson returning to Tennessee and Grant's analytical powers in the saddle, there was no check on the Washington radical forces and their campaign contributors. One observer, George W. Julian, wrote, "I have never seen such lobbying before as we have had in the last few weeks and such crookedness and complicity among members." Another, James W. Grimes,

complained that "the war has corrupted everybody and everything." What Leggett had feared was coming true: The federal government now had such power that citizens were becoming "mere puppets of legislative cobbling and tinkering."

Those business leaders who had backed the Radical Republican power grab called in their markers, and the New York Herald was able to observe that "All our railroad legislation is procured by corrupt practices and is formed in the interest of jobbery."

The corruption of many Radical Republican state governments in the South during Reconstruction is legendary. With radical newspapers—42 in Georgia alone—supported by government revenues, the press often tried to cover up scandals. Newspapers received contracts for public printing at high rates and then received more money than even those contracts allowed. In South Carolina, for example, the Charleston Republican was supposed to receive $24,538 but received $60,982 instead; the Columbia Daily Record, after contracting at unusually high rates that would have yielded $17,174, was paid $59,988. Bribes and payoffs were so common that one South Carolina senator, C. P. Leslie, was able to produce a classic line in their defense: "The State has no right to be a State until she can afford to take care of her statesmen."

The most famous episode of the day came when the Speaker of the South Carolina House of Representatives lost a $1,000 bet on a horse and, 3 days later was voted a gratuity to cover his loss, in tribute to "the dignity and ability with which he has presided."

Ironically, with all this press concern for the character of President Johnson and certain senators, scandals involving Radical Republican leaders at first were downplayed. When radical leader Schuyler Colfax, accused of receiving a bribe, took 10 days to produce a weak defense—he talked about a $1,000 bill arriving unsolicited in the mail—most radical newspapers rushed to his defense. The Boston Advertiser was typical when it called the charge "all fuss and parade."

Cartoonist Nast, scourge of Tweed Ring politicians and other nonradical miscreants, was told by a friend, "The whole subject offers a rich theme for your pencil, but I doubt the wisdom of availing yourself of it."

Nast did not.

Eventually, however, some editors became cranky about covering up even more scandals. Leading Republican editors such as Greeley, Horace White (who had assumed editorship of the Chicago Tribune), and Samuel Bowles of the Springfield Republican, joined with moderates such as Murat Halstead of the Cincinnati Daily Commercial and Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal, in a search for an alternative to Grant. At a confused "Liberal Republican" convention in 1872, Greeley fulfilled part of his lifelong ambition by snatching the nomination from Charles Francis Adams, son and grandson of presidents. However, Greeley missed the great prize as he was smashed by Grant's popularity; given the Tribune's earlier boosting of Grant, in one sense the Greeley defeat was a story of Frankensteins's monster turning on Frankensteins.

Greeley, heartbroken, died 3 weeks after his electoral defeat. At the funeral,
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several generations: "The negro will disappear from the field of national politics. Henceforth the nation, as a nation, will have nothing more to do with him."

The end of reconstruction in the South also signaled the complete failure of attempts to reconstruct economically the north. With the Christian ideas of the early 19th century largely abandoned, but no ideology yet dominant enough to take its place, some reporters in large cities embraced a total cynicism; others, seeing death and destruction occurring apparently at random, embraced a Social Darwinist faith in natural determinism. The chief spokesman of the latter was Yale professor William Graham Sumner, who believed that blind evolutionary forces had created man, and argued that all life is a struggle against the forces of nature, with some surviving and other proving inadequate. Tooth-and-claw was the way the world worked and the way any society had to work:

Nothing but might has ever made right. . . If a thing has been done and is established by force (that is no force can reverse it), it is right in the only sense we can know and rights will follow from it which are not vitiates at all by the forces in it.

Reporters who applied that thinking often became ruthless in their invasion of privacy to get a story. For example, the New York Tribune, which maintained its materialism following Greeley’s death and shifted easily toward Sumner’s views, treated suicide as a helpful self-selection of the unfit and cheered for the stronger side in international conflicts, regardless of justification. Small town newspapers, however, often showed a less strained quality of mercy. Typical news reports showed crime as affecting not only the criminal and his victims, but family members of all involved; one poignant story told of an old outlaw who resisted arrest and was killed, along with his 10-year-old grandson. Concern for family also was evident in a story of a man unable or unwilling to support his wife and two small children, who were housed temporarily in the city hospital: "Mrs. Dongan is hardly thirty, but her sorrows and heartaches have changed her features so that she appears to be fifty years old. Her children are aged 8 and 4." An article headlined "A WIFE BEATER ARRESTED" told how a man

had tanked up on mean whiskey and went home and lit into his wife, who was dreaming on her pillow. The woman was badly bruised up, and the husband will get his reward in the county court.

When small-town newspaper editors assembled at press association conventions, they frequently spoke about the obligations they felt in protecting "the sacredness of home and private affairs." These beliefs influenced reporting methodology as well as results. For example, a Dallas reporter was interviewing a woman who had abandoned her husband to run away with another man. The
new man proved to be a bum. The woman was thinking of returning to her husband. The husband was coming to talk with her. The story of the interview continued as follows:

Just at this point of the conversation the door of the room in which Mrs. Finnegans and the reporter were in opened and a clean shaved gentleman, neatly dressed, and who looked to be about 30 years old, entered. He glanced from the reporter to Mrs. Finnegans and stretching out his hand appealingly, said, “Jennie.”

The reporter, recognizing in the gentleman by his actions Mrs. Finnegans’s husband and feeling the weight of his presence, retired from the room into another where he thought to wait for an interview with Finnegans, but owing to the fact that the husband and wife in their excitement raised their voices so that almost every word they spoke could be heard by the reporter, he left the house not caring to be a listener to their conversation.63

Some regional newspapers during this period showed an impressive willingness to take stands against expansion of centralized government power, and to stick to that policy even when it hurt. For example, in 1886 and 1887 West Texas faced an enormous drought, and Congress passed a bill appropriating $10,000 for the distribution of seeds to farmers in that area. When President Grover Cleveland vetoed the bill, arguing that it was wrong “to indulge a benevolent and charitable sentiment through the appropriation of public funds for that purpose,” the Dallas News supported the veto, even though the appropriation would have benefited some of its own readers.64

The Dallas News did not stop there, however. It noted that Cleveland’s message “recalled Congress more strictly to constitutional lines of thought” and served an additional purpose: The message “advertised in a special manner to the whole country the deplorable fact of the suffering,” and proposed private and church philanthropy.65 The News established a relief fund, and so did some newspapers from other states; for example, the Louisville Courier-Journal announced plans for raising and forwarding aid to West Texas, and editorialized that:

We believe Kentucky alone will send $10,000 in seed or in money. She will do it because those men are bone of our bone, and to justify the President’s confidence that the people will do what is right.”65

Reporters emphasized the words of Clara Barton, president of the American Red Cross, after she toured the troubled areas: “The counties which have suffered from drought need help, without doubt, but not help from Congress.” Private sources could do the job, she added, and she was right. Contributions arrived from all over Texas; the people of Kentucky and other states responded also. West

Texas eventually received not $10,000 of Federal funding, but over $100,000 in private aid.

The editorial power of other regional leaders, such as the Kansas City Star, was also in line with the well-known passage from Edmund Burke:

To be attached to the subdivision, to love the little platoon we belong to in society, is the first principle (the germ as it were) of public affections. It is the first link in the series by which we proceed toward a love to our country, and to mankind.66

Star editor William Rockhill Nelson made a success of the newspaper by emphasizing community news and encouraging self-help. He publicized and praised those who grew better corn or cattle, or baked better cakes. Improvements in local butter-making were not seen as of secondary importance to national political developments.67

Nelson, like Horace Greeley a generation earlier, promised readers rapid coverage of local events:

news will be furnished of fires before the smoke has cleared; murders, before the body of the victim is cold in death; and weddings, before the happy bride can collect her senses or the groom put on his traveling duster. The Evening Star proposes in brief to give all the news with lightning-like rapidity and deadly precision.68

But Nelson differed from Greeley by emphasizing personal rather than societal change; Nelson, uninterested in the oppression story, emphasized examination of the ethical conduct (or corruption) of individuals. At a time when the James gang was praised by some for its vaunted (and exaggerated) policy of income redistribution, the Star offered a large reward for the arrest of Jesse James and others, and editorialized that:

Few perhaps realize how much damage Missouri has sustained from the exploits of the James and Younger gang. The failure to bring justice on any of those desperadoes has produced a general impression throughout the country that the majority of Missourians are in sympathy with lawlessness and violence.69

The Star also fought for restrictions on governmental power and on governmental provision of monopolies to favored groups. Eight Kansas City aldermen in 1882 were under the thumb of the Corrigan street-railway monopoly and its mule-drawn cars; the Star termed them the “Shameless Eight” and, in a 2-year battle, stopped the franchise monopoly. Nelson wrote,

If I owned the Metropolitan Street Railway, I would run it just as I try to run the Star. I wouldn’t ask for a franchise. I would simply furnish such good service that the people would always be scared to death for fear I would go out of business.”70
The Star constantly emphasized individual initiative, not government action. Nelson urged backyard vegetable gardens, conducted an experiment on a trial acre to show that good profits could be realized from intense cultivation of a small tract of land, and distributed free pamphlets giving the results of the experiment. Seeing alcoholism as destructive of character and not wanting to be compromised in his fight against it, Nelson gave up $50,000 in whiskey advertising. He saw the little platoons of the small town that Kansas City still was a crucial force in avoiding the problems beginning to plague eastern and midwestern urban areas: “The fact that local politics in large cities is generally corrupt is no reason why Kansas City should consider gang rule an essential part of its metropolitan government.”

This type of local emphasis, and interest in rooting out corruption rather than decrying about oppression, was a serious obstacle to fulfillment of the old, Greeleyite dreams during the last quarter of the century. This became particularly evident as the debate about income inequality and social reform that had led to the commune movement of the 1840s and 1850s broke out anew during the 1880s and 1890s. Emphasis on limiting governmental power could be found not only on the pages of newspapers in Kansas City and Texas but in the columns of the New York Times, edited by the successors of Henry Raymond (who had died in 1869, 3 years before Greeley).

The Times became known for publishing and editorially backing the conclusions of New York’s most famous socialist worker of the 1880s, Josephine Shaw Lowell, when she warned that even temporary governmental relief of the poor “has the tendency to become regular and permanent . . . when it has once been accepted, the barrier is broken down . . . .” She argued that guaranteed income “tends to break down character,” and added that “it is the greatest wrong that can be done to him to undermine the character of a poor man.” Intrinsic in the writing of both Mrs. Lowell and the Times was the belief that man is naturally corrupt, and that changes in material are second in importance to changes in worldview.

That understanding was increasingly opposed during the last two decades of the century by some popular journalists who saw natural goodness ruined by an oppressive environment. Edward Bellamy was only one of hundreds who emerged from newspaper work to write “social problem” novels such as Dr. Heidenhoff’s Process (1879), which enthusiastically forecast modern ‘shock’ treatments for neurosis. Bellamy hit it big nearly a decade later with Looking Backward, 2000–1887. In that novel, a man through a curious mishap found himself alive, without having aged, 100 years in the future. The world was radically transformed, with peace and abundance for all—and the secret was merely “cooperation.” Folks could get all they wanted from cooperative stores. Folks also attained oneness with the universe. Freedom was nonexistent—people were members of an industrial army—but this minor flaw was largely ignored.

Hundreds of newspapers serialized and distributed the writings of Bellamy, Henry George, and other radicals. The set speeches of Looking Backward and its follow-up tract, Equality, were learned by a generation of future social reformers:

How can men be free who must ask the right to labor and to live from their fellowmen and seek their bread from the hands of others? How else can any government guarantee liberty to men save by providing them a means of labor and of life coupled with independence; and how could that be done unless the government conducted the economic system upon which employment and maintenance depend?

Underlying this appealing doctrine was a view of man’s nature completely opposite to that imbedded within corruption-story journalism:

Soon was fully revealed what the divines and philosophers of the old world never would have believed, that human nature in its essential qualities is good, not bad, that men by their natural intention and structure are generous, not selfish, pitiful, not cruel, sympathetic, not arrogant . . . .

In short, men were “godlike . . . images of God indeed.”

In the early 1890s some newspapers and magazines also began giving favorable publicity to the work of early “Christian socialists” such as Professor Richard Ely. Ely founded the American Economic Association “to strive to find out the underlying principles of industrial society”; his goal was to apply principles enunciated by Brisbane and Greeley to all of American society, and he demanded that all unite behind the “coercive philanthropy . . . of governments, either local, state, or national.” Journalists fulsomely praised the gospel of salvation-through-government that was promoted by books such as William H. Fremantle’s The World as the Subject of Redemption. Government alone, Fremantle asserted, “can embrace all the wants of its members and afford them the universal instruction and elevation which they need.”

Much of the new doctrine was cloaked within older theological robes. Fremantle, for example, praised the worship of governmental power as a mere forerunner of Christian worship of God: “When we think of it [the Nation] as becoming, as it must do more and more, the object of mental regard, of admiration, of love, even of worship (for in it preeminently God dwells) we shall recognize to the fullest extent its religious character and functions.” He saw the Nation as the new Church, and as such obligated to take on the church’s traditional functions of charity:

We find the Nation alone fully organized, sovereign, independent, universal, capable of giving full expression to the Christian principle. We ought, therefore, to regard the Nation as the Church, its rulers as ministers of Christ, its whole body as a Christian brotherhood, its public assemblies as amongst the highest modes of
universal Christian fellowship, its dealing with material interests as Sacraments, its
devoted existence, as the fulness service rendered on earth to God, the nearest thing as yet within our reach to the kingdom
of heaven.46

It is hard to know how much of this many journalists absorbed and believed—but, as the next chapter shows, the notions of Bellamy, Ely, Freeman, and others began to receive wide press support in the late 1890s and early 1900s. It was easier to attribute problems to social maladjustment than to innate sinfulness; if personality was a social product, individuals were not responsible for their vices. Crime reporting began to change as journalists began to attribute “antisocial action” to the stress of social factors beyond an individual’s control. Editorial pages began calling for new governmental action as that action was seen not merely as a way of dividing up spoils but as a means to achieve a cooperative commonwealth, in which men and women could become godlike. Not just at populist meetings and granger halls, but in newspaper offices as well,

thoughts and theories sprouted like weeds after a May shower. . . . They discussed income tax and single tax; they talked of government ownership and the abolition of private property; fiat money, and the utility of labor. . . . and a thousand conflicting theories.45

To summarize: During the 30 years after the civil war the oppression story, although not apparent on most newspaper front pages, was putting down deep roots. Greeleyite ideas were slowly triumphing over those of Raymond; Greeleyite beliefs in man’s natural goodness, and their typical political manifestation in an attack on individual property and a call for federal power, were becoming marketable commodities. Ideologies contending that the problem was not individual corruption but systemic oppression were becoming more acceptable, but they still needed the right press packaging.

Chapter 9
Of Muckrakers and Presidents

The first developer of better press packaging for the rising oppression story was Joseph Pulitzer, a native of Hungary whose own rag-to-riches tale began when he tried to join the Austrian army in 1864 and was rejected due to “weak eyes” and an “unpromising physique.” In America, however, a Union Army decimated by 3 years of warfare was desperate for soldiers and wary of relying on a draft that was provoking riots in northern cities. The north sent recruiters to comb Europe and sign up anyone who could hold a bayonet, weak eyes or not. Pulitzer enlisted, ended up spending a year in the cavalry cleaning up after mules, and came out at war’s end never having fought Confederates but ready to turn the tables on those who had taken advantage of his poor knowledge of English to make him the frequent butt of practical jokes.47

For Pulitzer, journalism became a weapon to avenge himself on his oppressors. In the late 1860s he became a superb reporter in St. Louis, working 18 hours a day and learning to hit the bullseye with dart-like English sentences. He also saved his money, studied the financial aspects of newspapers, and during the 1870s was able to buy first a small, German-language newspaper, the Westliche Post, and then (using his profits) a virtually bankrupt English-language newspaper. When he merged that cheap newspaper with another in similar distress, he suddenly had a publication with an Associated Press franchise and a name that would become mighty in journalism, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

The Post-Dispatch built circulation, and profits for Pulitzer, by slamming into individuals who found it hard to hit back; Pulitzer found a market for gossip and salacious stories.48 The Post-Dispatch particularly liked going after ministers—
not just ministers engaged in scandalous conduct, but any who inadvertently 
provided opportunities for assault. When one sick reverend, on doctor’s orders 
taking medicine with an alcoholic base, inadvertently breathed into the face of a 
woman who sat down next to him on a streetcar, she moved to another seat. The 
incident would have been forgotten immediately, except that a Pulitzer reporter 
who happened to be at the scene wrote a story that appeared under the following 
decked headline:

ROCK AND RYE. REV. DR. GEO. A. LofTON GOES UPON A SANTLY SPEEPE! HE IS SAID 
TO HAVE BEEN INTOXICATED AND GROSSLY INSULTED A LADY! A TERRIBLE ClerICAL SCANDAL 
INVOLVING THE PASTOR OF THE THIRD BAPTIST CHURCH.

This story proved typical of local coverage that often came under attack but was 
enormously successful at building circulation.

In coverage of national politics, Pulitzer was a liberal Democrat who learned 
the usefulness of character assassination by studying the Radical Republican press 
of the 1860s and 1870s. For example, the Post-Dispatch used headlines such as 
“GRABBER GARFIELD’’ to attack in 1880 Republican presidential nominee James 
Garfield. The murkier the charges were, the more the Post-Dispatch shouted that 
they were “so clear, so well founded...so thoroughly convincing, that there is 
nothing left but to believe them.’’ Even one of Pulitzer’s sympathetic biographers 
has noted that “a strain of irresponsibility was evident in Pulitzer’s developing 
style of journalism.” Increasingly, the Post-Dispatch showed little concern for 
accuracy. Once, when it misidentified a young man who supposedly had urged 
adolescence upon a chorus girl, the Post-Dispatch corrected itself but at the same 
time made fun of the man who was irate because he had been defamed.

Pulitzer used his St. Louis profits to buy the New York World in 1883. He 
bulleseyed the new immigrant market (one he understood well from personal 
experience) by combining easy-to-read, gripping stories (good for learning English) 
with economic envy.7 Pulitzer’s first edition of the World, on May 11, 
1883, hit the pavement running with its front-page stories about a Wall Street 
plungan, a Pittsburgh hanging, a riot in Haiti, and a wronged servant girl. Typical 
World headlines were like a dragon’s fire: “DEATH RIDES THE BLAST,’’ “SCREAMING 
FOR MERCY,’’ “BAPTIZED IN BLOOD,’’ “A MOTHER’S AWFUL CRIME,’’ “A BRIDE BUT 
NOT A WIFE,’’ and “VICTIMS OF HIS PASSION.” Readers who paid a penny in 
response to such appeals would encounter, on inside pages, Pulitzer’s political 
agenda: tax large incomes, tax corporations, tax inheritances, redistribute income.

In the early 1890s, Pulitzer stopped short of calling for outright socialism, 
Bellamy-style; yet, the World’s constant juxtaposition of current horror with 
future social salvation transmitted the message of hope through science and 
material progress, evenly distributed by benign government agents. Features such 
as “Experimenting with an Electric Needle and an Ape’s Brain” showed that 
scientifc transformation of man’s thought patterns was just around the corner,

and stories such as “Science Can Wash Your Heart” suggested that immortality 
was possible. In the meantime, however, monstrous crime and terible scandal 
robde mankind. In one sense Pulitzer was merely imitating the methodology 
of the Puritan press two centuries before: emphasize bad news so that the need for 
the good news becomes even greater. But the message was totally changed: 
Instead of pointing readers toward man’s corruption and God’s grace, the World 
portrayed itself as the battler against systemic oppression, and proposed running 
over anyone (including business owners in American, Spaniards in Cuba, and 
Boers in South Africa) who stood in the way of “progress.”

The World’s circulation soared to 60,000 in 1884, 250,000 in 1886, and 1 
million during the Spanish-American War of 1898. For journalists yearning to 
transform society and have fun and profit, the World became the New York 
workplace of choice, much as the Tribune was a generation before. The World’s 
full-time force numbered 1,300 in the mid-1890s, and the growing arrogance of 
what had become a major institution soon was apparent: Pulitzer argued that “The 
World should be more powerful than the President,’’ because the President came 
from partisan politics and was elected to a 4-year term, while the World “goes 
on year after year and is absolutely free to tell the truth.’’ By 1900, Pulitzer was 
spending most of his time on his yacht, with 75 employees trained to cater to his 
whims. As one biographer put it, “The yacht represented the logical end toward 
which the eccentric despot, so concerned with democracy, had been working for 
decades. It gave him complete control. It was an absolute monarchy.”

Pulitzer began the process of framing the oppression story for twentieth century 
popular consumption, but it was William Randolph Hearst who took Pulitzer’s 
insights, spread them across the nation, and in doing so enabled proponents of 
the rising macrostory to go on the attack once more. As one reporter described 
his excitement upon going to work for Hearst,

At last I was to be the kind of journalist I had dreamed of being. I was to enlighten 
and uplift humanity. Unequaled newspaper enterprise, combined with a far-reaching 
philanthropy, was to reform...the whole United States. The printing press, too 
often used for selfish ends, had become a mighty engine for good in the world, and 
I was to be a part of the directing force. Proudly I was to march under the banner 
of William R. Hearst, helping to guide civilization’s forward strides. The banner 
was a yellow one, to be sure, but yellow probably only the better to attract that part 
of humanity which otherwise might remain indifferent to Mr. Hearst’s principles. 
Glaring headlines of various hues, and an occasional scandal would easily be 
excused, I thought, if they hastened the millennium.

Hearst’s union of rhetorical violence and centralizing vision was in turn picked 
up by a group of early 20th-century magazine writers who became known as 
“muckrakers” and heavily influenced practice for decades to come.

Hearst, unlike Greeley or Pulitzer, was born—in 1863—with a silver spoon
in his mouth and bars of silver to stack; George Hearst was owner of rich mines and a California seat in the U.S. senate. George Hearst paid for young Willie to meander through Harvard, work for a short time on Pulitzer’s World, and decide that the pleasure of journalistic power was greater than anything else as a playboy could offer. George Hearst had won a failing newspaper, the San Francisco Examiner, in a poker game; when Willie begged for it, his father handed it over.

Young Hearst loved newspapering. He would examine newspaper proofs by standing above them and turning pages with his toes while manifesting curious emotional reactions. One young editor, James Coleman, recorded his first experience with this curious procedure:

My eyes strained wide and I tried vainly to keep from swallowing my bubble gum when Hearst suddenly spread the proofs on the floor, and began a sort of tap dance around and between them. . . . The cadence of it speeded up with his reactions of disturbance and slowed down to a strolling rhythm when he approved. Between dances, he scribbled illegible corrections on the margins and finally gave the proofs back to me.12

Hearst made the Examiner profitable by adopting Pulitzer’s combination of sensationalism and exposure of oppression. In 1895 he purchased the New York Journal and soon became famous for sending dozens of reporters to the scenes of crimes on bicycles or in carriages pulled by fire and cavalry horses; Hearst himself could be seen “leaping wild-eyed and long-legged into a carriage, to be whisked like a field marshal to the scene of battle.”13

Hearst ordered his editors to “make a great and continuous noise to attract readers; denounce crooked wealth and promise better conditions for the poor to keep readers. INCREASE CIRCULATION.” As one historian has noted, the “yellow journalism” pioneered by Pulitzer and Hearst was characterized not only by big headlines and exciting stories, but by “ostentatious sympathy with the underdog….”14 Hearst’s capital-S Sympathy was his first step toward making readers think he cared about them; calls for socialism came next. Hearst wrote in one signed editorial that socialististic management was the key to advancement, for

Combination and organization are necessary steps in industrial progress. We are advancing toward a complete organization in which the government will stand at the head and be the trust of trusts. It is ridiculous to attempt to stop this development.15

By 1904 Hearst was explicitly arguing that “the greatest need of this republic today is an aggressive and well organized radical party.”16 Liberal Herbert Croly compared Hearst to Robespierre, writing that Hearst’s ambition was to bring about a “socialistic millennium.”17 Hearst evidently believed that the press had

the power to “so exert the forces of publicity that public opinion” would compel such an outcome.18 His editorial writers worked hard to press issues into a class struggle mold; one of the Journal’s classic editorials portrayed

the horse after a hard day’s work grazing in a swampy meadow. He has done his duty and is getting what he can in return. On the Horse’s flank you see a leech sucking blood. The leech is the trust. The horse is the labor union.19

The New York Journal ran big cartoons showing Mark Hanna, McKinley’s campaign manager, as a fat bully dressed in clothes filled with dollar signs, with McKinley a puppet on his lap. Hearst’s viciousness seemed unlimited; as one observer noted, Hanna was depicted as ‘an amalgam of all sins. He was fœlousness compact . . . He sent poor sailors, forced on his ships by bestial labor masters, out to sea on the wintry lakes cold and starving, unpaid and mutinous.’20 Hearst’s discretionary coverage screamed that he favored the poor; such posturing was worth millions of dollars to him. Hearst sold enough newspapers to make Louis Wiley, business manager of the Times, cry out that crusading should be considered “a commercial trade.”21

Day after day, Hearst’s newspapers in San Francisco, New York, and then across the country, provided an artful combination of sensation and hope. On the one hand, the present was tragedy, with headlines such as “He murdered his friends” or “He ran amuck with a hatchet.”22 A woman already in jail for beating a man senseless with a beer bottle, stabbed her jailer with a hat-pin; a maid servant poisoned her mistress’ soup.23 In New York, a boy shot and killed his father, who was beating his mother; another woman told “How She Horsewhipped Husband,” and an 11-year-old drank a bottle of acid because she did “not want to live.”24 On the other hand, the future would be much better. Someday, wealth now used for “barbaric” displays of wealth could be used to fight “distress and misery.”25 Science (actually, pseudo-science) would help: the San Francisco Examiner reported that one professor had produced “solidified air” and another had found out that what a woman eats determines the gender of her baby.26

Hearst made an idol out of circulation, but he also tried making one out of himself. He began instructing his reporters and editors to praise him at every possibility. He posed as a benefactor of the poor, sending pale children on jaunts to the beach. A reporter sent to cover one expedition, however, later wrote that she was given only one container of ice cream to be dealt out on a Coney Island trip:

When at last I placed a dab on each saucer, a little fellow in ragged knickerbockers got up and declared that the Journal was a fake and I thought there was going to be a riot. I took away the ice-cream from a deaf and dumb kid who couldn’t holler and gave it to the malcontent. Then I had to write my story beginning: ‘Thousands of children, pale-faced but happy, danced merrily down Coney Island’s beaches.
outlet for freelancing radicals, particularly in the years 1903 through 1906. Munsey's for a time was the most popular, with popular fiction and reportage covering ownership of popular utilities and similar subjects attracting a circulation of 700,000 monthly. The Arena was less popular but more consistent in promoting socialist ideas, as it pushed its 100,000 readers to "agitate, educate, organize, and move forward, casting aside timidity and insisting that the Republic shall no longer lag behind in the march of progress."

The hopes of the radicals, although diverse in some aspects, tended often to parallel those of Horace Greeley two generations before. For example, Upton Sinclair, at first a believer in communalism, invested profits from his book The Jungle in a New Jersey commune, "Home Colony"; it failed, but Sinclair thought it a good try, an "industrial Republic in the making." After seeing what went into some cans of meat Sinclair espoused another of Greeley's favorite causes, vegetarianism, and also argued that meat eating had no place in an agricultural system managed on principles of efficiency and nutrition. Sinclair for a time had new causes every year, but eventually, like Greeley, became an apologist for terrorism—in this case, that of Lenin rather than John Brown. Like Greeley, Sinclair also confused holiness and hatred, eventually declaring that Jesus had been an anarchist and agitator whose vision of violent upheaval was covered up by church institutions.

Sinclair was one of the first major journalists to explicitly adopt socialism; others moved in that direction more slowly as they abandoned youthful Christian allegiances and sought a new faith. Ray Stannard Baker, after reading Bellamy's Looking Backward and Henry George's Progress and Poverty, was among those who became annoyed at the idea that God, not journalists, brought salvation; as Baker wrote in his memoirs, "I was temperamentally impatient. I wanted explanations promptly. I wanted to know what I should do to help save the world." When Baker's father suggested other ways to save the world, Baker responded, "I'm on my way up. If my strength and grit hold out I'm going to make my influence felt before I get through with it." In 1899, after 2 years of New York journalism, Baker wrote to his father that "The longer I am in my present work, the greater seem the responsibilities and opportunities of high grade journalism." Five years later, he was still writing that he had "a mission to perform," and felt successful: "I think we have struck the right Grail." The most famous of the radicals, Lincoln Steffens, wrote that he began his quest as a student at the University of California during the 1880s, where professors "could not agree upon what was knowledge, nor upon what was good and what evil, nor why." To find out about good and evil, Steffens wrote that he had to become a journalist. He certainly saw evil—"graft and corruption" were everywhere—but he did not see them as coming from within. Once, discussing the Biblical fall within the garden of Eden, he said the culprit was not Adam, or Eve, or even the snake: "It was, it is, the apple." Good people were corrupted.
by a bad environment—and the goal of journalists, Steffens believed, was to change the environment by working to eliminate capitalism, which he saw as the 20th-century equivalent of the apple.

Steffens and other leading muckrakers generally shared two biographical elements. First, most came from elite colleges: Burton Hendrick came from Yale, Baker from the University of Michigan, Will Irwin from Stanford, David Graham Phillips from DePauw and Princeton, George Kibbee Turner from Williams College, Lincoln Steffens from the University of California at Berkeley, Ida Tarbell from The Sorbonne. Second, many had experience with the newspapers of Pulitzer, Hearst, or both. Charles Edward Russell, for example, served as city editor of Pulitzer's New York World, managing editor of Hearst's New York Journal, and publisher of Hearst's Chicago entry, the American; he left those posts to freelance and become a Socialist Party politician. Lincoln Steffens, David Graham Phillips, and others had Pulitzer/Hearst reporting experience.

Such apprenticeships often were vital in the development of writing styles that could both appeal to magazine readers and proselytize them for causes of the left. The sense of mission also tended to grow during years of training; many Pulitzer and Hearst alumni felt that their mission was to set forth some new and wonderful truth of world-wide importance, in a manner to make the nations of the earth sit up and take notice—to cause the heart of humanity to throb and thrill, from Greenland to the Ganges—a message in words that would enthuse and enthrall, gleam and glitter, dazzle and delight.

Livelihood often tended to slide into viciousness, however, as it had in coverage of Andrew Johnson. Apparently, when journalists believe or argue that poverty and war can be ended if only certain steps are taken, those who refuse to step lively are commonly depcted as villains; as French revolutionary writers showed during the Reign of Terror, the fury is doubled when the journalists have keen personal ambition.

In America's 20th century, William Randolph Hearst was the first journalistic leader to assault regularly those who stood in his path. When Hearst could not get the Democratic presidential nomination in 1904, he called Judge Alton Parker, the party's nominee, a "living, breathing cockroach from under the sink," and labeled the party's chairman "a plague spot in the community spreading vileness." At one time, Hearst's New York newspaper had 2,000 names on its S-List (persons to be mentioned only with scorn), and a reporter had to be assigned to read copy just to make sure mistakes of honesty were not made. Through all this, Hearst retained the support of leading journalists of the left; Charles Russell praised him, and Upton Sinclair declared in his book The Industrial Republic that a bright socialist future would not be far off if Hearst became president. Steffens wrote a sympathetic profile of Hearst and explained that the publisher "was driving toward his unannounced purpose to establish some measure of democracy, with patient but ruthless—force." Members of the media elite who learned from Pulitzer or Hearst also tended to follow them in their virulence. For example, when the U.S. Senate in 1906 debated the Pure Food and Drug Act, Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas spoke in opposition, saying:

I believe that the man who would sell to the women and children of this country articles of food calculated to impair their health is a public enemy, and ought to be sent to prison. No senator here is more earnestly in favor of legislation against adulterated food and drink as I am. . . . But I insist that such legislation belongs to the states and not to the general government. When something happens not exactly in accord with public sentiment, the people rush to Congress until it will happen after a while that Congress will have so much to do that it will do nothing well.

But David Graham Phillips ridiculed that statement, saying that Bailey opposed good food and was participating in the "treason of the Senate." Within Phillips' understanding, anyone opposing federal legislation in a good cause was corrupt and uncaring.

The term muckraking, which came to describe journalistic behavior during this century's first decade, grew out of President Theodore Roosevelt's response to the early articles in Phillips' series. Before the series Roosevelt already was a media critic. After meeting Steffens and publisher S. S. McClure in October 1905, Roosevelt told McClure:

It is an unfortunate thing to encourage people to believe that all crimes are connected with business, and that the crime of graft is the only crime. I wish very much that you could have articles showing up the hideous iniquity of which mobs are guilty, the wrongs of violence by the poor as well as the wrongs of corruption by the rich . . . [showing] that you stand as much against anarchic violence and crimes of brutality as against corruption and crimes of greed. . . .

When the series began Theodore Roosevelt in 1906 could have let the attacks on certain senators slide by; he had been personally friendly to several of the magazine writers and needed their help in passing his own reform package. But Roosevelt was a fighter, and he had long been critical of Hearst on both ethical and ideological grounds. (Hearst, for his part, had called Roosevelt one who "has sold himself to the devil and will live up to the bargain." Roosevelt complained that

the man who in a yellow newspaper or in a yellow magazine makes a ferocious attack on good men or even attacks on bad men with exaggeration or for things they
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Hundreds of favorable responses to Roosevelt's speech indicate that his concern about press bullying was widely shared. Protests about the media elite's ideological agenda were common:

Socialism—that's where these leaders of the magazines and newspapers are headed for. The Sentimentalist who looks to fence there the Kingdom of Brotherly Love upon Earth, the honest man, hysterical with anger at the crimes of high finance, the brave foot soldiering for a fight, the good citizen who says to himself, 'that the evil is so great the whole must be swept away—' all alike are following the lead of the statesmen of the yellow press towards the ruinous experiment of straight-out socialism. 55

Such complaints, although addressed to a modern ideological development, had an old-fashioned ring to them. After all, Andrew Bradford, editor in Philadelphia of the American Weekly Mercury two centuries before, had opposed "that unwarrantable license which some people of much fire, but little judgment have taken of endeavouring to subvert the Fundamental Points of Religion or Morality."

A downward curve for the political prospects of William Randolph Hearst may be dated from the time of Roosevelt's speech, although other factors contributed to the failure of the publisher's ambitions. 54 For a while, Hearst retained the support of journalists on the left, but as he lost elections and the sensationalism of his newspapers seemed a bit embarrassing, radicals edged away from him. Hearst in turn lost his patience with them, and by the 1920s and 1930s was stoutly opposing governmental control of the economy. (Perhaps because of Hearst's "treason" to the left after 1920, he is often regarded by journalism historians as a bad guy, and Pulitzer—who left money to found a journalism school at Columbia and to hand out prizes—is given a white hat. 55)

Although the muckrakers abandoned their one-time standard bearer, they did not drop their flag. The media elite's opposition to Roosevelt was particularly intense in that the president was himself at times a writer-reformer; it is especially hard for those who see themselves as altruists to be depicted as malefactors by one of their own. A few lesser known reporters wrote confessional statements backing up Roosevelt's charges; one Hearst veteran acknowledged himself to be "a veritable Hessian of the press, even a red assassin of character, striking from the dark, or from behind the mask of journalistic zeal for public welfare."

But the leaders soldiered on, unrepentant.

Upton Sinclair claimed to speak for these journalistic leaders—"I know, more or less intimately, nearly every man who at present is raking muck in America"—in issuing a strong reply to Roosevelt's accusations. 61 Sinclair wrote of how all the leading muckrakers shared a belief:

that the history of humanity up to the present time represents a series of failures. Races emerge from barbarism. They are joyous and proud and strong; they struggle
and conquer, they toil and achieve... But all the time there is a worm within the bud, which gnaws at it; and just when the flower seems most perfect, its petals fall, and it is scattered and trampled into the dust.\(^62\)

The worm for Sinclair was private property, and he wrote of how he and the other leading muckrakers had realized that to kill it, they needed to lead “a revolt against capitalism.”\(^63\) The problem, however, was that people were forgetful, so it was up to journalists to be no less than “the faculty of recollection in the growing social mind.” The muckraker, Sinclair wrote, “represents the effort of the race to profit by experience, and to do otherwise than repeat infinitely the blunders which have proved fatal in the past.” The muckraker “as forerunner of a revolution,” Sinclair concluded, “will be recognized in the future as a benefactor of his race.”\(^64\)

Those reporters who had little thought of being benefactors—they had a job to do and a paycheck to get—might scowl at such notions. And yet, with all the cynicism that journalists love to show, the streak of pride would grudgingly show itself: one reporter reminisced of how, for a time, he had been battling for the people, and making tyrants quail, in a truly heroic journalistic style. I was forging shafts of ripping, tearing words that would demolish the fort of the robber chiefs who were taking unlawful tribute from the public. I called the gas company ‘the Gorgon-headed monopoly,’ ‘the banded infancy,’ and ‘a greeder gorgon from the public purse.’ I felt myself as heroic as those who had led the crusades of old. I was a lieutenant of a modern Godfrey or a Richard the Lion-hearted in a holy war. Pen and typewriter, mightier than sword and cannon, were my weapons. In the press was concentrated the strength of an army, and this I directed.\(^65\)

Top college students who enjoyed writing began gravitating more and more toward journalism; Walter Lippmann, for example, went from Harvard to an internship with Lincoln Steffens, and also became a protege of Charles Edward Russell.

Steffens and Russell, in turn, set the standard for “the right stuff” in leading-edge journalism much as had Horace Greeley two generations before; they trained a generation of young journalists to see not only poverty and corruption as the responsibility of capitalism, but all war as the result of capitalist desires to find “a dumping ground abroad for a surplus domestic product... for all times, and in all places, and under all conditions, Capitalism is War.”\(^66\) When the young journalists came to editorial power during the 1930s, some would argue as did their elders that the solution to all problems was socialism, which could be achieved only through raising inter-class hostility. (And, because the oppression was so great and the final victory so crucial, smearing some individuals along the way would not matter.)

Few journalists early in the century matched Steffens and Russell in clarity of political theology. Some, such as Ray Stannard Baker, merely found themselves attracted to the Socialist Party’s “high & selfless ideals,” with its “community spirit of service” that offered “brotherhood nearer than anything I know to the real church... I must join something.”\(^67\) Still, the trend was clear, and many of the media elite were ready to adopt a Marxist perspective as long as it was given a spiritual gloss. For example, David Graham Phillips, whose attacks on the Senate justified Roosevelt’s famous response, also wrote novels in which heroines compared Karl Marx to Jesus Christ, not unfavorably:

They were both labor leaders—labor agitators. The first proclaimed the brotherhood of man. But he regarded this world as hopeless and called on the weary and heavy-laden masses to look to the next world for the righting of their wrongs. Their hundred years after—came the second Jew—and he said ‘No! not in the hereafter, but in the here and now, my brothers. Let us make this world a heaven. Let us redeem ourselves and destroy this devil of ignorance who is holding us in this hell!’\(^68\)

The passage concluded, “It was three hundred years before the first Jew began to triumph. It won’t be so long before there are monuments to Marx in clean and beautiful and free cities all over the earth.”\(^69\)

Most elite journalists in the years before World War I were content to locate social problems in the environment rather than in man himself. Will Irwin, for example, wrote of his desire to change “an American habit of mind”; he was upset because when Americans “find any institution going wrong, we think first of individual dishonesty.” Irwin’s goal was to teach readers “to attribute the unfair working of social forces to faults in the system of things.”\(^70\) Even “moderates” such as William Allen White argued that capitalism was a product of “diabolical self-interest” and that journalists should be “preparing the ground for a nationalization of industries that may pass from control to ownership—from industrial bonds to government bonds and then to the breaking up of great fortunes holding the government bonds by inheritance & income taxes.”\(^71\)

Although Roosevelt’s attack in 1906 had an effect, muckraking remained a major journalistic genre through 1917; then, as Americans went to fight overseas, war reporting became dominant for a time. The year 1917 also marks the end of an era because the tragedy of trench warfare in France was compounded by the Soviet seizure of power in Moscow, the falling-out from which would coat much of the 20th century. After the Bolshevik Revolution a few muckrakers, including John Spargo, distanced themselves from the blood that flowed and the red flag that signified the willingness to spill more. Others took a harder line; a contemporary remembered Lincoln Steffens “talking revolution and blood—and sucking the guts out of a chocolate eclair impaled on an upright fork.”\(^72\)
force, had become part of a new establishment that did not have the self-understanding to recognize itself as one.

A key question for the press, as the last decade of the 20th century began, was whether the best and brightest journalists would have the grace to look at themselves and say, with Edmund in King Lear, “The wheel is come full circle; I am here.”

Earlier journalists had pointed readers toward the Bible and, later, the Constitution; but after 1917, leading editors such as Oswald Garrison Villard argued that “There are plain masses seeking a journalistic Moses to clarify their minds, to give them a program of reconstruction.” Leading newspapers and magazines of the next seven decades would display the words of those who saw man as possessing unlimited potential that a strong and benevolent state could help to liberate, if only journalistic influence were brought to bear on the side of perceived righteousness. A journalism that emphasized the oppression story could once again achieve the muckraking heights as “Argus-eyed guardian of the people’s rights, the omnipotent champion of the oppressed, the scourge of the oppressor, the light of the land, the greatest uplifting force in civilization.”

The story of those next seven decades could fill another book. But, briefly, what became most ironic during this period was the tendency of many journalists to apologize for and promote new forms of oppression, while claiming that they were fighting for liberty. In doing so, they often neglected the lessons in liberty provided by their courageous predecessors, and genuflected before a future that claimed to work but was in many ways a curious merger of the official and oppression stories. Corruption story journalists had viewed centralized government as part of the problem; oppression story journalists would see it as the center of the solution, the weapon that could force social changes and coerce America into utopia. American journalism, which had developed as an antiestablishment
Appendix A: 16th-, 17th-, and 18th-Century Moral Tales

The emphasis on God's sovereignty in that stanza was followed by the corollary story of man's sinfulness in the next:

And loke what great deformitie! In bodies ye beholde! Much more is in our mindes truly. An hundred thousand folde. So that we have great cause in deepe. Our sines for to confesse. And eke to call to God with speede. The same for to redresse.

An account by another writer of that same incident drew a similar moral: "These strange and monstrous things Almighty God sendeth amongst us, that we should not be forgetfull of his almighty power, nor unthankful for his great mercies so plentifully poured upon us."²

Ballads frequently cited earthquakes as tokens of God's power. Within several days of an April 6, 1580 earthquake, five pamphlets or ballads about it were for sale on the streets. The titles tell the message: "A godly newe ballat moving us to repent by ye example of ye erthquake."³ "Alarm for London and Londoners settinge forthe the thunderinge peales of Gods mercye."³ "A true and terrible example of Gods wrathe shewed by ye generall earthquake."³ (One title sounds as if it has rock 'n roll potential—"Quake, quake, it is tyme to quake. When towers and townes and all Doo shake.")³

Fire reporting, then as now, was dramatic. In 1586 one report of a fire in the town of Beckles observed:

The flame whereof increasing still! The blustering windes did blowe. And into divers buildings by! Disperst it to and fro! So kindling in most grievous fort. It waxed huge and hie. The river then was frozen, so! No water they could come by.³

Let us knowe by these ugly sights. And eke consider well. That our God is the Lord of mithis. Who rules both heauen and hell. By whose strong hand these monsters here! Were formed as ye see. That it might to the world appere. Almighty him to bee. Who might also us men have fornde. After a straunge device.³

² The ballade-reporter went on to write that the fire was part of God's providence. That did not imply that the fire was necessarily punishment for the townsfolk's sins. It did suggest that the fire was a warning, and that residents should "Seeke not your neighbors lastings spoyle. By greedy sute in lawe. Live not in discord and debate. Which doth destruction draw." Beckles was "a mirrour to all such. That doth in pleasure stay." God's judgment could come at any time, and Englishmen should have their spiritual affairs in order.

³ During this period, for the first time in English-language publications, "news" began to be organized. Networks of reporters and publishers emerged, and timeliness became significant: Many ballads and pamphlets were published 2 days after the events took place, and reports of some executions were prepared largely in advance, like obituaries today, with only last-minute (literally) details added. The emphasis on telling a moral tale continued, however. A typical account of spousal murder concerned an innkeeper's wife becoming friendly with "a Person of ill fame and very dissolute liver... in a more familiar manner,
than was convenient," and then conspiring with him to murder her husband"; the murderer eventually was executed.5

Publications were not afraid to be sensational. In 1624 a newsbook entitled The crying Marther: Contayning the cruel and most horrible Butcher of Mr. Trat, told of how four murderers,

with their hands already smoking in his blood, did cut up his carcass, unbowel and quarter it; then did they burn his head and privy members, parboil his flesh and salt it up, that so the sudden stink and putrefaction being hindered, the murderers might the longer be free from [discovery].7

But the body was found "all saving the head and members, disposed in this manner and form following. His arms, legs, thighs, and bowels were powdered up into two earthen steens or pots in a lower room of the house . . ., the bulk of his carcass was placed in a vat or tub." The murderers were hanged, and "died obstinate and unrepenting sinners." The pamphlet's author was careful to say that his story was based on "intelligence which I have received from credible persons, engaged in their trial."

Writers saw an important purpose in such coverage. John Reynolds in 1622 had provided one of the fullest rationales for stories of crime and disaster when he wrote of his desire to help readers understand the dangers of "the bewitching World, the alluring Flesh, and the enticing Devill."8 He listed items that should be viewed critically:

Wealth, Riches, Dignities, Honours, Preferments, Sumptuous houses, perfumed Beds, Vessels of gold and silver, pompous Apparell, Delicious fare . . . Perfuming, Powdering, Crisping, Painting, Amorous kisses, Sweet smiles, Sugared speeches, Wanton embraces, and Lascivious dalliance . . . .

Reynolds argued that Satan would take advantage of whatever tendencies his careless readers might possess:

Are we inclined to wantonness, and Lasciviousness, he will fit us with meane and opportunity to accomplish our carnall desires: or are we addicted to covetousness and honours, hee will either cause us to breake our hearts, or our neckes, to obtaine it: for it is indifferent to him, either how or in what manner we increase and fill up the empty roomes of his vast and infernall kingdom. . . .9

Reynolds wrote of two ways to avoid citizenship in that infernal kingdom: Worshiping and praying to God, and learning from the errors of others. Journalism could play a crucial role in the latter task. Reynolds wrote that his accounts of evil thought leading to evil action were for our detestation, not for our imitation: Since it is a poyn of (true and happy) wisdome in all men to beware by other mens harms; Reade it then with a full intent to profit thy selfe thereby, and so thou mayest boldly, and safely rest assured, that the sight of their sinnes and punishments, will prove the reformation of thine owne.10

Reynolds, like other journalists of his time, stressed a condemnation of sin and a proclamation of the need for repentance and future avoidance. His writing was democratic in coverage and style but not at all in theology; early journalists proposed not that each man should be an oracle unto himself, but that sin was real, that all were ensnared in it, and some captured by it. He wanted readers to avoid entangling alliances of the kind depicted in a ballad, Murder upon Murder, in which "a man of honest parentage" married "a filthy whore," who "sued to" his mind so that they lived a "vile loose life" and were "bent to cruelty."

Other ballads presented what their writers perceived as the general mood of early 17th-century England. One composition by John Barker—"A Balade declaryng how neybourhede, love, and trew dealyng is gone"—lugubriously stated:

Now straunge it is to me of age,
The which they se before their face,
This world to be in such outrage,
It was never sene in so bad case.
Neighbourhede nor love is none,
Trew dealyng now is fled and gone
Where shall one fynde a man to trust,
Alwaye to stande in tyme of neede?
The most parte now they are unjust,
Fayre in worde, but false indeede.
 Neybourhede nor love is none,
Trew dealyng now is fled and gone11

The ballad went on that way for 19 verses, but in the 20th gave the hope:

Graunt, oh God, for thy mercyes sake,
That neighbourhede and dealyng trewe
May once agayne our spirites awake,
That we our lyves may change a-new;
Then neybourhede and love alone
May come agayne to every one.

Later in the century, the corruption story was carried on through ballads of domestic tragedy combined with pleas for repentance. For example, in 1661 the ballad "Misery to be lamented" reported that a man had been buried alive and was unable to get out of his coffin, but cried out so loud that people who heard
his shouts dug up the coffin and opened it: “His Coffin opened was, wherein/ A dolefull sigh they then beheld;/ With struggling he had bruised his skin, his head and eyes were sadly swelled.” The conclusion was,

Now let us all with one consent/ Turn to the Lord with heart and mind:/ And of our grievous sins repent,/ That so we may God’s mercy find,/ And to conclude to God let’s call,/ From such a death Lord keep us all.\[15\]

By the last third of the 17th century, specific genres of sensational reporting were emerging. For example, “The Bloody Butcher,” a ballad broadside of 1667, began with an exclamation about “What horrid execrable Crimes!/ Possess us in these latter Times!/ Not Pestilence, nor Sword, nor Fire,/ Will make us from our Sins retyre.”\[14\] The report told of a husband and pregnant wife arguing about his adultery, and then:

With a strong long sharp-poynted knife,/ Into the back he stabs his wife;/ Flesh of his flesh, bone of his bone;/ With one dead-doing blow is gone.

She faltred, fainted, fell down dead;/ Upon the ground her blood was shed;/ The little infant in the womb/ Received there both Life and Toomb.

Then was he apprehended, by/ Some Neighbours that did hear her cry/ Out Murther, mourther, and for this;/ He judged and Executed is.

Let this a warning be to those:/ Whose Passions are their greatest Foes . . . / Return to God, reform your Lives;/ Men be not bitter to your wives.

The consistency of themes during this period is indicated by a similar story 30 years later, “The Murtherer Justly Condemned,” that also spotlighted an adulterer who killed his wife:

He had long been absent which made her suspect;/ Both her and his business he did much neglect;/ Which put her in passion, that straitway she went;/ To know by this usage what to her he meant.

In Leaden-Hall Market she found him, and there/ The cause of her grief she did freely declare;/ Though justly reproved, yet so angry he grew;/ That at her with violence his Knife he then threw.\[15\]

The story continued with the man tried, found guilty, and awaiting hanging:

His Drunken Debauchries now swarm in his mind;/ And how he to her and himself was unkind;/ By spending his money so idly on those;/ That Lewdly had brought him to trouble and woes;/ And though for Repentance it is not too late;/ Yet death now looks terrible on life’s short date.

Finally, the practical application was rammed home:

Thus let all Rash men well consider his fall;/ How innocence loudly for Vengeance do’s call;/ And govern their passions that bring them to shame;/ For which when too late they themselves do much blame.

Consider how Rashness brings troubles and fears;/ Shame, Ruin, and death, it oft for them prepares;/ Then let all be warn’d how they rashly proceed;/ Least trouble and anguish for them be decreed.

Hundreds of similar crime ballads were sold in the streets during this period. They typically showed a strong faith in biblical right and wrong and a stress on God’s sovereignty, while at the same time claiming accuracy of reporting. “Sad News from Salisbury,” for example, presented tragedies “incredible to believe, but that some who were in the same Storm are alive to justify the truth thereof.”\[16\] That stress on eyewitnesses was important because the purpose of the tale was not mere amusement, but testimony to be taken as important only if true; the story was to be a “warning to all;/ Leas: greater Judgments on this land befell.”

The specific detail, rather than emphasizing the plight of nobles or gentlefolk, was thoroughly democratic:

Collins the Taunton Carrier, people say;/ Upon the Downs did strangely loose his way;/ Two of his Passengers were starv’d with cold:/ A fearful Spectacle for to behold. . . .

And this for truth report us plainly tells;/ The Carrier that belonged to Bath and Wells,/ His own dear Son was frozen unto death;/ And on the Downs did loose his dearest breath. . . .

And thirty more in Somerset were lost;/ In this unusual Snow and cruel Frost;/ Who littest thought when they went out of door;/ Their wives & children they should see no more. . . .

Then came the crucial journalistic question, then as now—not just who, what, when, where, and how, but why:

This judgment came from god’s almighty hand;/ For sins committed in our native land;/ Lord grant that it to us a warning be;/ And teach us how to shun iniquity.

Our sins for vengeance do to Heaven cry;/ Yet we like sinners live in vanity;/ O grant that we our sinful lives may mend;/ That we may live with thee when life doth end.

From storms & tempests Lord preserve us still;/ Teach us they holy laws for to fulfill;/ So shall we gainers be by loosing breath;/ And ride triumphant o’re the second death.
Fires often provided the fuel for disaster stories, including a typical one entitled "A Sad and True Relation of a great fire." The story began, "Give thanks, rejoyce all, you that are secure;/ No man doth know how long life may endure;/ Regard dear hearts, at the truth the author aims;/ Concerning those that suffer in fiery flames." The author, with superior artistry, then switched to point-of-view from a neighboring woman who, while nursing at night a sick child, saw the fire: "In the Merchants lower Rooms she espied,/ The Violent flames and then aloud she cried Fire, Fire..." Other stanzas vividly described what was found in the wreckage, and then returned to the great story:

our tumps of flesh was after found./ About the bigness of a man's hand were they,/ As black as a Coal, and a skull or two there lay/O little did they think over night being merry./ That before morn in fiery flames to fry.

All you that are Masters of a family,/ Govern well your house and fear the God on high;/ For when to sleep that we do close our eyes,/ The Lord doth know whither ever we shall rise.

The emphasis on God's sovereignty was accompanied by a stress on his mercy. That was a theme especially of prisoner stories, which were often told in the first person. "Luke Hutton's Lamentation" included details of the crime (a woodcut showed one man with a knife at the other's stomach) and the prisoner's hanging at York, and ended with a prayer: "Lord Jesus forgive me, with mercy relieve me./ Receive O sweet Saviour, my spirit unto thee." Those dying of natural causes also had first-person accounts written about them. The title of one long one gave the essential detail: "The Golly Maid of Leicester. Being a true Relation of Elizabeth Streeten, who lying on her Death-bed, was wonderfully delivered from the Temptations of Satan, worth the noting of all that would live and die in the fear of God." Her deathbed statement (assuming poetic license) was that

Christ doth ne'er forsake his Flock, / who evermore on him depend. / He was my Fortress and my Rock / and brought my troubles to an end. ... / For I have fought a happy Flight, / and overcome, by God's good Grace. / The Divil in his power and might, / and run with Comfort now my Race.

Suicides, however, were treated very differently. The title/lead of one ballad was,

The Devil's cruelty to Mankind, BEING A true Relation of the Life and Death of George Gibbs, a Sawyer by his Trade, who being many times tempted by the Divill to destroy himselfe, did on Fryday being the 7 of March 1663. Most cruelly Ripp up his own Belly, and pull'd out his Bowells and Guts, and cut them in pieces: to the Amazement of all the Beholders, the sorrow of his Friends, and the great grief of his Wife, being not long married: and both young people.

The gruesome epic told how Gibbs lingered for 8 hours, and how neighbors realized the lesson: "Trust not too much to your own strength/ to God continual pray/ Resist the Divil else at length,/ he'll lead you his Broad way."

Other genres, including "advice ballads," also emerged. They too proceeded from a Christian worldview that acknowledged the ravages of sin and prescribed virtuous personal conduct, made possible by God's grace, as a way of overcoming evil.

The ballads performed a similar function in England's American colonies for a time; as in England, they often emphasized sensational events and tried to combine reporting and teaching. One note immediately under a headline said of the story that followed, "Very proper to be read by all Persons, but especially young People." Crime coverage typically discussed the criminal's downfall: "No timely Warnings would he hear./ From kind Reproofs he turn'd his Ear./ Provoked God for to depart./ And leave him to an harden'd Heart." Warnings sometimes were explicit: "Oh! may the Fate of this young Man/ scare turn'd of Twenty Three,/ A Warning prove to all our Youth./ of high and low Degree." At the same time, the ballads insisted that they offered not parable but news account, and prided themselves on attribution and eyewitness testimony; for example: the end of one account of a fight with Indians has the reporter noting:

Thus I have summed up this tragick scene,/ As from their mouths it told to me has been;/ No alteration but in some expressions/ Us'd other words; then pardon such digressions./ Since I us'd such only for sake of verse./ Which might not less nor more than truth rehearse.

By the 1720s in England, the old-style ballad/moral tale was beginning to receive sarcastic treatment. Daniel Defoe in 1722 noted in his preface to Moll Flanders,

there is not a wicked action in any part of it, but is first and last rendered unhappy and unfortunate; there is not a superfluous villain brought upon the stage, but either he is brought to an unhappy end, or brought to be a penitent; there is not an ill thing mentioned but it is condemned, even in he relation... 

But in the colonies, the excitement of the Great Awakening—that revigoration of the colonial church led by evangelist George Whitefield and theologian Jonathan Edwards during the 1730s—gave new impetus to biblical sensationalism. Benjamin Franklin wrote, "It seemed as if all the world was growing religious,
so that one could not walk through the town in an evening without hearing psalms sung in different families of every street."

Earthquakes, for example, received attention as—in the title of one ballad following a June, 1744, quake—"Tokens of God's Power and Wrath." Through earthquakes, the ballad proposed, God showed power and then mercy: "Justly may we now stand amazed! At God's abundant Grace;/ To think so base and vile a World! Is not all on a Blaze." When another earthquake struck in 1755, the Boston News-Letter reported 2 days after the quake that "the Inhabitants of the Town were, in general, put into great Consternation, fearing, every Moment, least they should be buried under their Houses; but, thro' the Divine Favour, no life was lost." A ballad called the earthquake "A Solemn Warning to the World" and reported how "In Depth of Sleep, or Scenes of Guilt,/ Sinners securely lay;/ When sudden shook the tottering Ground,/ And threatened to give Way." Fire coverage also was reinvigorated. One fire that destroyed over 300 buildings was covered as "the Rebupe of God's Hand." The reporter gave the basic news and then explicitly tried to deal with the "why," observing that God's

Judgments oftentimes he does retard;/ While we run on in sin and don't regard;/ And when he sends them then we think He's hard:/ But pray examine, think on what's the Cause;/ Isn't it Contemn of his most righteous Laws?/ Then can we clear ourselves, aren't we to blame;/ Who sin without Remorse, and cast off Shame;/ And pay no Reverence to his holy Name?—This is the Cause He sent this Judgment down;/ This awful Desolation on the Town..."

Coverage of a crime story in 1756 and 1757 showed a tendency toward division of labor, with the newspapers increasingly providing short bits of news and the ballads presented more detail. The Boston News-Letter in 1756 succinctly reported that a sorrowful Affair happened at Watertown, one John Herrington and Paul Learned, scuffling together, the former struck a long Knife in the other's Back, which gave him a mortal wound, and died within two Hours after. Herrington we hear surrendered himself up to Justice.

Ballads that covered the same crime and eventual execution of Herrington made it a pointed story of God's mercy, with the convicted man first wondering whether his guilt is so great that God will not hear his prayers. Soon, however, he was shown to be praying, with the particular request that his life not pass in vain, but that he might become a symbol of God's grace: "Dispel the Mists that cloud my Mind;/ And all my Pangs abate;/ Give this Example to Mankind;/ Of Love and Grace compleat." The final verse of that ballad showed the victory, just prior to Harrington's execution: "Then shall this Truth be ever known;/ While God sustains this Frame;/ In me his boundless Mercy shone;/ And Goodness is his Name."
Appendix B: Journalism Historians and Religion

As the research behind this book suggests, all interpretive journalism has a religious or philosophical component. Any story that goes beyond “who/what/when/where/how” into “why” stirs up questions of meaning and causality. Those questions are essentially religious (or “world view,” if we are scrupulous about restricting the term religion to beliefs pertaining to a deity). Therefore, historians should examine how presuppositions have influenced action, both in earlier times and in our own century as well; few, however, have. This appendix provides a brief overview of the oversights.

19TH-CENTURY INTERPRETATIONS

The tendency among journalism historians to stand apart from independent journalism’s biblical base began early. American journalism’s first two major historians, Isaiah Thomas and Frederic Hudson, were not Christian believers, and they tended to be embarrassed by the origins of American journalistic practice. Nevertheless, they did pay some attention to a historical record that in those days was too recent to forget.

Isaiah Thomas, author in 1810 of the massive History of Printing in America,
EARLY 20TH-CENTURY WORKS

The first general history of journalism published in the 20th century, James Melvin Lee’s *History of American Journalism* (1917), also reflected a developmental emphasis that ignored theological considerations. It was methodologically similar to Thomas’ century-old work in its tracing of printing’s progress colony-by-colony (and territory-by-territory, and state-by-state, and so on, and so on). However, it lacked the patriot printer’s fervor and pride. Lee apparently believed that “neutral” reporting was the highest journalistic calling. He was unable to appreciate journalists of an earlier age who saw world view context as vital. For example, Lee labeled the early 19th century—a time of great ideological debate in the press, with Christian-based publications dominant and editorial passion evident—as “the darkest period in the history of American journalism.”

George Henry Payne’s *History of Journalism in the United States,* published only 3 years after Lee’s, showed appreciation of the courage of some early Christian journalists. For example, Payne quoted Benjamin Harris’ declaration on being sentenced to prison in England for publishing a work openly critical of the King—“I hope God will give me patience to go through with it”—and wrote that, “There is something of the best of American journalism in that simple declaration.” Yet, although Payne praised the “democratic tendency that came with Christianity,” he was conventional in his criticism of Puritanism, and evidently viewed religion as a vestigial organ of the body politic.

The next author of a general journalism history, Willard Bleyer, wanted that organ surgically removed. In his *Main Currents of American Journalism* (1927), Bleyer equated “Church” with “restrictions on freedom of discussion,” and ignored differences among church traditions. Bleyer, essentially a developmental historian, had the elite Progressive belief that the “unthinking masses” were ruled by emotion and primitive faith. The goal of journalists, as members of the enlightened class, was to point the way to social reform. Bleyer wanted to make sure that future developments in journalism would reflect the high points of the progressive past. In the 1930s he argued for professional licensing of journalists and for legal requirements that newspapers be run in what was defined as the public interest.

Some popular critics and historians of the 1920s and 1930s also fostered hostility to the idea of Christian influence in journalism history. Oswald Garrison Villard, in *Some Newspapers and Newspaper-Men,* attacked Christian belief and twisted Bible passages to promote an early version of liberation theology. Villard wrote that “There are plain masses seeking a journalistic Moses to clarify their minds, to give them a program of reconstruction, a moral issue through which to rebuild a broken-down society.” George Seldes similarly examined recent newspaper history and saw press, church, and “big business” embracing each other adulterously.

Both academic and popular progressive historians more and more seemed to consider Christianity a conservative ally of the upper class, and therefore a reactionary foe of the masses’ drive for equality. A new publication during the inter-war period, *Journalism Quarterly,* showed some of the same tendencies and (probably reflecting the lack of interest among journalism professors) ignored the Reformation origins of American journalism. However, one article did go on at great length about an early deistic editor.

MID-CENTURY DEVELOPMENTAL INFLUENCES

Frank Luther Mott, the leading journalism historian of the 1940s and 1950s, expressed scorn for George Seldes’ acceptance of inaccuracy. He wrote of one Seldes book that “the way to read our author is to forget about facts and concentrate on the gyrations of flashing mind and a violent set of emotions.” Mott showed, in his large, general text *American Journalism,* that he never met a fact about journalism history he didn’t like—and, therefore, the Christian heritage did receive some mention. Mott noted that from 1801 to 1833 “a phenomenon of the times was the religious newspaper, a weekly journal which printed some secular news [and] often competed successfully with the secular papers. . . Many of these papers were conducted with great vigor and ability.”

Mott, however, refused to see religious influences as in any way significant for the larger development of journalism, and thus left many important stories incomplete. For example, Mott wrote that in the *Courant* inoculation debate Episcopalians were lining up on one side and Calvinists such as the Mathers on the other—but Mott did not see, or did not explain, how journalistic visions grew out of theological distinctives. He did not explain the role of religion in the Harris or Zenger episodes, or in many other controversies as well. In short, Mott deserves great credit for his perseverance in scholarship, but his developmental perspective led him to believe that as newspapers became more “professional” they would leave world views behind. Thus, his discussion of more recent decades ignored religion entirely, except to note the existence of some ghettoized churchly publications. The tendency was still to equate the dominant American religious heritage with suppression of thought and opposition to press freedom.

PROGRESSIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTHESIS

It is no wonder, given Mott’s scholarship but density, that a new, simpler textbook of the 1950s, Edwin Emery’s *The Press and America,* now in its sixth edition, was able to sweep the field. *The Press and America* was widely accepted not only for its ease of presentation, but because the text’s liberalism, materialism,
and emphasis on class struggle fit perfectly with academic orthodoxy of recent decades. Power, the book informed students, is "grasped by one class at the expense of another."\(^{30}\) Politics is a battle of "the rights of property versus the rights of the individual."\(^{33}\) The American Revolution began because journalists and others saw "the need for a realignment of class power."\(^{33}\) In one astounding paragraph about the Revolution, *The Press and America* five times brought in "class struggle . . . class conflict . . . class struggle . . . class leaders . . . a class insisting upon a greater share of control."\(^{35}\) This struggle continued into the early twentieth century, when "crusaders for social justice" fought against "unrestricted economic individualism."\(^{34}\)

The book's historical materialism included a treatment of religion as superstructure and material as base. *The Press and America* termed Puritan theology "religious double talk" and equated it with the antebellum slavery debate as "the basket in which all the differences of peoples, regions, and ideologies could be carried."\(^{36}\) The few mentions of religion showed the authors accepting stereotypes that historians who took theology seriously long had discredited. For example, *The Press and America* equated Calvinism with a gospel of prosperity, in which money is the sign of "having passed through the eye of the needle into the circle of the elect."\(^{36}\) (In reality, Calvinists frequently warned about the snares of wealth: "Riches are no part of your felicity," Richard Baxter wrote; "riches are nothing but plentiful provision for tempting corruptible flesh."\(^{37}\))

*The Press and America*, influential because it was so widely used as a textbook, was one of many works that emphasized the relation of media and society. Books by Sidney Kobre also tried to take into account cultural forces, but in practice Christian influence received only minor attention in his books, and the attention it received was as negative as that in Emery. For example, Kobre wrote of the problems faced by those "who dared defy the wrath of the Puritan clergy and the royal governor," as if those were one force.\(^{38}\)

The few *Journalism Quarterly* articles that touched on religious/historical aspects during the 1950s and 1960s often mix progressivism with theological know-nothingism. This approach probably reflected the general ignorance of, or antipathy toward, Christianity among many professional historians.\(^{39}\) For example, Howard H. Vogel in 1960 was amazed that Cotton Mather campaigned for a colonial charter following the downfall of royal governor Sir Edmund Andros: "His agreement and acceptance of the Charter and his subsequent fighting for it seems remarkable considering how limited the role of the clergy in the government's affairs would be."\(^{40}\) That was not the only remarkable, because Reformation political theory required a limited role for the clergy in government, but Vogel was echoing the prejudice that a free press must have emerged in a battle against "theocracy."\(^{41}\)

A few other articles published during the 1950s and 1960s also looked at journalism history and religion. Henry S. Stroupe, in "The Beginning of Religious Journalism in North Carolina, 1823–1865," related the Christian press to religious reawakening.\(^{42}\) Elizabeth Barnes described religion's role in an early 19th-century magazine, the *Panoplist*.\(^{43}\) John M. Havas gave background on *The Journal of Commerce*.\(^{44}\) Robert Lee assessed the relationship of Yale College president Timothy Dwight and an early Christian publication, the Boston *Palladium*.\(^{45}\) Donald F. Brod in 1965 examined press coverage of the Scopes trial four decades before, but missed major issues.\(^{46}\) A book by Stroupe profiled 159 antebellum religious publications of the South Atlantic states.\(^{47}\)

In addition, a few dissertations and monographs produced during the late 1960s and 1970s provided useful information about some specialized Protestant publications. William Jesse Stone, Jr., in "A Historical Survey of Leading Texas Denominational Newspapers: 1846–1861," noted in many Texas antebellum issues the "news hole" content was often as much secular as sacred.\(^{48}\) Alfred Roger Gobbel, in "The Christian Century: Its Editorial Policies and Positions, 1908–1966," examined that magazine's attempt to merge Christianity and liberalism.\(^{49}\) Claude W. Summerlin, in "A History of Southern Baptist State Newspapers," narrated developments from 1802 through 1967.\(^{50}\) Wesley Norton's published history of early 19th-century Midwest newspapers showed how they helped to shape public thought on a host of moral issues.\(^{51}\) Robert W. Ross' *So It Was True: The American Protestant Press and the Nazi Persecution of the Jews*, showed that Protestant denominations publications reported news of Nazi atrocities, but could not quite grasp the full extent of depravity.\(^{52}\)

Also worth noting are publications specializing in the Jewish and Catholic journalistic heritages in America. Two articles by Sidney Kobre on Mordecai Noah, and a biography of Noah published in 1936, were milestones before 1980.\(^{53}\) In 1981, Jonathan D. Sarna produced a book-length examination of Noah's attempt to harmonize minority identity, national allegiance, and political editing.\(^{54}\) Then came an intriguing article by Kathryn T. Theus on mid-19th-century Reform Jewish newspapers.\(^{55}\) Other recent works deserving mention include Mary Lonan Reilly's examination of the history of the Catholic Press Association,\(^{56}\) and M. R. Reall's overview of specialized Catholic publications.\(^{57}\) Robert Peel showed how the *Christian Science Monitor* was founded in response to sensational attacks on Mary Baker Eddy by McClure's and by Joseph Pulitzer's *World*.\(^{58}\) In 1980, Harold H. Osmer's *U.S. Religious Journalism and the Korean War* examined the reaction of specialized religious publications to communism and containment.\(^{59}\) A reference work, *Religious Periodicals in the United States*, profiled various publications.\(^{60}\) Quentin J. Shultze has done fine work on Christian broadcasting; his recent article, "Evangelical Radio and the Rise of the Electronic Church, 1921–1948," showed how evangelical Christians, despite restrictive network and regulatory policies, built audiences through creative programming.\(^{61}\)

These points of light were very welcome, but they still tended to examine what could be called marginalized religion. It was good to have information about publications of and about various groups, but only a few historians have been writing articles examining the impact of world views on the journalistic
mainstream; their work is footnoted in various parts of this book. I do hope that my overview, as a whole, will encourage more detailed work on mainstream beliefs.

Journalism history textbooks, it should be noted, are not alone in having dropped down the memory hole Christianity’s central role in American history. In 1986, a National Institute of Education study of 60 representative pre-college social studies textbooks found Christianity virtually excluded. In books for Grades 1 through 4 that introduced children to an understanding of American society, researcher Paul Vitz and his associates found not a single word about Christianity. Fifth-grade history texts made it appear that religious life ceased to exist in America about a century ago. Fundamentalists were described as people who followed an ancient agricultural way of life. Pilgrims were defined as “people who took long trips.” Some journalism history textbooks are more sophisticated but not different in kind. Should we laugh? Should we cry? No, we should get to work.

Appendix C:
Methodological Notes

This book has narrated the history of three macrostories in American journalism from its European beginnings in the 16th and 17th century through 1917, when the impact of the Russian Revolution began to open up a new phase in journalistic perceptions. The coming together of the official story and the oppression story during recent decades is a phenomenon that needs more examination by both liberals and conservatives. But it is especially important that conservatives understand the historical significance of the corruption story, for there is danger that the right, in its battle against the capture of leading media by the left, will come to oppose investigation and exposure generally.

One of my goals in writing this book, therefore, has been to honor those who fought to establish the corruption story as journalistically valid; my hope is that in removing dirty bathwater and screaming babies we do not throw out the tub of some heroes of early journalism built. One of the most famous historical chapters of the New Testament—chapter 11 of Hebrews—describes the travails of “heroes of faith.” We are told that “Some faced jeers and flogging, while still others were chained and put in prison. They were stoned, they were sawed in two, they were put to death by the sword.” Those lines come near the end of a chapter that summarizes the stories of Abel, Noah, Abraham, Moses, and others whose names have come down to us, and concludes with praise for many unknown soldiers as well. The first line of chapter 12 then gives the practical application of the long account: “Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us.”
The early history of English and American journalism has its own great cloud of witnesses. Some were martyred in the belief that they should speak and write the truth revealed in the Bible, and in the faith that this truth would make them free. The names of some in the great cloud, and the means of their deaths, are included in the index. Other names in the index testify to the power of other world views; the index includes several references to technological developments, such as the "Hoe cylinder press," but the emphasis is on people, and the ideas that animated their lives.

This emphasis is deliberate. The traditional method of teaching history has involved storytelling about giants of the past whose lives provide lessons (of emulation or avoidance) for those in the classroom who will be the leaders of the future. There are dangers in the "great man" (or "great person") approach, but there are greater dangers when history is depersonalized. If we keep in mind the efforts of the past, we are more likely to realize our deep responsibility not only to those who came after us but to those who came before us. Furthermore, some of the difficulties of personal history can be overcome if we see journalists not as autonomous saints or sinners, but as proponents of macrostories that affected the way millions of readers and listeners viewed the world.

A narrative history of macrostory change intrinsically raises many methodological questions. After all, some researchers trained largely in quantitative methodology smell a rat unless there are numbers involved in a study. A quick way to deal with such objections is to counter them with the need to look for rats whether or not the numbers are present; just as seeing is not believing in an age of video wizards, so counting should not be believing at a time when statistical manipulation is rampant. But the question of numbers deserves something better than a flip reply; the introductions to two books published in 1988 presented deeper responses to potential critiques from those who demand numbers.

The first introduction, that of Charles Murray to his fine book In Pursuit, noted the old joke about a drunkard who drops his keys in one place but then looks for them under a streetlight because "the light's better." As Murray then pointed out concerning analysis of social policy questions,

We have looked where the light is, and for modern policy analysis the light consists of quantitative analysis. I do not say this altogether critically. Give a policy analyst variables that can be expressed in numbers, and he has at hand a powerful array of analytic tools to probe their meaning. The limitation—and it has become more and more confining over the years—is that so few of the interesting variables in the social sciences can be expressed in numbers. The more complicated the constructs one wants to examine, the less likely that they can be crammed within the quantitative paradigms.1

At a time when many communications researchers have fallen in love with quantitative analysis, Murray's point needs strong emphasis: The important ques-

Methodological Notes

In journalism cannot be dealt with satisfactorily through techniques of quantitative content analysis or survey research.

The other introductory note I like is a model defense of the qualitative approach. It was offered by Joshua Muravchik at the beginning of his monograph, News Coverage of the Sandinista Revolution:

A more formal or quantitative method is often regarded as lending objectivity to a study, but in this case I think it would have had the opposite effect. . . . Any quantitative analysis would entail assigning news stories to categories that could be counted, categories like "pro-Sandinista" and "anti-Sandinista," or more complex or sophisticated ones. But whatever the categories, the reader without access to my files would have no independent means of evaluating whether I had assigned stories fairly. In contrast with the common-sense discursive approach that I have employed, any skeptical reader can easily check to see whether I have quoted accurately and fairly or whether any of my generalizations are too broad.2

Similarly, I propose to anyone interested in further analysis of the macrostories: Crack the microfilm and see for yourself. It is good that, given justified concern about the potential plasticity of historical narrative, storytellers can only gain reader confidence the old-fashioned way. By earning it. It is good to treat even historians with a reputation for accuracy to the slogan of recent disarmament talks: "Trust, but verify." It is important to demand from writers considerable quotation and other specific detail to back up arguments, along with full footnoting so that fancy footwork can be examined, if necessary.

But those are not the only checks on subjectivity run amuck. The concept of "macrostory," which is based on the integration of existing ideas concerning "narrative framework" and "world view," provides a structure of analysis that allows us to see and keep records of the ways that world views interact with journalistic coverage.

Narrative framework (known to language patricians as "archetypal framework" and to plebeians as "story formula") is something that every reporter learns on the job, if not before. Almost every thoughtful journalist has stories of how the lesson is taught; a good one was told by Rober Darnton, a reporter who later became a history professor. When he was a police beat novice on the Newark Star Ledger in 1959, Darnton wrote a straightforward story about a boy whose bicycle had been stolen in the park. When he showed the story to an older reporter, the veteran told him, "You can't write that sort of story straight," and proceeded (making up detail when useful) to show Darnton how a pro would handle the theft:

Every week Billy put his twenty-five-cent allowance in his piggy bank. He wanted to buy a bike. Finally, the big day came. He chose a shiny red Schwinn, and took it out for a spin in the park. Every day for a week he rode proudly around the same
on early childhood education so that potential criminals get off to a better start. We are seeing many such stories now.

On the other hand, those who see the committing of crimes as part of human nature, unless people are restrained by man’s force or God’s grace, will see the individual as responsible. They will emphasize the need to take hard steps to cut down on crime, and to pray for spiritual change. They will argue that crime must always lead to punishment, both because criminals deserve such a reward and because punishment is a powerful force in keeping people from doing what they want to do.

We might also look briefly—and all these glances are brief and simplifying—at stories concerning economic inequality. Some say that when there is inequality, government should try to end it; journalists who believe this will construct stories, in which people call for action of some sort; any inequalities are instances of wrong doing that should be exposed and challenged. On the other hand, those who see equality of process (e.g., a ban on discrimination by race) as essential, but do not demand equality of result, are likely to produce stories that emphasize individual entrepreneurship rather than societal “oppression.”

World views are influential not only in coverage of political matters but in those soft features known as “lifestyle” stories. The Austin American-Statesman, for example, has regularly praised thinkers and writers who argue that life is best when we follow our natural instincts and are not “repressed”; the goal, as one article advised, should be to “follow your bliss.” An alternate view suggests that we learn not to be ourselves, but to be better than ourselves; such a view, which pokes fun at our belief that whatever we want to do is right, does not receive much favorable press. Larry McMurtry noted even in the 1970s that:

One seldom, nowadays, hears anyone described as ‘a person of character.’ The concept goes with an ideal of maturity, discipline and integration that strongly implies repression: people of character, after all, cannot do just anything, and an ability to do just about anything with just about anyone—in the name, perhaps, of Human Potential—is certainly one of the most modern abilities.7

What is “character” to some is seen as “hang-up” by others.

These views of human nature tend to be consistent across the boundaries of particular issues: A journalist who sees aggression as something natural (and to be guarded against) in international relations is not likely to assume that crime arises merely from poverty. Nor is such a journalist likely to believe that it is generally best for desires to be met and restraints abolished. Such a journalist will not write from the assumption that people are naturally good but are oppressed by the institutions and other pressures around them.

The concept of macrostory, in short, cuts against recent ideas of journalistic objectivity by noting that reporters put news stories in narrative frameworks chosen in relation to world views.8 However, the concept does not argue that

there is no objective truth, nor does it argue that subjectivity reigns totally in modern journalism. It is important to distinguish between obligatory and discretionary coverage and writing. Obligatory stories are the occurrences that readers, within a particular media community and cultural framework, expect to see covered. Earthquakes, coach or car accidents, major fires and other local disasters, the death of kings and presidents, the doings of the rich and famous—all are grist for a local publication’s mill, almost regardless of its editors’ and reporters’ world views.9 But journalists can and do deviate from obligatory coverage in three ways. They cover obligatory stories but delve deeper, particularly by asking “why.” They choose to cover stories that do not demand coverage but that support their world view concerns. Or they do both by covering discretionary stories in depth.

Any story that goes beyond obligatory coverage becomes highly dependent on journalistic world views. As John Corry of the New York Times has noted, “There are fewer rules of pure journalism here than journalists pretend, even to themselves. Journalists, especially big-time journalists, deal in attitudes and ideas as much as events.”10 That has been true throughout journalism history.